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Abstract
The aim of the study was to examine the relationships 
between 'rigidity', particularly as shown by older people, 
and the ability to adapt to Decimal Currency.
The first part of this thesis discusses the age changes 
with respect to rigidity and flexibility which have been 
found in previous experimental work. Because of the 
slowing of central neural processes and because of the 
less efficient use of stimulus redundancy there is a 
lowering of the levels of complexity which can be dealt 
with effectively. These changes result in a decline in 
the ability to deal logically with new stimuli and there­
fore a decrease in practical adaptability.
People will also be more rigid at any age if they are less 
proficient at the cognitive and perceptual abstract 
manipulation of information. Thirdly, rigidity may be 
due to attitudes and personality e.g. living to a routine, 
rejecting new ideas and adhering to the conventional way 
of doing things.
The tests chosen for measuring rigidity and Decimal 
adaptation were administered to an adult subject sample.
The results showed that logical reasoning was the most 
important factor in adaptation. Peelings of insecurity 
and resistance to change were important personality factors, 
Age itself was not an effective variable, and older people 
were only less adaptable if they were less able on abstract 
intelligence or higher on the rigidity measures.
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SECTION A
A theoretical backgroimd and review of the literature
Introduction
In February 1971 Britain changed from its traditional 
£ s d coinage to Decimal Currency. This provided an 
opportunity to measure the capacity of the general 
population to adapt to a new way of thinking.
This adaptability is thought to be related to three 
main factors of rigidity. Firstly is rigidity due to the 
natural aging process. Chapters 1 ^ and 2 will show how 
aging brings a natural slowing of mental processes, which 
together with a decline in the ability to transmit 
information results in less efficient handling of new 
ideas and information. There is also an age decline in 
short- and long-term memory which impairs the ability to 
learn. Therefore in older people in whom these natural 
changes have occurred we would expect to find greater 
rigidity in adapting to the new system of Decimal Currency.
Hie curre/rfr ot
Secondly is rigidity due to^cognitive ability,
generally termed non-verbal intelligence. This is taken 
to be the ability to logically manipulate data independently 
of the external presence of that data. It is therefore a 
dimension of abstract - concrete cognition. The experiments 
reported in Chapter 3 will show how the objective, logical 
appraisal of information declines with age. But young 
adults at their peak of ability cover the whole range of 
intellectual performance on any intelligence test used.
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Therefore the intelligence factor will have two effects: 
firstly the intellectual decline with age will cause 
greater rigidity, and secondly within any age group the 
people scoring lower on intellectual ability will show 
less ability to adapt to a new system of thinking than 
their more able peers.
Thirdly is rigidity of cognitive style. In this 
research several such styles will be discussed. They 
overlap each other to a certain extent, but they can be 
distinguished from each other by the extent of their 
influence on behaviour. Chapter 5 will deal with styles 
that primarily affect individual actions or short 
sequences of behaviour. This includes perceptual field- 
dependence, set and behavioural rigidity. The perceptual 
factor involves a person's ability to react to one part 
of the stimulus field alone, and can be measured by the 
extent to which his reaction is influenced by other parts 
of the field which are either in close physical proximity, 
or which have similar physical characteristics.
The set factor involves the degree for which pre­
paredness for one event inhibits the reaction of a person 
to an unexpected event, and evidence will be given to show 
that older people have greater difficulty in overcoming 
the effects of set. Behavioural rigidity is used in this 
research to describe an increasing reliance on known ways 
of problem solving and habitual methods of tackling new 
information. It would be expected that older people would 
exhibit this type of rigidity as they become less able to
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appraise and cope with new ideas, hut people of any age 
who are intellectually below average would be more 
inclined to use methods they know than try to devise 
new ones.
Chapter 5 will deal with cognitive styles that 
affect wider ranges of behaviour. They can therefore 
more appropriately be called attitude systems, and the 
degree of rigidity or flexibility a person shows in 
dealing with new situations will be affected by the 
degree of tolerance or openness of his attitudes.
If his attitudes are closed then he tends to reject 
new ideas because they contradict the ones he already 
has and he is not able to rearrange his own ideas to 
incorporate new ones. A person with open attitudes 
tends to seek out new ideas because he enjoys integrating 
his beliefs, and being aware of the logical consistency 
within them. Between these two extremes fall the majority 
of people who vary in the degree to which they react to 
contradictory ideas and the flexibility with which they 
deal with new information.
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Chapter 1 Age Changes in Speed and Efficiency
Aging brings a slowing down of central neural 
processes. Birr en and Botwinick 1955 (a) measured 
subjects' reaction time from finger, foot and jaw to 
an auditory stimulus. There was a difference of 
between 21% and 29% between the reaction times of 
subjects aged 18 to 36 years, and those aged 61 to 91 
years. Since the length of nerve fibre involved had 
no significant effect on the reaction time, the increase 
in reaction time with age must have been due to the 
slowing of central initiating processes, not to the 
speed of neural conduction.
Surwillo 1961 also measured the reaction time of 
subjects to auditory signals. In this case the signals 
came at irregular intervals with no foreperiod, whereas 
Birren and Botwinick 1955 did use foreperiods which may 
have induced different amounts of set in older and younger 
subjects. Surwillo also measured the alpha rhythms of his 
subjects and found a significant correlation between the 
length of the alpha cycle and reaction time. He also found 
that subjects aged from 53 to 72 years had significantly 
slower reaction times and longer alpha periods than subjects 
aged 18 to 49 years. Therefore age produces a measurable 
decline in the speed of brain function.
The age decrement is increased in tasks of greater 
complexity. For example, Birren and Botwinick 1955 (b) 
presented subjects with 48 pairs of vertical lines viewed 
tachtiscopically. For each pair the subject had to decide
— 22 —
which line was the shorter, and to respond as quickly as 
possible by saying 'right* or 'left*. The difference in 
length of each pair of lines varied from 1% to 50% of the 
length. Subjects aged 61 to 91 years had significantly 
longer response times than subjects aged 19 to 56 years 
for all levels of stimulus difficulty, but the difference 
was disproportionally greater at higher levels of difficulty, 
Therefore tasks which are perceptually more difficult cause 
more pronounced slowing of behaviour in older people.
Griew 1959 gave subjects an aiming task with a display 
of 2, 4 or 8 metal targets, and a corresponding display of 
2, 4 or 8 lights. When a light came on the subject had to 
touch the target below the light with a metal stylus. This 
was called the easy response; the harder response was to 
first touch the correct target and then move the stylus to 
the hole in the centre of the target to touch the metal 
disc beneath.
The subject groups were aged 20 to 26 years and 50 to 
57 years. Both groups found the task relatively easy, but 
whereas the young group showed no significant increase in 
reaction time with the harder response, the older group did. 
Both groups however showed the same constant increase in 
reaction time between the 4 - choice and 8 - choice 
conditions, where one would have expected the older group 
to be disproportionately longer with the 8 - choice task. 
Perhaps the reason was that the task was not difficult 
enough to tax the ability of the older group, or that they 
were more susceptible to added complexity of response than 
to added complexity of perception. This may be so if the
- 23 -
slowing with age lies mainly in the initiating of motor 
responses and cognitive manipulations, and less in the 
transmission of perceptual information.
Suci, Davidoff and Surwillo I960, however, did find 
a disproportionate slowing with age as the amount of 
perceptually-received information increased. They 
compared a group of mean age 63 years with a group of 
mean age 18.5 years, all of whom had had a college education. 
They learnt 4 nonsense syllable responses to 4 lights, and 
then had blocks of trials in which 1, 2 or 3 of the lights 
came on and then after an interval of between 2 and 4 
seconds one of the lights went off. The subject's response 
was the syllable associated with the light that went off; 
the light thus conveyed between 0 and 2 bits of information.
The regression curve of the reaction time on the bits 
of information was linear for both age groups but there was 
a significant difference between the two curves, with the 
older group being disproportionately slower as the amount 
of information increased. A reason for the discrepancy 
between this result and that of Griew 1959 may be that in 
Suci, Davidoff and Surwillo i960 the association of the 
nonsense syllables provided more information than allowed 
for by merely counting the lights. The associations were, 
after all, recently-acquired learning, and when the light 
went off the subject had to recall the correct association, 
discriminate it from the other nonsense syllables and 
initiate its verbal pronounciation.
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' So these two experiments may he reconciled by saying 
that it is probably the complexity of the response and its 
initiation that causes disproportionate slowing with age, 
rather than information transmission alone. Further 
evidence to support this comes from Szafran's report in 
Velford and Birren (eds.) 1965* He tested airline pilots 
under information-overload conditions, by giving them a 
main task of responding manually to random visual and 
auditory signals, while at the same time doing a subsidiary 
task. The subsidiary task was either to monitor a series 
of signals and remember which one occurred twice in the 
series, or to respond to each signal of the main task with 
one of three code words. Delayed auditory feedback of the 
subject's own speech added further stress.
Results showed that there was no real reduction in 
information transmission with age until an overload 
condition was reached. At this point the over - 40 year- 
olds transmitted fewer bits per second than the under - 40 
year-olds. Szafran also found a significant correlation 
between cardiac efficiency and the size of the reduction 
in decision time in the overload condition. These results 
point to two conclusions ; firstly that the blood supply to 
the brain is an important determinant of the maximum ability 
of older people and therefore that mental age changes follow 
closely on physical age changes; and secondly that these 
natural aging processes bring down a person's potential, so 
that he reaches his limit of efficient performance sooner, 
as task complexity increases. Therefore we cannot say that 
information transmission declines with age, but it is more
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likely that the complexity of situations, under which 
efficient information transmission occurs, must become 
more limited with age.
Efficiency of cognitive functioning involves not only 
the rate of gain of information, but also the coding of 
information. If information is coded logically it gives 
the minimum number of bits to be transmitted. But if the 
redundancy in the information is not effectively used, 
then more bits must be transmitted to achieve the same 
cognitive reasoning. If older people code less effectively, 
then they are imposing on themselves a greater information 
load at the same time as their information overload limit 
is getting lower. Experiments suggest that this is what 
actually happens as people get older, particularly the 
experiments of Eabbitt 1964- (a)(b)(c), and 1965.
Babbitt 1964- (a) gave subjects 4- letters and 4- numbers 
presented individually on a screen. The subject had two 
response keys at his right hand for the letters and two 
response keys at his left hand for the numbers. The 
conditions of the experiment were firstly, an uninformative 
flash of light which appeared on the screen at random fore­
periods before the test stimulus; secondly, an *L* signifying 
that the test stimulus would be a letter, or an 'E* 
signifying a number was flashed on the screen at random 
foreperiods before the test stimulus. This partial advance 
information reduced the possible stimulus outcomes from 8 to 
4-, and the possible responses from 2 hands to 1 hand; 
thirdly, a few conditions of false advance information were 
randomly mixed in to give a total block of 256 trials.
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The older subject group were of a mean age years 
and the young group were of a mean age 23 years. For all 
the foreperiods used the young subjects were significantly 
faster with advance information than without it. But the 
old group showed no significant benefit from the advance 
information, though like the young group they suffered 
when this advance information was false. Therefore the 
reaction times of the old group were as short as they 
could manage, and although they must have perceived the 
advance information it could not improve their behaviour. 
With false information the young group showed maximum 
slowing effect after a 0.5 second foreperiod, but for the 
old group the effect was greater after a 1 second fore­
period and at a maximum after 1.5 second foreperiod. 
Therefore even in its briefest extent of influence, a 
pre-set attitude was inhibiting for longer in older people 
than young.
Babbitt 1964 (b) gave subjects a card sorting task 
in which the number of piles to sort into, and the number 
of symbols to be sorted per pile were varied. In comparing 
subjects of mean 72 years with subjects mean age 19 years. 
Babbitt concluded that the limitations met by the older 
group on the 2- and 4- choice task were not met by the 
young until the 6- and 8- choice tasks. This suggests 
that the size of categories which people could handle in 
a continuous sorting task, also becomes more limited with 
age.
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Babbitt 1965 used another card sorting task. This 
time the cards each had a relevant letter which designated 
which pile to sort it into; and this letter was randomly- 
put on the card among 0, 1, 4 or 8 irrelevant letters. 
Comparing the sorting abili-ty of subjects mean age 67 
years with a group of mean age 19 years Babbitt found 
that while an increase in the number of relevant symbols 
to be sorted did not increase sorting time in either age 
group, the increase in irrelevant symbols did significantly 
increase the sorting time of the older group, and more so 
when there were 8 rather than 2 relevant symbols to sort.
Presumably the older group took more time because 
they not only discriminated between the relevant letter 
and all non-relevant ones, but also discriminated between 
the irrelevant letters themselves. If true, this would 
suggest older people being ultra-methodical at the expense 
of efficiency. A general conclusion seems to be that 
older people cannot take advantage of all the redundancy 
in a stim-ulus situation and therefore waste time and 
effort on unnecessary discriminations. As a result they 
cannot form effective hypotheses for action, and must 
therefore rely on more persistent monitoring of the 
stimulus field and also more frequent decision making.
Thus as inefficiency increases the cognitive load becomes 
greater, at the same time as the abili"ty to handle the 
extra load is declining. This would explain why people 
show disportionately greater disadvantages as they grow 
older.
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A good experiment showing this basic inability to 
act on hypotheses was by Babbitt and Birren 1967* The 
task was to touch contact grids to put out corresponding 
lights. Only a few lights were used, and they came on 
repeatedly in the same order so that the subjects had a 
repetitive 2- or 4- movement cycle to maintain performance. 
There were 15 disruptive signals though, mixed in randomly 
with a series of 288 repetitive signals. Comparing subjects 
of mean age 75 years with a group of mean age 22 years, 
the older subjects made fewer continuation errors when 
disruptive signals occurred and their reaction time was 
not increased so much by them as it was in the young group. 
The older group were also slower and less accurate in 
general than the young group, and more so on the 4- than 
the 2- movement cycle.
It would seem that the young group were willing to 
act on the high probabilities of the repetitive signals 
occurring, and kept smooth response sequences going.
But the older group would not gamble in this way and 
tended to monitor the lights more continuously, giving 
themselves an extra perceptual load wliich prevented smooth 
response initiation. This seems likely since Leonard 1952 
has shown that people in their late 60's could not overlap 
the initiation of an arm movement with the perception of 
a light, whereas people in their late 20's could.
These age changes bring a difference in problem solving 
technique of younger and older people. The young can work 
out the expectancies of different outcomes more efficiently
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and therefore act confidently in response to what they 
think is most likely to happen, because they are sure 
enough of their own ability to act quickly if the 
unexpected should occur. For older people though a 
new problem is approached with more caution. Older 
people are usually aware of the deficiencies appearing 
in their behaviour as the years pass and are therefore 
less confident. They want to be sure of the outcome 
before they act because they would rather avoid the task 
of handling an unexpected outcome. But with less efficient 
use of information they have to rely on the methodical 
checking of data to work out the probable outcome.
These différencies in technique were well described 
by Brown 1957* She was investigating the effect of paced 
work on older workers. Her subjects were faced with a grid- 
matching problem, in which they had to move the ball on 
their own grid to match the position of a ball on the test 
grid. Under paced and self-paced conditions the peak of 
ability varied from the 30's to the 40*s, but Brown 
concluded that younger people were better at paced work 
because they tended to guess the position of the test ball 
and used large confident movements on their own grid to 
move the ball into the approximate area, needing only a 
small amount of fine adjustment to finish the match.
The older subjects though spent more time counting the 
grid and checking the position of the test ball before they 
even started to move the ball on their own grid. In this 
experiment it seemed that subjects in their 50's were at a
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transitional stage because some of them could improve 
their performance if given advice on stopping the ball 
more quickly, and then approached the performance of 
the 40 year-olds. The 60's however did not benefit 
from such advice.
To conclude this chapter it may be said that natural 
physical age changes bring about a slowing down of the 
speed of cerebral processes, and this combines with a 
growing inability to make full use of stimulus redundancy 
to produce less efficient processing of information, and 
consequently a slower more laboured grasp of new ideas, 
such as Decimal Currency. The comparison groups used 
in the experiments discussed above were often separated 
by 40 or 50 years of age, so that this decline in ability 
is a very slow process covering all of the young and 
mature adult years.
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Chapter 2 Age changes in Learning and Problem Solving
Learning and problem solving are overlapping cognitive 
processes that occur in simple and complex form all the 
time in any person's behaviour; few actions are entirely 
automatic and requiring of no new appraisal of the 
stimulus situation. Chapter 1 attempted to show that age 
changes in the appraisal of information lie mainly in a 
reduction of the complexity of information that can be 
handled. In learning and problem solving it is again 
complexity which seems to be most affected by age, 
primarily because older people are more restricted in the 
number of items that they can hold separately in mind at 
one time in order to perform mental operations on them.
The result is that increased complexity seems to cause 
more interference in older people. For example, Bromley 
1958 found that short term memory for a list of digits did 
not decrease in span with age, but having to repeat the 
series backwards caused a decline from the late 50's onwards. 
Thus, even a simple rearranging of data caused a memory 
deficit in older subjects. Bromley also gave subjects a 
visual memory task with geometric shapes; but only got a 
significant age decline in one of the three subject groups. 
Bote learning of nonsense syllables showed an age decline 
to begin in the 40's for women, but not until the 60's for 
men. It seems that in relatively simple learning, age 
differences are either not found, or do not occur until 
late middle age.
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Kirclmer 1958 presented subjects with 12 keys to 
switch off 12 corresponding lights. The conditions were 
varied so that the subject had to switch off the light 
which was currently on, or the light which was on one, 
two or three lights ago. This involved a constant 
changing of the short-term memory store, though the 
number of items required to be held at any one time 
were few.
This kind of complexity showed large differences in 
ability between subjects aged 18 to 24 years, and those 
aged 60 to 84 years. The older group had difficulty 
understanding the instructions and only 5 of them could 
even attempt the 'three-back' condition. There were no 
age differences in extinguishing the light which was 
currently on; but in the 'one-back' condition, while the 
young group maintained the same level of performance, the 
old group became inaccurate and made more-omission errors.
On the ' two-back ' condition some older people could 
not manage the task at all, while the others who did
attempt it made far more omission errors than in the
simpler condition. The young group on the ' two-back ' 
condition made only as many omission errors as the old 
group on the 'one-back' condition; and on the 'three-back' 
condition the young group did not make as many omission 
errors as the old group on the 'two-back' condition.
In this experiment then, the older group quickly felt 
the effect of complexity on their running memory span, when
responses to the keys had to be initiated at the same time.
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Since the scoring method was based on the number of omission 
errors, it is possible that the age effect was exaggerated 
by the non-response tendency of older people under speeded 
conditions, although 4.5 seconds per light were given on 
the more difficult conditions.
Another experiment designed to create a memory overload 
was by Broadbent and Heron 1962. From subjects' performance 
on a task of crossing out all of a certain digit on a sheet 
of digits, they measured the effect when this task was 
hindered by a subsidiary task. The subsidiary task was 
to listen to series of letters and at the end of each series 
record on the digit sheet of the main task the letter which 
had occurred twice in the series.
When the main task was to cross out all of one type of 
digit, then subjects of 18 to 25 years were almost unaffected 
by the interference task; but subjects of 45 to 60 years 
did make more errors than on the main task alone. When 
the main task was made more complex by asking subjects to 
change the type of digit to be crossed out each time they 
came across a digit in a red circle; then both age groups 
were slower and made more mistakes. When the hardest main 
task was given, namely to cross out numbers 0 to 9 in 
succession then both age groups took significantly longer 
again, but the young group took longer than the old 
because they were tackling both tasks, while the recordings 
of the older group showed that they paid little attention 
to the subsidiary task.
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Again the complexity of response initiation and 
conflicting simultaneous short-term memories caused the 
older group to reach an overload point sooner than the 
young group. In this experiment also, the age difference 
between the two groups was not so great as in most aging 
comparison-studies.
Conflicting information does not necessarily have 
to be present to cause interference. For example, Suci, 
Davidoff and Braun in Tibbitts and Donahue (eds.) 1962 
compared subjects of over and under 60 years of age on 
learning to discriminate the size of a set of 5 squares.
Then half of each age group were given a set of 5 larger 
squares to learn, while the other half were occupied by 
conversation. All subjects were then required to relearn 
the first set of squares. Results showed no age differences 
on the original learning of the squares, but the older 
group were significantly worse on relearning after they 
had learnt the set of larger squares.
While the learning required in this experiment was 
simple enough to show no age deficit, once it had been 
complicated by adding more size discriminations the older 
group were at a disadvantage. Presumably the memory of 
the larger squares still encroached on the relearning 
memories of the smaller set; they could not be coded as 
irrelevant and subsequently ignored, but remained to 
cause an information overload.
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Tall and 1968 p.95 in. one of a series of experiments
found a 50% age decrement in short term recall among 
subjects of 50 to 70 years of age if the word lists given 
were longer than the established memory span. That means 
that older people could not ignore the extra information 
even though it was beyond their powers to recall it, and 
it persisted to create interference with the items that 
would have been within their span.
This inability to ignore is part of the larger coding 
process discussed in Chapter 1. Heron and Craik 1964 in 
Talland (ed.) 1968 reported experiments which varied the 
redundancy of information to be memorised. For example 
subjects of 25 to 35 years old showed no superiority in 
memory span over subjects of 60 to 72 years, when the 
material to recall was meaningless Finnish words; but 
the young group had a significantly longer span when 
the material was meaningful English words. In another 
experiment with subjects between 20 and 79 years of age 
there was no age difference in memory span for colour 
names, but there was a significant age decrement in the 
memory span for English text and scrambled proverbs.
When the stimulus lists were different statistical 
approximations to English text it was found that older 
subjects of a high verbal intelligence could equal the 
learning rate of the younger subjects; but the older 
subjects of a lower verbal intelligence (at the 75th 
percentile) showed a levelling off of improvement after 
the 3rd order approximation to English and could not 
benefit from further increases in redundancy.
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To summarise these three experiments it seems that 
older people, despite their longer experience of the 
language, are less able to use the predictability of 
the language for coding and chunking. Chunking reduces 
information to fewer bits for memorising, but with age 
chunking becomes less efficient and the memory load is 
increased.
In experimental tests of learning it is important to 
bear in mind that older people are more cautious and need 
to be surer of their actions before responding. Part of 
this general tendency is reflected in more omission errors 
in older groups during speeded tasks. If the task is 
fairly demanding and time is short then older people tend 
not to respond, rather than to risk a guess or a mistake.
Eisdorfer, Axelrod and Wilkie 1963 reported that 
omission errors did decline significantly with age as 
the exposure time per word in a serial learning task 
was increased from 4 to 6 and 8 seconds. The comparison 
groups were aged 28 to 49 years and 60 to 80 years.
Canestrari 1963 compared a group of mean age 24 years 
with a group of mean age 63 years on a paired-associate 
learning task. The word pairs were presented at paced 
rates of 1.3 and 3-0 seconds per pair and in a self-paced 
condition. The older group made fewer omission errors 
with 3.0 than 1.5 second exposures, and showed a further 
significant drop in omission errors in the self-paced 
condition; while the young group showed a drop in errors 
between the two paced conditions but did not benefit 
further from the self-paced condition.
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Canestrari's subject groups were matched on Wechsler 
vocabulary ability, but the older group were still poorer 
at learning than the young in all the experimental 
conditions. It was in the self-paced condition though 
that their performance most approached that of the young, 
and results showed that the older group utilized 
significantly more of the time limit of the paced 
conditions to respond in.
Also, Eisdorfer in Tall and (ed. ) 1968 using a rote 
learning experiment found that subjects of 67 to 83 years 
of age with high VAIS vocabulary scores did better at 
learning than both young and old average-score subjects, 
but they still made more omission errors in paced learning 
conditions than a group of 23 to 48 years of age who had 
equally high VAIS scores. Therefore reluctance to respond 
seems to be an inevitable part of the aging process, 
offset, but not prevented by superior intelligence.
To conclude this chapter, two experiments on problem 
solving will be discussed. They involve the application 
of short-term learning to solve a wider problem. Firstly, 
Kay 1954, who tested factory-worker subjects of 15 to 72 
years of age. The apparatus was a row of 12 keys in front 
of the subject, and a row of 12 lights three feet behind 
the keys. The subject was told to mentally number the 
lights from 1 to 12, and then when a light came on, to 
decide which number the light was, and then find this 
number on the index card which was put behind the keys.
The key below the correct number on the index card would 
switch off the light. The positions of the 12 numbers on
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the index card were randomised.
There were three conditions for the test trials
1) with the index card directly behind the keys
2) with the index card mid-way between the lights 
and the keys
3) with the index directly in front of the lights.
The nearness of the index card to the lights caused 
disproportionately greater difficulty in the older subjects. 
The older subjects tended to omit the use of the card when 
it was moved away from the keys, and in the over-55 year- 
olds over half of the total responses were errors. This 
was because the older subjects tended to repeat the same 
errors, despite the fact that the light would not go out 
until the correct key had been pressed and the correct 
response thereby reinforced.
Variability of both error scores and time increased 
in the over 35*8 and again in the over 55's. This means 
that in older age groups there are some people who show 
little loss of ability and behave as efficiently as 
younger people, while other people feel age changes more 
keenly.
Another interesting fact from Kay's study was that 
with subjects over 35 years of age there was an increasing 
number who could not understand the written instructions, 
though about 44% of all age groups said that they understood 
the instructions when verbal checking showed that in fact 
they did not. Therefore it seems that people of average 
ability and any age do not approach problems in the most
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efficient way, because they do not fully utilise the 
information available to begin with.
Clay 1956 designed a task in which a squared board 
was used. Numbered counters could be put in the squares 
to give designated column or row totals at the edges of 
the board. There was no age difference among subjects 
of 20 to 70 years when column totals alone, or row totals 
alone were required, but then the two processes were 
combined. For this each square was divided diagonally 
and the counters contributing to the row totals were to 
go in the upper section of each square, while the counters 
contributing to the column totals were to go in the lower 
section of each square. This meant that neither task had 
been objectively complicated, but that the two tasks had 
been perceptically combined.
Ability on this combined task was better for 20 and 
30 year olds than on the two tasks separately which meant 
that they had benefited from practise. The 40 year olds 
were quicker but less accurate on the combined matrix than 
the two separate ones, while the 50 year olds took much 
more time to maintain accuracy as good as that of the 40 
year olds. The over 50*s were worse on both time and 
accuracy.
These experiments of Kay and Clay both show that 
perceptual complications are much more confusing for older 
people, even when they have not altered the objective 
difficulty of the task. It seems that keeping items or 
responses separate and coded as relevant or irrelevant are 
both processes which suffer from natural age changes at
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both the conceptual and perceptual levels.
Considering these age changes in relation to the 
introduction of Decimal Currency we would expect older 
people to be slower and less able to adapt to a fluid 
use of the new system.
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Chapter 3 Age changes in Intelligence
From Chapters 1 and 2 it would he expected that age 
would' bring about a decline in intellectual ability in 
the average person. As the maximum complexity with which 
they can deal decreases, then older people will become 
increasingly dependent on the physical form and presence 
of the stimulus field in order to carry out everyday 
cognitive processes. If intelligence is defined as the 
ability to form logical relationships between objects, 
then as older people become more concrete in their 
cognition they will become effectively less intelligent. 
Harvey, Hunt and Schroder 1961 agree that 'The greater 
one's abstractness, 1) the greater is his ability to 
transcend immediacy and to move more into the temporally 
and spatially remote, 2) and the more capable he is of 
abstracting relationships from objects of his experience 
and of organizing them in terms of their relatedness.'
In this research intelligence will be taken to be the level 
of abstract ability of which any subject is capable.
A good test of this ability is the Progressive Matrices 
designed by J.C. Raven in 1938. In Raven 1948 he describes 
his test as 'a non-verbal test of a person's capacity.... 
to form comparisons, reason by analogy, and develop a 
logical method of thinking regardless of previously acquired 
information' and said that ‘It is not a test of general 
intelligence, and it is always a mistake to describe it as 
such,' it is rather 'a test of observation, or a person's 
capacity to understand and apply a fresh method of thinking. '
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This is indeed the ability which needs to be 
measured here; the ability to apply logical processes 
to any new material regardless of past education or 
training. The concept of flexibility is implicit in 
the process of logical abstraction, because any type 
of set or rigid use of habit would prevent maximal 
abstract reasoning.
Raven 1948 described the age differences in ability 
on the Progressive Matrices test. He found a steep rise 
in ability to 14 years of age, then a levelling off till 
24 years of age, followed by a slow but linear decline 
with advancing age. The rates of decline were parallel 
for people whose scores were in the 50, 75 and 95 percentiles 
of their own age groups, but there was a more rapid decline 
for people in the 25 percentile. Raven standardised his 
test on large numbers of militiamen, students, children 
and postal workers, so that its results can be said to be 
applicable to the general population.
Unlike the Progressive Matrices the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS) includes subtests for different 
abilities, and the use of pictures, words and numbers in 
its items renders it more susceptible to variance from the 
educational level and social class of subjects. Birren and 
Morrison 1961, in an analysis of the VAIS from the scores 
of subjects aged 25 to 64 years found that there was a 
general ability factor which accounted for 5^% of the 
variance on scores, and, as predicted, loaded highly on 
education. Age came out as the second factor accounting 
for less variance and in fewer subtests.
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Since higher education correlates generally with 
higher social class than very often the subject samples 
used in experiments on aging will give a deceptively 
better picture of ability with age. Subjects are often 
recruited from skilled or professional occupations, or 
from social clubs, and as people get older it is only 
the more confident and capable who join these clubs.
There is a further selection effect in that only the 
well-adjusted and above-average older people are likely 
to agree to take part in experimental studies. The final 
samples then, are often made up of people who had a good 
education, have always been intellectually above average, 
and have probably had the advantages of a middle class 
existence. Therefore, while the WAIS may measure actual 
ability level, the Progressive Matrices would gauge the 
present level of flexible abstract reasoning.
Another intelligence test, widely used, is Thurstone's 
Primary Mental Abilities test (PMA). Schaie, Rosenthal 
and Perlman 1953 analysed the results of the PMA on subjects 
of 53 to 78 years of age. They found the steepest age 
decline was for space and reasoning abilities, while verbal 
meaning and word fluency decline least. This again is a 
clear distinction between present ability and the use of 
acquired information.
The changes in logical ability with age have been shown 
in other ways also. For example, %)eakman 1954-, in a 
learning experiment, gave subjects a clue card to help them 
remember the values and colours of old and new stamp issues.
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The value discs cut out from both old and new stamps 
meant that each value had two colours, plainly- 
discriminated on the clue card, yet older people found 
the card a hinderance rather than a help, and although 
some of them might start to use the card correctly they 
often abandoned it and fell back on guess-work, choosing 
colours which looked right, regardless of the inconsist­
encies thus created. The younger subjects however, could 
easily make use of the card for logical deductions.
Speakman found that logical use of the card declined only 
slightly after the 40's but abruptly after the 60's.
Bromley 1956 gave the Shaw Test to subjects of 17 to 
82 years. This test consists of 4 wooden blocks which can 
be arranged according to height, weight or position of 
notches on them etc. Results showed that logical responses 
decreased with age as illogical, confused and concrete 
responses increased. Since the actual quantity of responses 
did not decline as quickly it was not just decreased output 
which caused this result.
A third example is that of Friend and Zubek 1958, who 
gave the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal Test to 
subjects of 12 to 80 years of age. This test includes 99 
items of events likely to occur in everyday life. Evaluation 
and interpretation of the items showed a peak of ability 
in the 20's and a fall after the 50's, while assumptions 
and deductions reached a peak in the 30's and then declined. 
Friend and Zubek also devised an Index of Objectivity by 
comparing neutral and emotionally-charged test items.
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From this they found the over 60 year olds to be 
significantly less objective than the under 25 year olds.
Applying these results to ability to adapt to 
Decimal Currency, it would seem that, since decimal 
computation is a logical process, older people would 
have more difficulty organizing it in their minds.
This would be even more important if they tried to 
convert back to the old currency for comparing values 
of items in the shops. The overall effect would be 
greater difficulty in using the new currency in all 
cash transactions or mental arithmetic. Also, when 
inconsistencies appeared in their own reasoning efforts, 
they would be less able to deduce the cause of the 
contradiction and therefore would perceive the new 
system as more forbidding and difficult than it actually 
is.
Before leaving this topic it is important to make a 
further distinction in the intelligence of younger people. 
For intelligence may change not only quantitatively with 
age, but qualitatively as well. Guilford 1956 in an effort 
to describe the many facets of the intellect, divided the 
production factor into convergent and divergent abilities. 
Basically convergence implies the logical assessment of 
given data to find one correct answer, while divergence 
implies beginning from one given fact and generating as 
many answers or ideas that can be objectively related to 
that fact.
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Tests such as the Progressive Matrices, the VAIS, and 
the PMA are made up of items which require one correct 
answer, and therefore measure convergent intelligence. 
Divergent intelligence could be measured only by open- 
ended tests in which the subject could give as many 
answers as he could think of. For this, Guilford devised 
’Unusual Uses' and 'Uses for a brick' tests. These gave 
subjects an ordinary object to think about, and by 
considering the possibilities of all its physical 
properties to devise as many uses for it other than the 
use it was meant for.
Hudson 1966 and 1968 used open-ended tests and 
convergent tests on adolescent school boys. He found that 
individuals varied greatly and could be classified as 
extreme - or moderate -, divergers or convergers, while 
less than half of the sample could be considered of equal 
ability on both aspects of intelligence. This classification 
is important to this research because of the connection 
that Hudson found between extreme convergent ability and 
authoritarian characteristics.
Hudson decided that boys who were extreme convergers 
used thought as a defence against personal feelings, while 
boys who were extreme divergers used emotion as a defence 
against impersonal thought. He gave them a personal 
qualities questionnaire in which they recorded the degree 
to which they approved or disapproved of certain qualities. 
Significant differences were found between the two extreme 
groups, they were as follows: convergers approved more of
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being obedient, of having set opinions and accepting 
expert advice, of being socially adept, neat and tidy 
and of being a good team member; they disapproved of 
being independent of their parents, of being imaginative 
and artistic,.of arty clothes and bad language.
Therefore an overall impression is that the 
convergers respected authority, and believed in a person 
knowing his place in the authority structure. They also 
placed great importance on a person's external appearance 
and behaviour. Chapter 5 will show how these characteristics 
are the same as those often measurable in authoritarian 
and ethnocentric people.
Hudson's subjects were young and highly intelligent, 
and the convergence - divergence distinction may take 
different forms in a more average adult sample. But it 
would be worthwhile to try and measure both aspects of 
intelligence in this study.
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Chapter 4 Behavioural Rigidities and Age
The extent to which people are perceptually and 
conceptually rigid varies greatly within any age group, 
hut since susceptibility to the effects of set and the 
use of habit both seem to increase with age, it is the 
aging trends which will be discussed here, since they 
form an integral part of the age decline in adaptability.
Set has been defined by Brinley in Velford and 
Birren (eds.) 1965 as 'inferred anticipations and 
predispositions with respect to the concrete details of 
performance ', and with reference to aging and set he says 
that 'Studies of reasoning and problem solving do provide 
evidence that difficulty in maintaining set impedes the 
performance of the elderly, in more complicated reasoning 
and problem solving activities', p. 122.
This is contrary to what one would expect from the 
results of experiments such as Rabbitt 1964 (a) discussed 
above in Chapter 1. In Rabbitt's experiment the 
preparatory set of the older subjects seemed to go on 
increasing in effect for longer than in young people, for 
it had its greatest inhibiting effect on subsequent 
responses after a lapse of 1.5 seconds, whereas the 
younger subjects could overcome the effect of set more 
easily as the response foreperiod increased from 0.5 
seconds onwards. Such responses could not, however, be 
called complicated reasoning.
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Brinley reported an experiment carried out in 1963 
in which, subjects of 59 to 82 years were compared with 
subjects of 18 to 35 years on performance in three types 
of speeded tasls, which involved shifts or non-shifts of 
response. The main result was that slower performance 
and an increase of errors became more positively correlated 
as age advanced. Since the tasks were simple, Brinley 
attributed the increase in errors to a 'set lapse' rather 
than to inability. An example being that older subjects 
tended to confuse synonyms with antonyms when asked to 
tick only synonyms. The effect of 'set lapse' seemed 
greater when older people had to actively consider 
alternative responses; to inhibit inappropriate responses; 
or to shift from one type of operation to another. In 
this study 'set' was operative for minutes rather than 
seconds.
The contradiction in conclusions may be explained by 
suggesting that the two experiments involved different 
levels of preparedness. In Rabbitt's 1964- (a) experiment 
the stimuli were randomly presented, so responses were only 
prepared for one at a time. Since the advance information 
prepared the subject for responding with one hand or the 
other the greater length of time during which 'set' was 
effective may have been due only to the longer time needed 
by older people for response initiation. It was the 
preparedness for responding with one particular hand that 
took so long to overcome.
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In Brinley's experiment though, a series of similar 
responses was required, e.g. ticking synonyms. As Babbitt 
and Birren 1967 have shown, even when subsequent stimuli 
and responses are almost entirely predictable, older 
people still do not behave fluidly but tend to react to 
each stimulus on its own merits. So 'set lapses' here 
would be more a result of older people being less able to 
form effective hypotheses and act confidently on them.
This would be particularly true when more complex response 
shifts were required.
Botwinick, Brinley and Birren 1957 tested response 
times to auditory tones after foreperiods of between one 
and six seconds. The mean response time decreased as the 
foreperiod increased in both groups aged 51 to 83 years 
and 20 to 36 years. The older group though, seemed more 
prepared for an average foreperiod because they responded 
fastest for a 4- second interval, and tended to overestimate 
the shorter foreperiods. But this was not always true, 
for long foreperiods 'set' the older group for further 
long foreperiods so that their reaction times were increased 
for a short foreperiod which followed a long one. The 
young group reacted best to short foreperiods, but could 
easily overcome any set to react quickly to longer ones as 
well.
This result seems to show that older people need an 
optimum of 4- seconds to prepare themselves for response 
initiation and find it hard to respond quickly when less 
time is given. This seems more likely than the view that 
they are prepared for the average foreperiod.
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Botwinick, Brinley and Bobbin 1958 tested subjects* 
ability to alternate between subtraction and addition 
computations* The speed of alternation correlated more 
highly with total time taken in subjects aged 18 to $2 
years than in those aged 65 to 81 years. Therefore in 
the older group the ability to alternate was a more 
independent process than in the young, because they had 
to keep alternating the process they were set for, and 
because the processes of deciding on and initiating the 
next response took longer. The young group could act 
more fluidly because alternating responses meant that 
the next process was predictable, and could be prepared 
for in advance.
Another important factor though, is motivation. 
Botwinick, Brinley and Bobbin 1959 tested reaction time 
to an auditory stimulus with regular and irregular fore­
periods and in no-shock or shock conditions. The shock 
was given to the subject's wrist whenever his response 
was longer than the average, and in this condition subjects 
of 65 to 81 years of age showed a significantly greater 
decrease in reaction time with regular than irregular 
foreperiods. This suggests that part of the inefficiency 
in behaviour shown by older people is due to the over­
cautions checking of information, and when given sufficient 
motivation they can make better use of the redundancy of 
the situation to predict events and react faster.
In the non-shock condition the group aged 19 to 51 
years reacted relatively faster than the old group to the 
longer foreperiods (up to 25 seconds), so that the young
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group were holding their set for longer than the old 
group.
To conclude then, the change in set with age involves 
a decrease in the flexibility of preparedness. Older people 
find it as hard to prepare themselves for a quick response 
as for a delayed one. They respond best when they are given 
optimum time to prepare for response initiation and no more. 
Similarly, they find it harder to maintain a preparedness 
for the repetition of a more complex mental manipulation 
because this involves acting on an abstract hypothesis of 
future events, and they feel happier waiting to see which 
events actually occur before they decide a response. This 
decline in the flexibility of 'preparedness' results in an 
increased tendency to use habitual modes of response.
Schaie 1955 defined behavioural rigidity as 'a tendency 
to perseverate and resist conceptual change, to resist 
the acquisition of new patterns of behaviour and to refuse 
to relinquish old and established behaviour patterns. '
Later in Schaie 1958 a factor analysis of a battery of 
tests gave three rigidity factors.
The first was motor-cognitive rigidity, and was 
concerned with the ability to change familiar behaviour 
patterns. The measure of this type of rigidity was a 
Perseveration scale of 9 items used by Lankes 1915- The 
over - 25 year-olds scored significantly higher on this 
measure than the under 25* s.
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The second factor was personality-perceptual 
rigidity, and was concerned with adjustment to new 
stimulation. The measure of this factor was the 
California Personality Inventory Rigidity Scale 
compiled by Gough 195'^ * This type of rigidity did 
not increase significantly until the 4-1 to 4-5 year- 
old age group.
The third factor was psychomotor speed, and was 
concerned with the ease of emission of familiar cognitive 
responses. The tests for this factor were firstly, the 
substitution of small and capital letters in speeded 
writing; and secondly, the production of antonyms and 
synonyms for given word lists. The verbal nature of 
these tasks meant that this factor correlated more 
significantly with educational level than the other two 
factors. Ability on these tests decreased significantly 
in the 51 to 55 year-old age group.
To summarise these three factors, it seems that the 
tendency to rely on habitual means of coping with life, 
and a subsequent difficulty in producing new conflicting 
responses, becomes pronounced as early as the late 20*s. 
The personality rigidity shown in new situations does not 
become pronounced until 15 years later. Thus there seems 
to be a time lag between the beginning of inefficiency in 
cognition and its resultant effect on personality 
characteristics.
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Intelligence and rigidity are inevitable negative 
correlates. Schaie compared high and low scorers from 
the rigidity tests, on their Primary Mental Abilities 
score. The resultant differences were nearly always 
significant for all age groups, and it is important to 
note that the effect of high or»low rigidity had its 
greatest effect on general intelligence in the middle 
years. This could mean that age changes in cognitive 
ability are hastened or offset by the level of behavioural 
rigidity of any individual, or vice versa.
Strother, Schaie and Horst 1957 tested a group of 
college graduates of 70 to 88 years of age. Compared to 
a group of 17 year olds they showed significant decrements 
on the space and reasoning subtests of the PMA, but were 
equal to the mean score of the young group on verbal and 
numerical subtests. Their memory was also as good as that 
of young adults except in reproducing visual figures which 
involved more coding. Also, on a Gestalt-Symbol test they 
were as good as average 40 year old subjects. Despite this 
superior ability for their age they still scored higher on 
rigidity than did middle aged people, although their 
personality rigidity was comparatively lower than their 
motor cognitive rigidity.
Therefore it seems that people of superior ability can 
hold their own as regards acquired knowledge and personality 
flexibility, but they still cannot escape the increasing 
use of habit and the loss of abstract reasoning ability 
that results from natural aging processes.
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The Gough-Sanford 1952 Rigidity Scale has 22 items 
which form part of the Wesley Rigidity Inventory (Wesley 
1953) of 39 items. This also can therefore he considered 
a measure of the personality-perceptual rigidity described 
by Schaie 1958» but its additional items would give it 
wider coverage. Chown I960 did a factor analysis of the 
Wesley Rigidity Inventory from the scores of male subjects 
aged 20 to 82 years.
This analysis gave three factors. The first factor 
was made up of 10 items which loaded highly on this factor 
alone. The items it included were concerned with being 
methodical in work and paying attention to detail. The 
second factor included 11 items which loaded highly on 
this factor alone. The items of this factor were concerned 
with dogmatic thinking and the tendency to agree with cliches. 
Since this factor loaded substantially on both the Mill Hill 
Vocabulary Scale and the Progressive Matrices test, this 
kind of dogmatic thinking was postulated to be a result of 
insufficient intelligence to enable critical appraisal of 
cliches and the like.
The third factor included 6 items that occurred in this 
factor only. The items concerned the liking for routine and 
habit and loaded highly on both age and the Mill Hill 
Vocabulary Test; but fairly insignificantly on the 
Progressive Matrices test. The liking for routine was 
therefore an accompaniment of age and was greater in people 
who had had high abstract ability when young, since the 
Mill Hill Vocabulary Scores hold up with age. Abstract
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ability as it then existed in older subjects was relatively 
independent of this preference for habit.
Chown 1961 found that abstract ability as measured 
by the Progressive Matrices test accounted for 20% of 
the variance of scores in a battery of flexibility tests. 
Tests which loaded highly on this intelligence test were 
ones which required divergent thought, namely. Uses for a 
brick. Unusual Uses for other objects, the naming of 
objects in a given class, and the listing of impossibilities.
Writing speed also loaded highly on intelligence, as 
did more convergent tasks such as a Gottschaldt-type 
embedded figures test, and the arranging of matches and 
crosses to give a required number of shapes. Age came out 
in the analysis as factor two, accounting for only 10% of 
the test variance, since performance on the tests of 
divergent ability did not begin to decline until after the 
40's. Prom these results we would expect older people who 
are of above-average intelligence to be as flexible as 
young people, and conversely, young people of below average 
intelligence will be relatively rigid.
work" wfrt
^the third aspect of behavioural rigidity^ is-perceptual
dependence on the stimulus field. Presumably the more one's
perception is dependent on the actual stimulus configuration
then the more rigid and limited can be one's perceptual
reorganisation and appraisal of that stimulus field. The
dimension of field dependence-independence has been studied
by Witkin (Asch and Witkin 1948, Witkin and Asch 1948 (a),
Witkin and Asch 1948 (h), Witkin 194-9. Witkin 1950) and
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was summarised in Witkin et al 1954. In these experiments, 
different sets of apparatus were used to discover the 
relative influences of the visual field and the proprio­
ceptive responses of the body to gravity on the subjective 
perception of the upright.
Examples of these apparatus set-ups are: 1) a large
box furnished as a room with a movable rod at the back 
of the 'room* which the subject has to adjust to the 
upright; while either standing upright himself or sitting 
in a chair. Studies were made in which both the 'room' 
and the subject's chair were systematically tilted.
2) a luminous square frame viewed in a dark room; and an 
adjustable rod within the frame which the subject had to 
adjust to the upright, while the frame was at varying 
degrees of tilt. 5) the subject's chair was situated 
inside the box 'room' and the 'room' rotated slowly while 
the subject adjusted his own chair or a rod to the upright.
Correlations between these tests using student subjects 
showed that individuals are consistent within themselves 
in their perceptual style under varied conditions. When 
the test conditions required the subject to separate his 
bodily proprioceptions from the perception of the visual 
field, then women usually tended to be significantly more 
influenced by the perceptual field than their bodies, and 
consequently accepted greater degrees of tilt of the box 
'room' and of their own bodies as upright.
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Another sex difference was found when Witkin 1950 
correlated scores on a Gottschaldt-type embedded figures 
test with results on his perceptual tests. For men the 
correlations between perceptual field independence and 
abstract ability on the embedded figures test were all 
positive and significant, but for women only half of 
such correlations were significant. Since women could 
be made to utilise their bodily cues if their attention 
was drawn to them, it would seem that perceptual style 
relies partly on the acquired sexual image of one's own 
body. Men perceive their bodily sensations as abstractly 
as they perceive external stimuli, while women tend to 
have separate degrees of dependence for their own bodies 
and for the external environment. Heron and Chown 196? 
also found that men were better than women on a perceptual 
maze test in all ages groups; and that men were better on 
the Progressive Matrices test, which involves the process 
of abstracting and mentally reorganising parts of the 
perceptual field.
Relating field-dependence to age, Witkin found that 
field-independence increased until 17 years of age and 
thereafter declined slightly. Therefore it would seem to 
develop and decline with the abstract cognitive ability 
measured by the Progressive Matrices test.
Using a different type of perceptual flexibility test 
Korchin and Basowitz 1957 compared a group of doctors and 
nurses aged 22 to 55 years with a group of 58 to 88 years 
from a home for the aged. The groups were matched on the
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vocabulary subscale of the Wechster-Bellvue Intelligence 
Scale. The perceptual test was made up of 15 ambiguous 
drawings which began as a cat and turned gradually to 
a dog. When viewing these pictures the young group 
changed their responses near the middle of the series 
and maintained the new choice, but the old group 
vascillated more and did not finally malce up their minds 
until the end of the series. It could be said from this, 
that the old group were more tolerant of ambiguity because 
they changed their minds more often. Among the young 
group the nurses took nearly as long to decide a response 
on the ambiguous pictures in the middle of the series as 
did the old group. But the old group did not take much 
longer to decide on the ambiguous pictures as on the 
clear pictures.
The results seem to point to a sex difference similar 
to that found by Witkin 1954, because the young doctors 
decided quickly and efficiently, while the young nurses 
were more confused by stimulus ambiguity. The older group 
took longer to respond as would be expected, but found 
all the pictures of fairly equal difficulty, suggesting 
that even simple pictures present more coding difficulties 
for older people.
Another experiment by Basowitz and Korchin 1957 used 
a Gestalt completion test of 72 ambiguous drawings, and a 
Gottschaldt-type embedded figures test. Young subjects 
were significantly better than older subjects on both tests. 
The main error tendencies noted in the older group were:-
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fixation on detail, perseveration of the same response 
on successive drawings, and passive acceptance of the 
elements as separate parts.
Cohen and Axelrod in Tihbitts and Donahue 1962 also 
found a significant correlation between ability on visual 
and tactile versions of the Gottschaldt embedded figures 
test. And in both versions subjects of 62 to 78 years 
were significantly worse than subjects of 21 to 54 years.
In conclusion, the ability to abstract part of the 
perceptual field is a constant perceptual style within 
any individual, and is constant not only within different 
sense modalities but is also a probable correlate of the 
abstract ability at higher -conceptual levels. Overall 
degree of abstractness varies within each age group but 
the average ability declines steadily after the 20's to 
become more stimulus-bound and concrete.
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Chapter 3 Attitude Rigidity
Chapter 4 dealt with styles of perception and 
response that are relatively small-scale in effect.
This chapter will deal with wider attitude systems 
that give a more permanent bias to cognition and the 
evolvement of one attitude from previous ones.
The study of rigid attitudes began as a study 
primarily of the content of attitudes (Adorno et al 1950) 
and progressed to a study of the structure and function 
of attitudes, (Rokeach I960). As a result of the Second 
World War many studies were carried out on the rigidity 
of ethnocentrism and authoritarian attitudes. Bettelheim, 
who had had first-hand experience in Dachau and Buchenwald 
of what the ultimate in rigid right-wing attitudes could 
produce; joined with Janowitz in 1950 to report a study 
of ethnic prejudice in American war veterans.
Their main finding was, that the veterans who were 
least tolerant of minority groups subjectively felt that 
they had had a 'raw deal' from life, whereas objectively 
they were no worse off than the more tolerant veterans.
Since tolerance was also negatively related with downward 
social mobility in the past life of the veterans it seems 
likely that prejudice was the exrternalising of the frustration 
they felt from their own disappointments. Veterans who were 
not personally able to reconcile their feelings of guilt over 
their own actions, or to face their own inabilities, then 
projected their fears onto minority groups. The physical 
characteristics of the minority groups, particularly Negroes,
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lending themselves to he human enough to accept blame, 
but different enough to be worthy of blame.
In support of this projection theory, the veterans 
showed an interesting divergence of stereotypes. Only 
half of the veterans were tolerant towards Jews, and the 
intolerant half showed the following stereotyped views 
that Jews were 1) clannish, 2) wealthy, 5) in. non-manual 
jobs and 4) underhanded in business. This gave an overall 
picture of a wealthy minority who didn’t really deserve 
their success and who did not lack friends.
Only 8% of the veterans were tolerant of Negroes, 
and the majority view was that Negroes were 1) dirty,
2) depreciating of property, 3) forcing out the whites,
4) lazy and 5) sexually immoral. Therefore for the prejudiced 
subject the Jews represented the social position he envied, 
and the Negroes represented the more primitive, unsocial 
traits that he could not recognise in himself. This 
divergence of stereotypes into wanted and unwanted 
characteristics resulted from the presence of two suitable 
minorities, but in Hitler's Germany both stereotypes had 
been projected onto the Jews.
Basically then the cause of ethnic rigidity lies within 
the prejudiced person, but its external form depends on the 
social structure and economic conditions of the time. In 
Adorno 1950 Levinson defined ethnocentrism as 'a pervasive 
and rigid in-group - out-group distinction*; which 'involves 
stereotyped negative imagery and hostile attitudes regarding 
outgroups, stereotyped positive imagery and submissive 
attitudes regarding in-groups, and a hierarchical, authoritarian
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view of group interaction in which ingroups are rightly 
dominant, outgroups subordinate.' p.150.
À  0 ^  ^ 0 u A d t'hâ. t'
Thor0^a correlate of the strength of ethnic hostility
is the degree to which other races are seen as all-bad
and one's own race as all-good. This would seem reasonable
since the extent of 'badness' in the other group makes the
corresponding extent of hatred justifiable. Thus a
resultant pervasive distortion of perception and cognition
must occur to keep incoming facts concordant with this
black-white distinction.
Robb 1954 studied working-class subjects in East London 
and found anti-Semitic attitudes more intense in older 
people; people of 56 years of age showing the greatest 
hostility. This may have been due to social and economic 
conditions at the turn of the century when these people 
were growing up. Robb also found the same basic personality 
attributes as Levinson inferred in his definition above.
The prejudiced east Londoner was pessimistic, seeing himself 
and his social group as good, strong and honest, but unable 
to succeed because everyone else is bad and working against 
them. The Jews are seen by him to have the political and 
economic power to control a basically bad world and thus 
ultimately himself.
The i)reaueied subjects in lower grade jobs stress 
obedience and never rebel openly, while the ones in a higher 
grade jobs rebel verbally but not in action and neither type 
criticises his parents. Roberts and Jessor 1958 showed 
subjects pictures of socially frustrating situations and
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asked them for the first reply that came to mind for the 
frustrated person in each picture. They found that subjects 
scoring high on the Fascism Scale devised by Adorno et al 
1950 showed more displaced hostility to high status figures 
and more open hostility to low status figures than did 
subjects scoring low on Fascism.
The work on authoritarianism can be summarised as 
showing that extremely rigid people seek security in the 
goodness of their social group and the stability of the 
authority structure of that group. As a result of this 
they maintain the goodness of the group by projecting all 
bad desires onto out-groups, and maintain the authority 
structure by never questioning those above them, and 
demanding the obedience of those below them. They are 
very dependent on the demands of the external world, 
while the non-authoritarian are independently able to 
decide their own fate.
The work of Rokeach summarised in I960 adapted this 
concept of rigidity to include left-wing political views.
He argued that it is the rigidity with which beliefs are 
held, and their consequent resistance to change that makes 
for more rigid behaviour ; rather than the actual content 
of those beliefs. Some of his studies have shown that 
extreme Communists can have just as rigid an attitude system 
as extreme Fascists, and indeed recent history supports this. 
Therefore the rigidity-flexibility dimension as regards 
attitude systems will be taken to be a dimension of 
tolerance towards opposing beliefs and contradictory ideas.
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Rokeach, McGovney and Denny 1955 tried to distinguish 
between rigid and dogmatic thinking. Rigid thinking was 
taken to be that which acted on small sequences of behaviour, 
as described in Chapter 4, while Dogmatic thinking referred 
to the relative inability to integrate new ideas once the 
individual sets affected by rigidity had been overcome.
For this they devised a problem involving the behaviour 
of an imaginary insect which was trying to reach some food. 
The subject had to learn a set of rules which governed how 
many steps and in which direction the insect could move.
Then they were given a problem to solve, namely to decide 
the means by which the insect would reach a particular item 
of food. To solve this Rokeach said there were three 'sets' 
which the subject had to overcome; these were: 1) the
insect did not have to face the food to eat it, 2) it did 
not have to move forwards only and 5) it could have been 
in the middle of a movement sequence when the problem began.
Student subjects were divided into high and low scorers 
on the Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale (Gough and Sanford 1952) 
and high and low scorers on Rokeach's own Dogmatism scale. 
Comparisons showed that the low-rigidity subjects overcame 
significantly more of these three 'sets' in the first ten 
minutes of the problem solving than did high-rigidity 
subjects. But there was no comparable difference between 
high and low dogmatism subjects.
The time to integrate the new ideas was measured by the 
time taken to solve the problem after the second and third 
sets had been overcome. This time it was the high and low 
rigidity groups which showed no significant difference in
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performance, while the high and low dogmatism groups showed 
a significant difference in time taken after the second 
set had been overcome, but not after the third set.
Therefore there was some evidence to suggest that rigidity 
was related to the ease of overcoming set in the analysis 
stage of problem solving, and dogmatism was related to 
the ease of integrating these new ideas to generate 
further hypotheses and conclusions in the synthesis stage 
of the problem. In studies by Rokeach these two measures 
intercorrelated between 0.37 and 0.35* Therefore the two 
types of inflexibility were related to a certain extent 
but were different enough to require different measuring 
scales and to produce different cognitive behaviour.
Rokeach 1956 defined dogmatism as 'a) a relatively 
closed cognitive organisation of beliefs and disbeliefs 
about reality, b) organised around a central set of 
beliefs about absolute authority which in turn, c) 
provide a framework for patterns of intolerance and 
qualified tolerance towards others.* The more closed a 
person's attitude system the more isolated would be 
individual beliefs so that no overall consistency or logic 
would be possible. Also the closed mind would show a 
greater differentiation of his own beliefs and a 
corresponding ignorance about opposing beliefs.
To measure dogmatism Rokeach devised a scale of items 
which discriminated well between the top and bottom quarters 
of the scoring results of an English college student sample 
and an English car worker sample. This scale had only low
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correlations with right and left political views, hut 
quite high correlations with the Fascism scale. Its 
correlations with ansdeby measured by 30 items of the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Welch 1952) 
varied from 0.36 to 0.64 which suggests that authoritarian 
attitudes reflect a basic insecurity. The rigid person 
as Robb 1954 found, feels that the hated minority are 
controlling him and keeping him in a submissive state.
This paranoid trait would be expected to correlate well 
with ethnocentism but perhaps less with other manifestations 
of rigidity.
In Chapter 7 o£ Rokeach I960, Rokeach, Smith and Evans 
report a study that compared people from the Northern and 
the Southern states of the USA. Using various rigidity 
scales they found that the Southaners tended to reject 
everybody whether they agreed with their views or not, 
more so than did the Northerners- Also the more they 
rejected the Negro, the more they rejected other whites 
as well. In this instance then, Rokeach* s theory that 
hatred of the outgroup is proportional to glorification 
of the ingroup did not seem to hold. This might be 
because authoritarianism and paranoia as discussed above, 
are related, but not always in a linear fashion, or because 
the in-group may be restricted to a very small number of 
people.
For example, in Nazi Germany the authoritarian factor 
was more important, and the comparative strengths of in­
group and outgroup reduced the influence of persecutory fears,
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But in the Southern states, especially in recent decades, 
the Negro is getting numerically and socially more equal; 
therefore the stereotype fear that they are trying to 
take over and force out the Whites is more real. As a 
result fear is more important than the authority structure 
and paranoia results in a gradient of distrust which is 
strongest for Negroes and decreases slightly for Whites 
known to favour equal rights. This gradient decreases 
more as fellow Whites become increasingly anti-Negro, 
but to the very rigid Southerner no one can be ultimately 
trusted except himself - he is his own in-group.
Rokeach also examined the perceptual correlates of 
dogmatic thinking (Rokeach 1960, Chapter 14). Comparing 
extreme high and low scoring groups on the Dogmatism scale, 
who were of equal intelligence he found that there was no 
difference between the groups on a Gottschaldt embedded 
figures task, but there were significant differences 
between them in performance on the more complex designs 
of the WAIS block design subtest. He claimed this as 
support for this distinction between rigid and dogmatic 
thought ; because the embedded figures task requires 
perceptual analysis, and the block design requires 
perceptual integration and synthesis.
Both of these tests can be thought of as tapping 
some aspects of abstract intelligence, but Rokeach found 
that only the Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale correlated 
significantly with intelligence (r « -0.31) whereas the 
Dogmatism Scale did not (r = -0.02). The measure of
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intelligence used was,the American Council on Education 
Test. This might further support his distinction if 
perceptual analysis is involved in intelligence tests, 
but perceptual integration is not. However the illogical 
basis of rigid attitude systems should imply a negative 
correlation between dogmatism and abstract ability.
Another interesting correlate was the time perspective. 
In Chapter 20 of Rokeach I960 he used 5 cards of the 
Thematic Apperception Test to get projected stories from 
his subjects. Analysis showed that the extreme high- 
dogmatic subjects scored significantly more uses of the 
future tense, while the low-dogmatic scorers used 
significantly more present tenses. The dogmatic subjects 
also used fearful themes whereas the non-dogmatic did not, 
and used more concluding remarks as if they did not like 
to leave the story with an ambiguous ending. Brim 1962 
however, found no relationship between time orientation 
and independence of personality. Though Brim's result 
was based on a decision process study with different 
measures of independence and passivity. If Rokeach's 
results are true for his measure of Dogmatism then it 
involves a factor of time orientation, that could be 
related to the rigid person's anxiety about his personal 
future.
Rubenowitz 1963 gave adapted versions of the California 
E Scale (Adorno et al 1930) and the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 
to Swedish students, military personnel and industrial 
workers. He found quite high correlations between the two
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scales, but a principal components analysis gave factors 
which could be interpreted differently for each scale.
The main E scale factors involved the smallness of the 
individual, adherence to convention and discontent about 
deviance from the correct values and authority structure.
The main Dogmatism scale factors were concerned with 
aggression towards the outgroup, ingroup preference, and 
the need to believe in a cause.
Results from a similar study using the Gough-Sanford 
Rigidity Scale showed the main factors to be concerned 
with working in a rigid frame of reference, perseveration 
in inappropriate behaviour and doing 'the done thing'. 
Rubenowitz tested in all, nearly one and half thousand 
subjects, and by dividing them according to three educational 
levels he found that people with less education displayed 
significantly less flexibility in the 41 to 4-5 year-old age 
group. Those with a college education showed greater flexi­
bility in the under 30 year-olds, but the older groups scored 
at nearly the same level as the lower education group. Older 
subjects at the college level were not available. Rokeach 
used mostly student subjects so there is only Rubenowitz 
result to suggest that dogmatism increases with age. But 
if Rokeach's analysis of dogmatism is correct, then as 
abstract ability declines with age and people became less 
sure of themselves they will tend to seek security in a stable 
authority structure and feel more paranoid about deviant people 
that they cannot understand. The decline in logical appraisal 
would also create greater compartmentalisation of beliefs and 
thus an overall increase in dogmatic thought.
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These dimensions of attitude rigidity and their 
perceptual correlates might reasonably be presumed to 
have an effect on the ease of adaptation to Decimal 
Currency. Harvey 1958 in Harvey, Hunt and Schroder 
1961 p.4-9 reports that people scoring high on 
authoritarianism measures are very resistant to change 
at low levels of stress, but at higher stress levels 
they tend to 'go to pieces' and accept the new concept 
fairly readily.
Also, Katz, McClintock and Sarnoff 1956 compared the 
degree of attitude change towards Negroes shown by student 
subjects who had been given insight tuition on the dynamics 
of prejudice. The subjects were divided into high, medium 
and low ego-defenders according to their score on selected 
items from the F scale, and on paranoia items from the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. A retest 
after 5 weeks showed that low ego-defenders did not change 
much because they were tolerant already. The high ego- 
defenders though showed two effects, because some of them 
changed quite a lot and others changed only a little.
These two results taken together suggest that, as 
Rokeach said the person with a closed mind has compart­
mentalised beliefs which do not have much logical cohesion. 
Therefore under pressure the belief system may disintegrate, 
and such a person will have to accept the new system whole­
heartedly because his cognition is not independent enough 
to think logically about the contradictory beliefs and 
arrive at a new personal and integrated attitude system.
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This stress limit was reached by some, but not others of 
the high ego-defenders of Katz, McClintock and Sarnoff 
1956, and might be reached by some people with the 
introduction of Decimal Currency.
Although emphasis has been placed on the closed 
end of the tolerance dimension, one would expect the 
level of dogmatism - openness in any individual to 
affect his speed and ability to adapt to Decimal 
Currency.
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Chapter 6 Hypotheses
As stated in the introduction and discussed in 
Chapters 1 to 5» the three factors affecting ability 
to adapt are:-
1) Rigidity of behaviour, perception and cognition 
consequent on natural aging processes.
2) Level of perceptual and conceptual abstract 
functioning.
3) Behavioural rigidity and the biassed appraisal 
of information consequent on the rigidity of 
attitude and belief systems.
The hypotheses of this research will deal with the 
interaction of these three factors and their effects on 
the ability to adapt to Decimal Currency.
The measurement of these four variables will be as follows
a) Decimal Currency
The level of adaptation will be measured by the speed 
and accuracy with which people can:-
1) recognise the values of the new coins from their 
shape and colour alone,
2) give the correct number and value of decimal coins 
to pay for items and know what change to expect,
3) convert between the old and new currrency systems 
for quick evaluation of prices, and
4) use the old coins to pay for goods marked in new 
currency during the changeover period.
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b) Age changes
The aging variable itself need only be measured by 
the chronological age of the subject, since this gives a 
valid index of how advanced physical and mental age 
changes are likely to be in the average person. The 
consequent reduction with age in abstract ability which 
results from:- less of speed; inefficient coding of 
stimulus information; (Chapter 1) decreased memory 
capacity and greater susceptibility to interference 
(Chapter 2) will be measured by the abstract ability 
tests (see below).
The increased tendency shown by older people, to 
rely on known methods of behaviour results from a 
decreased ability to 'set' themselves for a variety of 
events, (Chapter 4). They tend to wait and see what 
event will occur before they decide a response, so they 
cannot predict enough to 'set' themselves for the most 
probable event ; yet if they are given reason to expect 
one particular event they find it harder to respond to 
a subsequent unexpected one. As a result they find it 
easier to respond with well-tried methods, and by living 
life to a routine they can reduce the number of unexpected 
events they encounter. This type of behavioural rigidity 
is measured in the rigidity tests (see below).
c) Abstract functioning
From the discussion in Chapter 3 (Hudson 1965 and 1968) 
both divergent and convergent functioning need to be measured. 
The convergent function is best measured by the Progressive
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Matrices test, and the divergent function hy an Unusual 
Uses test (Guilford 1955)- The ability to abstract 
parts of the visual field will be measured by an 
embedded figures test. This gives three measures of 
abstract ability for comparison purposes.
d) Behavioural rigidity
Rigidity of conceptual functioning is implicit in 
the abstract-concrete dimension dealt with above in c). 
Behavioural rigidity will be measured by the Gough Sanford 
scale (Chapter 4-, Schaie 4955? and Chapter 5» Rokeach I960), 
and attitude rigidity by items from Rokeach’s 4960 
Dogmatism scale (Chapter 5)» This Dogmatism scale will 
measure both authoritarianism, and the paranoid fear which 
accompanies it. Thus there are three rigidity measures 
for comparison purposes; analytic rigidity, integrative 
rigidity and paranoia.
The measures on these four factors, taken together will 
give an estimate of the flexibility of perception, cognition 
and behaviour for each subject. Therefore averages can be 
found for each measure in each subject age group, and trends 
observed from these means. But the results will only show 
facts as they exist now, and nothing can be said about the 
amount of rigidity or flexibility that is due to the 
physical status of each subject, his past experience, nor 
the historical context in which he received his experience.
Ill that can be said is that evidence presented in 
Chapters 4 to 5 show that certain inabilities appear as age 
increases and therefore in any subject sample covering
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several decades of age, one would expect these inabilities 
to occur with greater frequency among subjects of greater 
age.
The hypotheses derived from the experimental evidence 
given above are;-
Hypothesis 4 The rate-of improvement on the measures of
occur l&her
Decimal Currency ability will be slower in older than 
younger age groups. This improvement deficit will be 
proportionately greater on the two measures involving the 
use of both currencies together (the greater complexity 
causing more interference and confusion in older subjects) 
than in the two measures of new currency alone.
Bypothesis 2 The -robe-af improvement on the measures of
occur sooAer
Decimal Currency ability will be-fas-ter among subjects 
scoring higher on the tests of abstract reasoning ability, 
regardless of the age of those subjects.
Hypothesis 3 The rate ef- improvement on the measures of
occur lai'cr
Decimal Currency ability will be -slower among subjects 
scoring higher on the rigidity measures. The effect of 
behavioural rigidity will be at a maximum sooner than the 
effect of dogmatic thinking (analytic rigidity operating 
before integrative rigidity)
Bypothesis 4 Older age groups will show lower mean scores 
on the tests of abstract ability than will younger age groups. 
Divergent ability will decline at a slower rate because it 
is measured by a verbal test, and verbal ability holds up 
with age.
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Hypothesis 3 Older age groups will show higher 
rigidity scores than younger age groups, hut the age 
trends will he different for the three measures. 
Behavioural rigidity will increase most, while 
authoritarianism and paranoia will increase only if 
abstract ability declines.
Hypothesis 6 The tliree measures of abstract ability 
will each be negatively related to the three rigidity 
measures, but the correlation between dogmatism and the 
two tests of convergent and divergent reasoning will be 
greater than that between behavioural rigidity and these 
reasoning tests; while the correlation between perceptual 
flexibility (embedded figures) and behavioural rigidity 
will be greater than that between perceptual flexibility 
and dogmatism.
Hypothesis 7 The three abstract ability measures will 
correlate positively and significantly among themselves, 
but very high scorers on the Matrices test will score 
relatively low on Unusual Uses, and conversely high 
scorers on Unusual Uses will score relatively low on the 
Matrices test. Women will be more perceptually field 
dependent than men.
Hypothesis 8 The three rigidity measures will correlate 
positively and significantly among themselves, but 
subjects scoring very high on Authoritarianism will 
score relatively low on Paranoia because they are the 
least able to admit to personal weakness.
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Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3? if upheld, should show that 
the three proposed factors of rigidity do affect ability 
to adapt to a new system of thinking. Hypotheses 4- and 
5? if upheld, should show that the age changes discussed 
in Chapters 4 to 5 are objectively observable.
Hypotheses 6, 7 and 8, if upheld, will support a theory 
of a general level of field dependence involving both 
perception and cognition (Witkin 4934, Robb 4934,
Rokeach 4960) and a theoretical distinction between 
behavioural rigidity which operates on the analysis of 
a problem, and dogmatic thinking which operates on the 
subsequent integration and synthesis of results.
(Rokeach 4960)
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SECTION B 
Method
Chapter 7 Test Battery and Test Administration
Erom the pilot study work (see Appendices I and II)
the following test battery was arrived at:^
1) £ s d test
This involved 48 examples set out thus :- £ s d
20 47 4
22 43 7
The numbers for the sums were taken out of random figure 
tables, omitting those which did not come within the 
numerical confines of pounds, shillings and pence.
Since Botwinick, Brinley and Bobbin 4958 found that 
alternation between substraction and addition involved a 
more independent process in older people, the examples 
in this test were laid out so that the first 9 examples 
involved addition, and the second 9 involved subtraction.
Since the process involved a simple set and therefore 
easy to code, it was hoped that older people would not be 
at a disadvantage from 'set lapse', (Brinley in Welford 
and Birren, Eds. 4965)•
The instructions written at the top of the sheet were 
"Do as many of the following sums as you can. Please work 
as quickly as you can. ADD in these examples:-"
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The time limit was one minute, and every effort was 
made to see that subjects understood the instructions 
before timing began.
2) £ p test
This had the same layout and time limit as the £ s d
test. The only difference was that the examples were all
direct conversions to £ p of the previous £ s d test
examples.
An example being:- £ p
20. 87 
22. 78
5) Unusual Uses for a pair of scissors
This was to test divergent thinking ability, (as in 
Guilford 1956, Chown 1960, and Hudson 1966). Since the 
generation of uses involves mental operations, not concrete 
experimentation; and the logical appraisal of these uses 
as physically possible in practise, it seems reasonable 
to call this a test of abstract reasoning ability.
The instructions written at the top of the test sheet 
were:- "Please write down as many UIUJSU-AL USES as you can 
think of for a PAIR OP SCISSORS, that means ANYTHING 
except cutting with two blades.
Here are some examples to show you what we mean:-
1) as a weapon, to throw or stab with
2) as a conductor of electricity
3) use the finger-holes to draw round shapes in a pattern"
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The rest of the page was left blank for the subject's 
responses. The time given was 5 minutes.
4) Hidden Paces test
This was an adaptation of a 'Penetration of Camouflage 
test as used by the American Air Porce during the 1939-1945 
war. The instructions were written on a separate sheet, 
followed by two pictures. The instructions were:- 
"On the next page you will find a picture that has several 
camouflaged faces in it. Pive of these faces have circles 
drawn round them; they are examples to show you the kind 
of faces we mean.
Put circles round as many other faces as you can find in 
the picture.
Go on to the second picture as soon as you can."
The two pictures were in black and white line, with 
the density of line varied to give shading effect. The 
hidden faces were particular configurations of these 
shading variations, conforming to the profile or full face 
view of a human face, with shading to imply eyes, cheeks 
and chin etc.
The first picture was of an American soldier kneeling 
to examine a path in the jungle. Pive of the hidden faces 
had heavy black rings round them and seven were left for 
the subject to find. The second picture was of a soldier 
about to throw a grenade in the jungle. Ho faces were 
ringed and eleven faces were present for the subject to 
find. This gives a total maximum score of 18 faces.
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The time given was two minutes, and subjects were 
advised to go on to the second picture when one minute 
had passed.
This test was chosen because it was thought that 
human faces would require less coding than the geometrical 
figures of a Gottechaldt embedded figures test, and thereby 
would maximise the performance of older subjects. Also, 
since it was a picture which hid the face and not a 
geometrical configuration, it was hoped that it would 
present a situation having more in common with an every­
day visual field than with an abstract reasoning test.
This test and the Unusual Uses test will be referred 
to as the flexibility tests, since they require a reappraisal 
of the given stimulus rather than a logical deduction.
5) Rigidity questionnaire
This consisted of 44 items with 'PALSE' and 'TRUE* 
columns for the subject to tick his response. The 
instructions written on the top of the first question 
sheet were;-
"Below you will find a number of statements. If you think 
a statement is true, then put a tick in the 'TRUE' column; 
if you think it is false, then put a tick in the 'FALSE' 
column. If you find a statement with which you do not 
fully agree or disagree, then put a tick in the column 
which most often applies to you.
Do not leave out any item. Please go through the items as 
quickly as you can. Your answers will be strictly confidential"
There was no time limit.
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The questionnaire was made up of the Gough Sanford 
Rigidity Scale and items from the Rokeach 1956 Dogmatism 
Scale. The Gough Sanford scale had 21 items; though the 
version used by Rokeach I960 had one more item which 
concerned church-going, and since this was asking about 
religion rather than habit it was omitted. The Dogmatism 
items were taken from the Dogmatism Form E described by 
Rokeach 1956.
The original Form E had 40 items, and from these 20 
items were chosen for use in this research. These 20 items 
were ones which had some of the largest 't' values in 
statistical tests between the scores of the top and bottom 
scoring quarters of Rokeach's samples. These items can be 
said therefore to have good discriminating power between 
dogmatic and non-dogmatic thinkers. Some items with large 
't' values were not chosen, either because they repeated 
an opinion covered by other items, or because they might 
not have much meaning for the English general public.
In example of such an item is:- 'In times like these it 
is often necessary to be more on guard against ideas put 
out by people, or groups in one's own camp than by those 
in the opposing camp', which had a t = 5*44.
The items chosen for the Authoritarianism subscale of 
the Dogmatism Scale used in this study and their 't ' values 
are listed below, along with the theoretical headings that 
Rokeach used to describe his items.
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Authoritariansim 't* value
a) It is only when a person devotes himself to an
ideal or cause that life becomes meaningful. 5*42
b) In the history of mankind there have probably
been just a handful of really great thinkers. 5*42
c) Of all the different philosophies which exist 
in the world, there is probably only one
which is correct. 4.24
d) To compromise with our political opponents is 
dangerous because it usually leads to the
betrayal of our own side. 4.11
e) A person who gets enthusiastic about too many 
causes is likely to be a pretty 'wishy-washy*
sort of person. 4.78
Intolerance
a) There are two kinds of people in this world, 
those who are for the truth, and those who are 
against the truth. 6.74
b) Most of the ideas which get printed today arn't
worth the paper they're written on. 4.68
c) My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly
refuses to admit he's wrong. 4.22
Intolerance of small differences
A group which tolerates too many differences of
opinion among its own members cannot exist for long. 5*22
Party-line thinking
In the long run the best way to live is to pick
friends and associates whose tastes and beliefs are
the same as one's own. 6.04
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The items chosen for the Paranoia subscsuLe of the 
Dogmatism Scale used in this study with the theoretical 
headings given by Rokeach are as follows:-
Pear of isolation *t* value
a) Man on his own is a helpless and miserable
creature. 5*55
b) Most people just don't give a damn for others. 4.53
c) I'd like it if I could find someone who would
tell me how to solve my personal problems. 3*32
Paranoia
a) I have often felt that strangers were looking at 
me critically, (omitted by Rokeach for lack of
face validity). 4.44
b) It is only natural for a person to have a
guilty conscience. 5*38
Self-aggrandizement
a) The main thing in life is for a person to want
to do something important. 4.26
b) If given the chance I would be something of
great benefit to the world. 4.96
Self hate
It is better to be a dead hero than a live coward. 3*51
Pear of the future
It is only natural for a person to be rather
fearful of the future. 6.10
Compulsive repetition of ideas
In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat
myself several times to make sure I am being
understood. 3-65
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It was hoped that this choice of questions had produced 
a scale that would not be influenced by political or 
religious ideas, but would be general enough to get an 
unguarded response from the subject on the rigidity of his 
attitudes and the amount of threat he felt from the outside 
world.
Three buffer items were also chosen from Rokeach's 
study, these being ones which did not discriminate 
significantly between the high and low scoring quarters of 
Rokeach's samples. They are:-
a) The principles I have come to believe in are quite
different from those believed in by most people.
b) Its all too true that people just won't practise what 
they preach.
c) If I had to choose between happiness and greatness.
I'd choose greatness.
These 23 items were randomly mixed with the Gough 
Sanford items. The Gough Sanford items, in the order in 
which they appear in the final questionnaire are:-
1. I am always careful about my manner of dress.
2. I usually check more than once to be sure that I have
locked a door, put out the light, or something of the sort,
3. I often become so wrapped up in something I am doing that 
I find it difficult to turn my attention to other matters.
4. I often find myself thinking of the same tune or
phrases for days at a time.
3. I find it easy to stick to a certain schedule, once
I have started on it.
6. I try to follow a programme of life based on duty.
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7- I usually maintain my own opinions even though many 
other people may have a different point of view.
8. There is usually only one best way to solve most problems.
9- I am a methodical person in whatever I do.
10. I am often the last person to give up trying to do a thing.
11. I prefer to stop and thinlc before I act, even on 
trifling matters.
12. I do not enjoy having to adapt myself to new and 
unusual situations.
13* I prefer work that requires a great deal of attention 
to detail.
14. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an undertaking.
15* I think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way.
16. I always finish tasks I start, even if they are not very 
important.
17* I have never done anything dangerous for the thrill of it.
18. I have a work or study schedule which I follow carefully.
19* I usually find that my own way of attacking a problem is 
besti even though it doesn't always seem to work in the 
beginning.
20. I believe that promptness is a very important personality 
characteristic.
21. I always put on and take off my clothes in the same order.
The scoring of the questionnaire was relatively simple.
Each question to which the subject ticked 'TRUE' gave a
score of one for the scale to which the question belonged.
The simplicity of the scoring did however, present a problem
because the tendency to agree with questions has been linked
with rigidity measures in past research.
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In support of this method of scoring are the results 
of Couch and Eeniston 1960. They developed a 360-item 
Over-all Agreement Score and correlated results on this 
with the 'TRUE* or 'YES' categories of other tests.
On a student subject group the yeasayers were higher on 
impulsivity, dependency, anxiety, mania, anal preoccupation 
and resentment; while naysayers were higher on ego strength, 
stability, responsibility, tolerance and impulse control, 
but authoritarianism and agreement response set were 
orthogonal factors. It does look though as if the tendency 
to agree might be higher in paranoid and field-dependent 
people, but this might be just as much a problem if a more 
complex likert scale of agreement was used, because the 
tendency to agree is part of the personality syndrome that 
the questions hope to measure. Also McGee 1962 said that 
although past research had accepted a trait of response- 
acquiescence associated with conformity, and non-acquiescence 
associated with independence, he concluded that there was 
'little real defensible data to tie response styles to the 
criterion of independently measured behaviour. *
As a concession to the possibility of response bias 
the 'RAISE' column was put before the 'TRUE' column so that 
agreement with an item caused the subject to go beyond the 
nearest response category.
6) The Progressive Matrices test
This test is made up of 5 sets of problems. Each set 
consists of 12 problems, the first of which are very simple 
and illustrate the logical process required to fill in the 
missing part of each pattern. Within each set the problem
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get harder, and require more than one process of analysis 
to solve them. Also between the sets themselves the type 
of problem gets progressively harder as each new method 
of solution is based on, but more complex than, the 
method of the previous set.
The implicitness of the methods of solution helps to 
overcome educational differences though the use of the 
scoring sheet must be explained verbally by the experimenter. 
There are no set instructions for this because the explanation, 
especially for older subjects requires repetition and 
amplification. Each set has a letter: A,B,C,D and E, and 
each problem within it is numbered from 1 to 12. The scoring 
sheet has 5 columns headed with the code letters and 
numbered downwards from 1 to 12 corresponding to each of the 
problems. The subject is required to fill in the number of 
the correct piece of pattern in the box provided beside 
each of the column numbers.
The time limit was 20 minutes, since Heron and Chown 
1967 report a correlation r = 0.92 between the scores of 
the Matrices test given with a 20 minute and 40 minute time 
limit. It was also noted though that older women made 
significantly more use of the second 20 minutes than did 
older men, and this may effect the results of this research 
as well.
The scoring of the Matrices was from the answers given 
in Raven I960 and the final score was the total number correct.
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Decimal Tests The tests of ability on Decimal Currency 
were based on exercises from Keith 1968, which was 
designed for use in schools. An instruction sheet before 
the decimal tests said:-
"On the following pages there are several short tests on 
the use of Decimal Currency.
In each test please do as many items as you can in the 
time allowed.
Don't turn over between the tests until you are told.
The first example in each test has already been done 
for you, so that you will see what kind of answer is 
required."
7) Use of New Currency (Decimal Currency l)
This test was based on Keith 1968 p. 7 exercise I.
It consisted of 20 items. Each item consisted of an 
article and its price in £ p, and the subject had to 
write down the new coins needed to pay for it and the 
change expected. The instructions at the top of the 
sheet were:-
"Which new currency coins could you give for the following 
articles, and what change (if any) would you get?"
The first item, already answered for the subject, was:- 
"A stamp costing 4^. - One 5p coin. One -ÿ) coin change."
8) Ability to convert from old currency to new currency 
(Decimal Currency II)
This test was based on Keith 1968 p.8, exercise 6.
It consisted of 30 items, in each of which an article and 
its price in old currency were given, and the equivalent
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decimal price required from the subject. The instructions 
at the top of the sheet were:-
"Please give the approximate price of the following 
articles in new currency, correct to the nearest new 
halfpenny." '
The first item, already answered for them, was:- 
'An 8/5d paperback book. 43^'
9) The use of both currencies interchangably 
(Decimal Currency III)
This test was based on Keith 1958 p.9» exercise 5*
It consisted of 20 items, in each of which an article and 
its price in new currency was given, and the subject had 
to say which old currency coins could be used to pay for 
it. The instructions at the top of the sheet were:- 
"Which old currency coins would you use to pay for the 
following articles and what change (if any) would you be 
given? (The change will be in new currency) "
The first item already completed for them was:- 
'A 25p magazine. Two florins and one shilling'
No change
10) Recognition of the new coins and their values 
(Decimal Currency IV)
This test was based on Keith 1968 p.6, exercise 5*
It consisted of 16 items. Each item was made up of two 
cardboard coins pasted side by side, with the one of 
smaller value first. Both coins were 'heads' side up so 
that values could only be judged by the sige and colour of 
the cardboard replicas. Ror each pair of coins the subject
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had to say how many of the first coin made up the value 
of the second coin.
The instructions and an example were given first on 
a separate sheet. They were as follows 
"This next test is to find out how easily you can judge 
the values of the new coins. For each pair of coins 
presented on the next 2 pages, please write down how 
maav of the first coin makes up the value of the second 
coin." For example
How many (2p coin) make up (50p coin)? answer, 25
The 16 items were presented on two sheets of card 
with eight pairs of coins on each card. The answer sheet 
was separate and underneath each card leaving sufficient 
overlap beyond the card for the subject to write his
answers. On each card the words 'How many make up? '
were written in for the first pair of coins only.
There were 15 possible combinations of coins and these 
were randomly arranged on the two cards.
For the 4 decimal tests the time limit on each was 
one minute. This was rather a short period but the length 
of the test battery made it a necessity. Also it was not 
known how rapidly the subjects would complete the tests, 
and it was important not to have a ceiling effect.
The measure of improvement on the decimal tests was 
to be the gain in scores after different periods of time. 
This meant that the 4 decimal tests would have to be given 
twice to the same people, and therefore to prevent any bias 
from memory of the first test, a second set of tests were
constructed.
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This second set were identical in layout to the first 
set hut tests I, II and III were made up of different items, 
while test IV was made up of two different random arrange­
ments of the 15 possible combinations of coins.
The test booklets
The testing time needed to complete the tests made 
it advisable to put the Progressive Matrices test with 
the retesting of the decimal tests. This meant that 
both testing sessions would last for about half an hour.
Test booklet I
In this booklet the ability and personality tests 
numbered 1 to 5 above were presented in the order they 
have been given, and were followed by either the first or 
second set of decimal tests. The cover page of the 
booklet dealt with background information, the wording 
being:-
PLEASE PILL IN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION :-
INITIALS FOR CODING ___________
DATE OF BIRTH ___________
SEX_______________ ___________
OCCUPATION ___________
ANT PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH DECIMAL CURRENCY
The initials meant that the first and second testing- 
booklets could be matched for each subject, while at the 
same time making the subject feel that his answers were 
confidential.
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The date of birth provided the age score needed for 
the analysis. The sex of the subject was also important 
for theoretical comparisons. Occupation was thought to 
be a useful piece of information for comparing the 
subject groups. Previous experience with decimal 
currency was explained to the subjects as meaning any 
periods of time in which they had lived abroad, or 
holidays abroad, and also any teaching courses they had 
been on to learn the use of the New Currency.
Because nearly all the tests were timed, efforts were 
made to ensure that subjects did not look ahead in the 
booklets. For this, every page, except the Hidden Faces 
pictures and the first two pages of the questionnaire had 
written on them :-
•DON’T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD'
The same words were printed on three blank sheets 
that were inserted
1) between the £ s d and £ p test,
2) between the £ p and the Unusual Uses, and
3) between the Hidden Faces second picture and 
the rigidity questionnaire.
Test booklet II
This had the same cover sheet as the first booklet, 
so that the two booklets could be easily matched. Then 
followed the instruction sheet for the decimal tests and 
the set of four decimal tests which had not been used in 
the first booklet. When this had been completed the
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subjects were banded out copies of the Progressive 
Matrices test booklets, in each of which was an answer 
sheet. They were asked to put their initials on this 
answer sheet so that this could be matched with the 
rest of Test Booklet II at the end of the test session.
The Matrices answer sheet was not fixed to Test Booklet 
II because it would have made it rather awkward to write 
in while the Matrcies booklet was also open in front of 
the subjects.
Decimal test design
For the first testing session with Test booklet I,
58 subjects had the first set of decimal tests, and 59 
subjects had the second set of decimal tests. On the 
second testing session with Test Booklet II, 53 subjects 
in the groups which had previously had the first set of 
decimal tests, this time had the second set of decimal 
tests; and 55 of the subjects in the groups which had 
previously had the second set of decimal tests, this time 
had the first set of decimal tests.
This design should have cancelled out any differences 
in difficulty between the two sets of decimal tests. In 
describing the Decimal tests, reference was made to the 
importance of giving sufficient items so that even the 
most able could not finish in the given time. As a result 
of performance in the first test session it was found that 
the first three decimal tests were adequate in this respect, 
but that the Coin Recognition test would need more items if 
people improved much between the tests. For this reason
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one card from each set was added behind the two cards of 
the other set in Test Booklet II, to give a total of 24- 
items. But in fact only one subject of the adult sample 
got as far as this third sheet, though 5 of the student 
sample did. (see Chapter 8)
Test administration
5 groups (in all 56 subjects) were tested and 
retested by S. Crouch and 5 groups (in all 4-6 subjects) 
were tested and retested by S.M. Chown. The ninth group 
was tested by J. Smith, and the Bedford College psychology 
students by S. Crouch. As the design of the study required 
that the 8 groups of the main design should be tested 
during the week of February 15 - 19? 1971 when the Decimal 
Currency changeover took place, the services of two 
testers were a physical necessity. It was hoped that the 
layout and written instructions in the test booklets would 
reduce the influence of different testers.
The testing was done in classrooms of Adult Education 
Institutes and the subjects therefore completed the booklets 
in an academic situation with the benefit of desks to write 
on.
It was regretted that the timing of the tests was so 
short, but this was necessary to make the test sessions of 
a manageable length. Chapter 1 of Section A dealt with 
the effect of speeded tasks on older people, and the 
tendency of older people not to respond when hurried.
To offset this, care was taken by both testers to explain
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the reasons for the time limits to the subjects before 
the testing started. They were told that time limits 
were important if scores of different people were to 
be compared, so they were urged to stop writing as 
soon as the experimenter asked them to, and not to 
start writing until they were told.
They were also told after the tests not to worry if 
they had not managed to do much, and that indeed in the 
decimal tests they would only be expected to have 
completed a few of the items. Emphasis was laid on the 
fact they they should do their best, but that it would 
not reflect badly on them if they were not so adept as 
their neighbours seemed to be, because different people 
were better at different things.
In general the design of the testing procedure was 
aimed at getting the best performance from subjects, 
especially the older ones, on a fairly wide range of 
abilities related to the hypotheses of this research.
For this reason the decimal tests I, II and III involved 
prices for named articles such as a book or stamps rather 
than just different amount of currency, so that older 
people would find the tasks more related to everyday life, 
and would feel less overawed by the mathematical nature 
of the tests. The experimenters also aimed at establishing 
an informal rapport with the subject groups so that anxiety 
would be minimised and the number of people returning for 
the second testing session would be maximised.
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Chapter 8 The Subject Sample and Testing Timetable
During the Autumn of 1970 contact was made with 
the principals and staff of several Institutes of Adult 
Education in the London area. As a result of these 
letters and interviews it was agreed that 7 classes 
would be asked if they were willing to take part in 
the research. These classes were studying social 
psychology and English literature, so it was hoped that 
the nature of the research might be of interest to some 
of them and result in a larger subject response.
In one institute it seemed that no one class was 
studying a suitable subject, but the principal suggested 
sending out letters to all the instutute students so 
that any who wanted to take part, could do so. The 
author's letter (see Appendix VI) was distributed by the 
principal; and volunteers gave their names to their 
tutors. This gave a total of eight groups to be tested, 
the number of subjects in each group depending on the 
attendance rate of the subjects in both first and second 
testing sessions. A ninth group from an Adult Education 
Institute was recruited and tested by J. Smith.
Hutchinson 1970 reported a study that involved 
interviewing nearly five thousand people attending 
Institutes of Adult Education in England and Wales. Of 
those who were enrolled in non—work—related courses, up 
to two thirds belonged to the top three social classes, 
and had received a longer full-time education than the 
general population. There were also three times more
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■women than men and the total numbers attending decreased 
progressively with age. It is reasonable to assume then 
that the subject sample recruited will also be above 
average in social class and education, since the more- 
able will tend to co-operate more; and will be made up 
mostly of women and younger adults.
, The first-year psychology students from Bedford 
College were also tested.as a comparison group.
Testing Timetable
It was thought that people would adapt fairly quickly 
to the new currency and therefore the measure of gain in 
ability would need to be done in the first few weeks 
after Decimalisation. The main design of the testing was 
to test all the groups in Decimal week, February 15th to 
19th 197  ^» and then to test some of the groups in each 
of one, two and three weeks afterwards. The testing 
dates had to be fixed in advance because the test 
administration was to take place in class time, except 
for the volunteer sample. This meant that equal numbers 
could be assigned in each of the three retest weeks only 
from estimates of class attendance, and the extent to 
which attendance would fall off on the second testing 
session was not known.
Apart from this main design, two other groups were 
used to check the effect of practice on the Decimal tests. 
One of these groups was one of the class groups originally 
recruited. They were tested one week before Decimalisation 
and in Decimal Week. The other group was offered later by
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another Institute teacher J.Smith and they were tested, 
hy this teacher, in the first and third weeks after 
Decimalisation. The seven groups used in the main 
design will be referred to by code letters 
SI, PI, W, CLI, SA, PH and WMO. The two practice 
check groups will be referred to as PCI and PCII, in 
the order they have been described above.
All 9 groups, on the first testing occasion, were 
given Test Booklet I, and on the second testing occasion, 
Test Booklet II. Table I summarises the design of the 
testing timetable.
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TABLE I TESTING TIKSTABLE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OP 
BOTH TEST BOOKLETS, TO ALL SUBJECT GROUPS 
Testing Dates
February
8th-12th
February
15th-19th
February
22nd-26th
March
1st-5th
March 
8th-12th
Monday
1 *
Student 
group 
N=20 
Set 2
1 * 
Student 
group 
N=21 
Set I
Tuesday
1
Group SI 
N=16 SetI
1
Group SI 
N=9 Set2
1
Group SI 
N=1 Set2
1
Group PI 
N=12 Setl
1
Group PI 
N=12 Set2
2
Group W 
N=13 Set2
2
Group ¥ 
N=15 Setl
Wednesday
2
Group CLI 
N=21 Setl
5
Group PCII 
N=9 Set I
2
Group CLI 
N=20 Set2
Group PCII 
N=12 Set2
Thursday
1
Group
PCI
N=15 Set2
1
Group PCI 
N=8 Set I
2
Group SA 
N=14 Set2
2
Group SA 
N=14 Setl
1
Group FH 
N=13 Set2
1
Group FH 
N=13 Setl
Friday
1
Group WMC 
N=6 Set 2
1 * 
Student 
group 
N=20 Set2
1
Group WMC 
N=3 Setl
The psychology student group were also tested on January 
22nd with Set I Decimal tests.
N = Number of subjects present at each testing session. 
Testers 1 = S. Crouch
2 = S.N. Chown
5 = J. Smith
Set I = First version of Decimal tests 
Set 2 = Second version of Decimal tests
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SECTION C
Results
Chapter 9 Subject Response and Sahject Groups for Analysis
The subject response in the classes was good, and only 
a few people declined to take part. However, in the 
Institute that distributed letters to its students, of 
one hundred letters given out only 30 people gave in their 
names as volunteers, and only half of these turned up for 
the first testing. Only half again turned up for the 
second testing so that in that one instance, the final 
completed booklets belonged to less than 10% of the 
contacted sample.
Table 2 gives the actual numbers of each group who were 
present for both testings - 'returners’ 
present for the first testing only - ’non-returners’ 
present for the second testing only - ’incomplete’ 
or failing to complete the Test Booklet.
Total Returner Group
This group is made up of the subjects in the 7 groups 
of the main design who completed both Test Booklets I and II. 
The total N = 75»
This can be divided into three returner subgroups; with one 
group for each week that subjects were retested.
For retest week I, groups PI and SA, N = 21
For retest week II, groups SI, W and FH, N = 32
For retest week III, groups CLI and WMC, N = 22
(one subject from group SI was retested in week III
instead of week II).
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Non-Returner Group
This group is made up of the people who were only 
present for the first testing in both main design groups 
and the two practice-check groups. The reason for this 
inclusion is that, with no retest scores available, 
nothing can be said about the non-returners rate of 
improvement on the Decimal tests. It is only their 
personality and ability scores that are useful for 
comparison purposes, and since these are likely to be 
fairly constant over time, it is reasonable to include 
the practice-check subjects with those tested in Decimal 
week. This gives a total Non-returner group of N = 21.
Incomplete Test Booklets
Some subjects turned up at the second testing but not 
at the first. If spare booklets were available they were 
also invited to take part. The number of such subjects 
was 19, and their Decimal test scores were used in some 
cases in the results for estimating mean Decimal scores 
over time.
Some other booklets were incomplete because people 
failed to fill in their age, or complete the rigidity 
questionnaire. The number of such booklets was 5. Again 
these booklets have been used whenever possible to help 
in the correlations between personality and ability tests, 
or Decimal tests over time.
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Practice-check Groups
The people in the practice check groups who completed 
both Test Booklets numbered 15; 7 were in PCI and 8 in PCII.
Total subjects tested
Prom the numbers given in the sections above it can 
be seen that 135 different subjects were tested. The main 
design returners and the practice-check returners give a 
total of 90, which is two thirds of the total tested.
The main analysis will deal with the results from the 
Total Returner group, and the three retest-week groups 
within it. The Non-returners and Psychology student groups 
will be compared with the Total Returners separately.
Another group was also selected from the Total 
Returner group. This group was selected by matching subjects 
of the first retest week with subjects in the second and 
third retest weeks. The matching was done for age and 
Progressive Matrices test score. For age, subjects were 
matched within 5 years of each other, except in one instance 
where the subject of week I was 4-0, of week II was 4-5 and 
of week III was 35 years old. For the rest of the subjects 
used the matches were usually very close. On the Matrices 
score the subjects were matched within 6 points of each 
ofcher. (see Table I, Appendix III)
This group then is a selection from the three Returner 
subgroups, and gives three groups of comparable age and 
abstract reasoning ability. It was possible to find thirteen
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subjects from each week that would match with the other 
two groups, so that for the total Matched group N = 39» 
which is just over half of the Total Returner sample. 
This group also will be used in the main analysis.
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Chapter 10 Statistics used in the Analysis
Since the scores of all the tests in the two batteries 
were normally distributed parametric significance tests 
have been used.
Related t - test (McNemar 194-9» Chap. 12) This was used 
for comparisons of the first and second Decimal test scores 
within each of the three Returner subgroups.
Unrelated t - test (McNemar 194-9» Chap. 12) This was used 
to test for significant differences on all of the Test 
Battery I variables between all the subjects who returned 
for the second testing and all those who did not.
One-way Analysis of Variance (McNemar 194-9» Chap. 15)
This was used to test the differences in scores between 
any of the three returner subgroups on any of the test 
variables; between the practice check groups on any of the 
four Decimal tests; and between the Total Returner group 
and the Matched Returner group on any of the test variables. 
Two-way Analysis of Variance (McNemar ^949» Chap. 14)
This was used to test the effect of age and duration of 
intertest interval on Decimal Test improvement for the 
Matched Returner sample.
Trend test using lamda coefficients For three age groupings, 
subjects were divided into high or low scorers on one of 
the Rigidity or Flexibility tests and then a Two-way Analysis 
of Variance computed on the raw scores of another Rigidity 
or Flexibility test. For example:- 
Age groups: 20 to 29» 30 to 39» 40 to 38 years old 
Unusual Uses groups: high scorers (7 or more), low scorers 
(6 or less). Hidden Faces raw scores as cell scores.
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This division into age and ability gave different 
numbers in each cell, but the division of age and ability 
groups was adjusted to give the largest possible minimum 
cell total. When this was done the other cells were also 
reduced to this minimum cell number by random omissions 
of the extra scores. In this way the final cell total 
was 11, 12 or 14 for each of the 8 analyses used.
When the Two-way Analysis of Variance had been done 
the interaction sum of squares was divided into its 
quadratic and linear components using lamda coefficients. 
This showed any significant differences in the trends of 
one Flexibility or Rigidity variable with increasing age 
for high and low scorers on one of the other Rigidity or 
Flexibility tests. In this way it was hoped to focus on 
the greatest point of interaction between these various 
test measures and age.
Apart from the Interaction sum of squares, individual 
linear and quadratic sum of squares were computed for each 
high and low scoring group. For example the age trend 
shown by high scorers on the Unusual Uses test, in scores 
on the Rokeach-Paranoia sub scale could be assessed as 
significantly or non-significantly quadratic or linear; 
independently of its difference from the trend of the low 
scorers on the Unusual Uses test.
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients (McNemar 
1949, p.92) Correlation matrices were computed, using 
program BMD02D, "Correlation with Transgeneration"
(Dixon 1970, p.49). Matrices were thus obtained for the
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Total Returner group; the Matched Returner group; and 
the Non-Returner group. The group numbers were the 
same as given previously in Chapter 9 except that 
Practice Check Group I was included in the Total 
Returner matrix, since it was one of the original 8 
groups recruited from Institutes of Adult Education; 
so that N = 81. The variables in the two Returner 
matrices were:-
Age;- with each decade coded as one number e.g. 16 to 23 
years old coded as '1'
Sex:- men coded as '1', women coded as *2'
Previous experience with Decimal Currency:- living abroad 
for more than 6 months coded as M*; holidays abroad 
or responses of 'yes' coded as '2'; and responses of 
'No' or 'None' coded as '3*.
Progressive Matrices; £ s d; £ p; Combined Maths score; 
Unusual Uses; Hidden Paces; Gough Sanford Scale; Rokeach- 
Authoritarianism and Rokeach - Paranoia:- all entered the 
computations as raw scores.
Decimal test scores from the first occasion and from the 
second occasion; the difference in scores between these 
two occasions (referred to as 'Decimal Gain' scores); and 
the combined scores of the I New Currency and IV Coin 
Recognition tests for both testing occasions:- all these 
were entered as raw scores also.
Time variables; a linear improvement in Decimal ability 
was tested for by coding the retest weeks as '1', '2' or 
'3' in the order that they occurred. The Practice-check 
group (PCI) subjects were coded as being tested after 'O' 
weeks; a quadratic improvement was tested for by coding
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both retest weeks I and III as '1', and retest week II 
as * 2'.
This gave a total of 28 variables in each of the two 
Returner matrices. Since the Non-Returners only completed 
Test Battery I their matrix had only 16 variables, coded 
in the same way as for the Returner groups. Using the 
full 28 variables another matrix was also computed for 
the Total Returner group plus the Psychology student group. 
This gave N = 99* Since the Psychology students were 
tested four times it was not possible to equate their rate 
of progress with that of the main sample, but for the 
purposes of a comparative correlation matrix the Psychology 
student scores from February 22nd were used as the Decimal 
week scores, and those of March 5th were used as the retest 
Decimal scores with the retest week being coded as '2'.
A further Product Moment Correlation Matrix was also 
computed for the Rigidity - Flexibility factors alone.
This consisted of: Gough Sanford Rigidity Scale:- 21 items 
Rokeach - Authoritarianism subscale:- 10 items 
Rokeach-Paranoia subscale:- 11 items (one buffer item added) 
Age of each subject given to nearest year, not coded.
Unusual Uses and Hidden Faces raw scores.
Sex:- men coded '1', women coded '2' as in the other matrices.
For the three questionnaire scales, each item made up 
a separate variable, and each subject's responses were coded 
by a '1' for 'FALSE' and a '2' for 'TRUE'.
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There was a total of 46 variables for this matrix.
Since the Progressive Matrices score was not included 
it was possible to combine the scores of the Returners, 
Non-Returners and Psychology students for this analysis 
so that N = 110. By making the sample size as large as 
possible it was hoped to find some reliable Rigidity 
and Flexibility factors in the results.
Principal Component Analysis (Hotelling 1935) Using the 
computer, principal component analyses were carried out 
for each of the correlation matrices. (Thomson 1951)*
In each the principal axes were rotated orthogonally 
by Kaiser's Varimax procedure.
Regression analysis (Thomson 1951» Chap. 14) This analysis 
was done by the computer to measure the predictability of 
each of the first and second Decimal test scores from the 
background variables, which were:- 
Ige; sex; previous experience with Decimal Currency; 
Progressive Matrices score; £ s d and £ p scores; combined 
Maths score; Unusual Uses; Hidden Faces; Gough Sanford Scale 
and the two Rokeach subscales.
The computer program used was the BMD02R Stepwise 
Regression (Dixon 1970, p.233)» which 'computes a sequence 
of multiple linear regression equations in a stepwise manner '. 
The variable which is added at each step is the one which 
makes the greatest reduction in the error sum of squares.
Only one analysis was needed for the scores of each of the 
four Decimal tests on the first testing occasion, but for 
the second testing occasion separate analyses were computed
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for each of the three Returner subgroups, so that the 
predictative power of the background variables for each 
of the three weeks of the intertest interval could be 
known and compared.
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Chapter 11 Comparability of the Returner Subject Groups
Before any gain in ability on the four Decimal 
Currency tests can be assessed, it must be known to 
what degree the three Returner Subgroups differed in 
their initial ability on the Decimal tests in Decimal 
week. For the Matched Returner group also it is necessary 
to know whether the process of matching 13 people in each 
of the retest weeks produced a Matched sample differing in 
ability from the Total Returner group from which they were 
selected.
Similarly, before any change in ability on the Decimal 
tests can be attributed to the background, and personality 
variables, it must also be known whether any of the 
comparison groups differed significantly from each other 
on any of these variables. The means scores on the 
background variables and the Decimal tests scores of 
Decimal week for all the Returner Groups are given in 
Table 3*
The largest comparative differences between the Returner 
Groups' scores were tested for significance by One-way 
Analysis of Variance. The results were:-
1) Age. The largest difference in mean age was between 
the subgroups retested in weeks I and II. The analysis 
gave F = 1.34 which was not significant.
2) Sex. The largest difference was between the Matched 
Returners and the Returner subgroups of weeks II and III.
The analysis gave F = 1.22 which was not significant.
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5) Previous Experience with Decimal Currency. The largest 
difference was between the Returner Subgroups retested in 
Weeks I and III. The analysis gave P = 2.19 which was 
not significant.
4) Progressive Matrices Test. The largest difference was 
between the Matched Returner Group and the Returner Subgroup 
retested in Week I. The analysis, however was computed on 
the scores of Returner Subgroups I and II because these two 
groups were composed of different subjects. The F value
/
was 0.127 which was not significant,
5) £ s d test. The largest difference was between the
Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I and III. The analysis
gave F = 1.26 which was not significant.
6) £ p test. Since the largest difference was comparatively
less than that of the £ s d test no test of significance 
was needed.
7) Combined Maths score. Since the Returner Groups did not 
differ significantly on either of the separate Maths score, 
no significance test for the Combined Maths score was needed. 
In fact the effect of combining the Maths scores was to 
greatly reduce the comparative differences between the groups,
8) Unusual Uses test. The largest difference on this test 
was comparatively much smaller than that of the Hidden Faces 
test discussed below. Since the mean scores of the two 
tests were similar the differences on the Hidden Faces test 
only were analysed.
9) Hidden Faces test. The largest difference was between 
the Matched Returner Group and the Returner Subgroup retested 
in Week I. Because of the comparative sizes of the groups.
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and because the Returner Subgroup retested in Week III 
had a mean score not much below that of the Matched 
Returner Group, an , analysis on this largest difference 
was not done. Instead an analysis of the three Returner 
Subgroups gave F = 1.105 "which was not significant.
10) Gough-Sanford Scale. The largest difference was 
between the Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I and II.
The analysis gave F = 1.22 which was not significant.
11) Rokeach - Authoritarianism Subscale. The largest 
difference was between the Returner Subgroups retested 
in Weeks I and II. Ajq. analysis of the scores of all 
three Returner Subgroups gave F = 2.066 which was not 
significant.
Since for both the Gough-Sanford and the Authoritarianism 
measures the same two Subgroups produced the largest difference 
an analysis was done on the combined scores of these two 
scales for Returner Subgroups I and II. The resulting 
F = 0.2755 was larger than for either of the two scales 
analysed separately but was still not significant.
12) Rokeach - Paranoia Subscale. The largest difference was 
again between the Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I and 
II, but the comparative size of the difference was too small 
to need testing for significance.
15) New Currency I. The largest difference was between the 
Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I and III. The analysis 
gave F = 4.87» which was significant at the 3% level.
Therefore the subjects retested after 3 weeks had been 
significantly worse in Decimal Week, on the New Currency I 
test than those retested after 1 week. A further analysis
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on the scores of Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I 
and II gave F = 1.32 which was not significant. Therefore 
although the subjects retested after 2 weeks had a lower 
mean score in Decimal Week than those retested after 1 
week they were not significantly lower.
14-) Conversion II. The largest difference was again between 
the Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I and III. But 
the analysis gave F = 1.80 which was not significant.
13) Du.al Cujrrency III. The largest difference was again 
for the Returner Subgroups retested in Weeks I and III, 
but the analysis gave F = 0.68 which was not significant.
16) Coin Recognition IV. The largest difference was this 
time between the combined means of the Returner Subgroups 
retested in Weeks I and III and the Total Returner Group.
The comparative difference was too small to need testing.
17) Combined New Currency I and Coin Recognition IV scores. 
The largest difference was between the Returner Subgroup re­
tested in Week I and the Total Returner Group, but the 
comparative difference was too small to need testing.
To summarise these One-way Analyses of Variance only 
the New Currency test showed an initial difference in 
ability among the Returner groups.
However, among the three Returner Subgroups a consistent 
trend of ability was found among the means of Table 3- 
If the means for the four Decimal Currency tests are combined 
then this trend becomes clearer:-
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Returners retested after 1 week = 13*77 combined mean 
" " " 2 weeks = 12.38 " "
" " " 3 weeks =11*73 " "
To test these combined means two analyses were 
computed; one for subjects of 37 years of age or less, 
and one for subjects of 38 years of age or more. For 
the young subjects F = 0.207 which was not significant 
and for the older subjects F = 0.72 which was also not 
significant. Therefore this trend, though consistent 
in direction was not a significant one.
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Chapter 12 Improvement on the Decimal Currency Tests 
over Time
1) Practice Effect
Before the amount of improvement due to length of 
experience with the new currency can he estimated, it 
must he known how much of the increase in ability on the 
Decimal retests was due to the practice had on the first 
testing occasion. To check this effect, the two Practice 
Check Groups were used.
Firstly, Group PCI who were given their first Test 
Battery the week before Decimalisation; were matched on 
age and Progressive Matrices score with subjects from 
Groups CLI, FH, V and P who were given their first Test 
Battery in Decimal week. Since Group PCI were retested 
in Decimal week their retest Decimal scores could be 
compared with the first occasion Decimal scores of their 
matched partners. The number of matched subject pairs 
was 7*
Secondly, Group PCII were given their first Test Battery 
in the first week after Decimal week; so they were matched 
on age and Matrices points with subjects from Groups P and 
SA who were given their second Test Battery in the first 
week after Decimal week. Thus the first Decimal test scores 
of PCII could be compared with the second Decimal test 
scores of their matched partners. The number of matched 
subject pairs was 8.
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In this way the effect of previous practice on the 
Decimal tests could he estimated for two different time 
exposures to Decimal Currency itself. The actual 
matching data for age and Matrices score is given in 
Table ZVTII of Appendix III. The closeness of matching 
achieved was within 7 points on the Progressive Matrices 
test, and within 5 years of age.
For both Practice Check Groups and their matched 
partners a One-way Analysis of Variance was computed for 
their scores on each of the four Decimal tests. In no 
case were the differences significant (see Tables XIX 
and XX of Appendix III).
This means that the second test scores of Group PCI 
were no greater in Decimal week than the first test scores 
of the other groups, and similarly Group PCII were no 
worse on their first testing scores in Week I after 
Decimal week than the two groups who had their second 
testing at the same time. So for the purposes of this 
analysis any change in ability on the Decimal tests can 
be attributed only to actual improvement in using the New 
Currency. Table 4 gives the mean scores of the Practice 
Check groups and their matched partners on the Decimal 
tests.
2) Gain over time for the Matched Returner Group
The Matched Group of 39 subjects was made up of 13 
subjects in each of the retest weeks. By omitting one 
subject from each week a Two-way Analysis of Variance was 
computed for each of the four Decimal tests. In each
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TABLE 4 MEAN SCORES OF THE TWO PRACTICE-CHECK GROUPS AND
THEIR MATCHED PARTNERS ON THE DECIMAL CURRENCY TESTS
Decimal 
Currency Tests
Practise 
Check I
2nd test
Matches 
CLI, FH, 
W and P 
1st test
Practise 
Check II
1st test
Matches in 
SA and P
2nd test
I New Currency 2.7 2.7 5.0 4.5
II Conversion 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.7
III Dual Currency 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.5
IV Coin Recognition 5.6 4.0 6.5 5.2
TABLE 5 MEAN GAIN SCORES ON THE FOUR DECIMAL CURRENCY TESTS 
OVER TIME, FOR TWO AGE GROUPS OF THE MATCHED 
RETURNER GROUP
Mean Gain after
Age 11 week 1 2 weeks 3 weeks
I New Currency Over 55 1.2 1.5 0.8
Under 35 0.8 1.5 2.5
II Conversion Over 35 -0.8 -0.5 —0.2
Under 35 -1.0 -0.3 0.7
III Dual Currency Over 35 0.3 0.7 0.2
Under 35 0.7 -0.3 0.8
IV Coin
Recognition
Over 35 1.7 2.8 5.0
Under 35 5.7 2.8 1.2
Number of subjects contributing to each mean = 6
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analysis the row variable was age, with one group of 20 
to 33 years and another of 33 to 35 years; and the column 
variable was the length of time between the first and 
second Decimal testings, i.e. one, two or three weeks.
The number of subjects in each such cell was 6, and the 
cell scores were the gain scores between the first and 
second testings. blé 21; / X Hi)
For all four of the Decimal tests, neither age nor 
intertest interval proved to be significantly related to 
Gain. For IV Coin Recognition the interaction between age 
and intertest interval approached significance. The mean 
Gain scores of the Matched Returner Group are given in 
Table 3*
3) Gain over time for the Total Returner Group
Two-way Analyses of Variance were computed for Gain 
on each of the four Decimal tests. The variables were the 
same as for the Matched Group Analyses (see (2) above), 
except that subjects were divided by age into 'under 37 
years' and 'over 38 years*. The cell total was 11. This 
was achieved by using all the subjects in Returner Subgroup 
III, random omissions of 10 of the subjects in Returner 
Subgroup II, and by the addition of data from a subject 
with incomplete personality tests in Returner Subgroup I.
The results of the Analyses were:- 
for I New Currency and III Dual Currency neither age nor 
the intertest interval were significant variables.
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for II Conversion the intertest interval was a significant 
variable, F = 3.378 p < 3%* But this was not a simple 
linear trend of improvement with increasing exposure to 
Decimal Currency because the mean Gain scores for both of 
the first two retest weeks were negative, 
for Coin Recognition IV age was an almost significant 
variable, with the younger subjects showing more improvement 
than the old. 22 j
The mean Gain scores for the Total Returner Group are
given in Table 6. Since no subjects were omitted for the 
computation of these means the age division was changed 
to under 33 years and over 36 years to give a more equal 
division of numbers.
4) Intertest gain on the Decimal Currency tests for the 
three Returner Subgroups
For each of the three Returner Subgroups a Related - t
test was computed using their first and second test scores,
for each of the four Decimal Tests.
The results were that for all three Returner Subgroups 
the difference between their first and second scores on both 
I New Currency and IV Coin Recognition were significant; 
but the difference between their first and second scores on 
both II Conversion and III Dual Currency were not significant, 
The details of the results are given in Table 7*
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TABLE 6 KEAN GAIN SCORES ON THE FOUR DECIMAL OUEEENCT TESTS 
OVER TIME, FOR TWO AGE GROUPS OE THE TOTAL RETURNER 
GROUP
Age
Mean 
1 week
Gain afte: 
2 weeks 3 weeks
I New Currency Over 36 1.50 1.31 1.82
Under 35 0.60 0.94 1.64
II Conversion Over 36 -0.67 -0.37 0.45
Under 35 -0.40 -0.12 1.09
III Dual Currency Over 36 0.17 0.44 0.82
Under 35 0.40 0.12 0.36
IV Coin
Recognition
Over 36 0.35 1.81
Under 35 4.60 2.81 1.55
Subjects over 56 ;^ ears N = 12 N = 16 N = 11
Subjects under 35 years N = 10 N = 16 N = 11
TABLE 7 RESULTS OE THE RELATED-t-TE8T8 ON THE EIRST AND 
SECOND DECIMAL CURRENCY TEST SCORES OE THE THREE 
RETURNER SUBGROUPS
Decimal Tests
Returner 
1 week
Subgroups te si 
2 weeks
:ed after 
3 weeks
I New Currency t = 3.17
p <
t = 3.86
p < 0.1#
t = 6.65
p < 0.1#
II Conversion t = 1.63 
NS
t = 0.80
NS
t = 1.06 
NS
III Dual Currency t = 1.22
NS
t = 1.47 
NS
t = 1.80 
NS
IV Coin Recognition t = 3.07
p < 1%
t = 3.95
p < 0.1#
t = 2.38 
P < 5#
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Chapter 13 Relationships between the Decimal Currency 
Tests and the Background, Ability and 
Personality Variables
1) Pearson Product Correlation Matrix for the Total Returner 
Group (see Table 8). Prom the 'r' values given in 
Table 8 the significant relationships may be summarised 
thus :-
I New Currency
First and second test scores and the Gain score are all 
positively related to the Progressive Matrices test. Both 
the retest and Gain scores are positively related to the 
£ p score, and the retest score also relates to the Combined 
Maths score. Both the retest and Gain score are positively 
related to Unusual Uses, and both the first test and retest 
are negatively related to the Gough Sanford Scale. The 
retest score is also negatively related to the Rokeach- 
Paranoia Subscale.
II Conversion
Both first test and retest are positively related to the 
Progressive Matrices, and to the £ p score. The retest score 
is also positively related to Combined Maths. Both first 
test and retest are negatively related to sex, i.e. men 
scored higher; and the retest scores are negatively related 
to age. The first occasion score was negatively related to 
the Rokeach-Authoritarianism Subscale.
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III Dual Currency
Both first test and retest are positively related to 
the Progressive Matrices, and the retest scores are 
positively related to the £ p score and the Combined Maths.
IV Coin Recognition
Both first test and retest scores relate positively 
to the Progressive Matrices and to all three Maths scores. 
The first test score relates positively to both Unusual 
Uses and Hidden Paces; and the retest scores relate 
negatively to both of the Rokeach Subscales.
Hei/f Currency + Coin Recognition (1 + IV)
Both first test and retest scores related positively 
to the Progressive Matrices, the three Maths scores and 
to Unusual Uses. The first test scores also related 
positively to Hidden Paces. The retest and first test 
scores both related negatively to the Gough-Sanford Scale, 
and the retest scores also related negatively to both of 
the Rokeach Subscales.
2) Pearson Product Moment Correlation Matrix for the 
Matched Returner Group (see Table 9)
Prom the 'r* values given in Table 9 the significant 
relationships may be summarised thus :- 
1 Ne~w Currency
Both first test and retest scores are positively 
related to sex, i.e. women scored higher. The retest scores
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are positively related to the Progressive Matrices and the 
£ p score, while the Gain score is positively related to 
the Combined Maths score. The Gain score is positively 
related to Hidden Paces, while the retest scores are 
negatively related to the Gough-Sanford score.
II Conversion
Both first test and retest scores are positively 
related to the Progressive Matrices, while the Gain scores 
are positively related to both the £ s d and the Combined 
Maths scores. The gain is also positively related to a 
linear trend in the retest weeks.
III Dual Currency
The retest scores are positively related to the 
Progressive Matrices test, and the Gain scores are 
positively related to sex, i.e. women gained more.
IV Coin Recognition
Both first test and retest scores are positively 
related to the Progressive Matrices, and both retest and 
Gain scores are positively related to the £ p test, while 
the Gain scores are also positively related to the Combined 
Maths score.
Hew Currency + Coin Recognition (I + 17)
Both first test and retest scores are positively 
related to the Progressive Matrices and to sex, i.e. women 
scored higher. The retest scores are also positively related 
to the £ p and Combined Maths scores.
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5) Stepwise Regression Analysis
Table 10 gives the significant predictors of the 
Decimal tests in Decimal week and the three retest weeks 
afterwards. To snmmarise this table it may be said that:
a) the Progressive Matrices was a significant predictor
/ 6
in all but two out of the 20- instances, on tkt j^OiAr I'es/'S,
b) Age was a significant predictor on only three occasions
c) Sex was a significant predictor twice for II Conversion 
test
d) Previous Decimal experience was a significant predictor 
twice on the I + IV Combined score
e) the Maths scores were significant predictors in only 
three instances
f) the two Flexibility tests were significant predictors 
in'3* instances of~
g) the Rigidity Scales were significant predictors in 
4 instances^ oj~ lé,
4) Interrelationships within the Decimal Currency Tests
The Matrices for the Total Returner Group and Matched 
Returner Group are given in Table 11. Prom the ’r ’ values 
given in this table the significant relationships with the 
first and second testings and Gain scores of the Decimal 
tests may be summarised as:-
a) for the Total Returner Group
The four Decimal tests are all positively interrelated 
on both the first and second testings. Between the first 
and second testing scores only three out of a total 16 
positive relationships are not significant. Por each of
— 134 —
TABLE 10 RESULTS OP THE STEPWISE REGRESSION AHALY8I8. 
SIGNIPICANT PREDICTORS OP THE DECIMAL
CURRENCY TEST SCORES
Testing
Occasion
I New 
Currency
II
Conversion
III Dual 
Currency
IV Coin 
Recognition I + IV
Decimal
Week
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices 
p < 2.3#
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Gpugh-
Sanford
P < 596
Sex 
p < 1#
Paranoia 
p < 2.3#
Age 
p < 1#
Decimal 
Experience 
p < 2.5%
Hidden 
Paces 
P < 55^
Retest 
Week I 
after 
Decimal 
Week
Matrices
p < 0.1%
Sex 
P < 1# .
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices 
p < 1#
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Age 
p < 1%
Age 
P < 596
£ s d
p < 2.3#
Unusual 
Uses 
p < 2.3#
Decimal 
Experience 
P < 5#
Gough- 
Sanford 
P < 5#
Hidden 
Paces 
p < 2.3#
Retest 
Week II 
after 
Decimal 
Week
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices
p < 1#
Matrices
p < 1#
£ p 
p < 0.1%
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices
p < 1#
£ p 
p < 1#
Retest 
Week III 
after 
Decimal 
Week
Gough- 
Sanford 
p < 1#
Matrices 
p < 2. %
Matrices 
p < 2.3#
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Matrices
p < 0.1#
Unusual 
Uses 
p < 5#
Hidden 
Paces 
p < 2.3#
Hidden 
Paces 
P < 2.5%
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the four Decimal tests the Gain score is negatively and 
significantly correlated to its O'wn first occasion test 
scores; and positively and significantly correlated to 
its O'wn second testing scores. Apart from these main 
trends, the Gain on I ITew Currency is positively related 
to the first occasion IV Coin Recognition scores; and 
the Gain on IV Coin Recognition is positively related 
to the II Conversion first testing scores.
h) for the Matched Ret-urner Group
Ror the first occasion testing none of the inter­
relations between the four Decimal tests are significant, 
and in the second testing scores only two such correlations 
are significant. Also only 6 out of the 16 possible 
interrelations between the two testing sessions are 
significant. The same trends between each Gain score and 
its first and second testing scores are found as in the 
Total Returner group (a) above, but in 5 out the 8 instances 
the 'r' value does not reach significance.
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Chapter 14 Relationships between the Background, 
Personality and Ability Variables
1) Pearson Product Moment Correlation Matrix (see Table 12)
Prom the *r' values given in Table 12 the significant 
relationships may be summarised thus;-
a) for the Total Returner Croup
The Progressive Matrices correlate positively with the 
three Maths scores and the two Flexibility tests; and 
negatively with age, and the three Rigidity scales. The 
three Maths scores are positively related to each other, 
as are also the three Rigidity scales, and the two 
Flexibility tests. Between these three groups of tests 
the £ p score is positively related to the Unusual Uses 
test; and negatively related to the two Rokeach subscales. 
The Hidden Faces test is negatively related to the Gough- 
Sanford Scale; and Unusual Uses is negatively related to 
the two Rokeach subscales. Age is positively related to 
both Gough-Sanford and Rokeach-Authoritarianism, while the 
extent of previous Decimal Experience is negatively related 
to the Gough-Sanford Scale and Rokeach-Paranoia.
b) for the Matched Returner Group
The Progressive Matrices correlate positively with the 
£ p and Combined Maths scores, and with Hidden Faces; and 
negatively with Gough-Sanford and age. The three Maths 
scores are positively related to each other. Between the 
groups of tests Hidden Faces is negatively related to the
- 139 -
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Gough-Sanford scale. Age is positively related to the 
Gough-Sanford scale. Sex is negatively correlated with 
age and with Rokeach-Paranoia, i.e. the men subjects 
tended to be older than the mean age, and men had higher 
Paranoia scores. Sex is also positively related to the 
Progressive Matrices, i.e. men had lower scores. The 
extent of Previous Decimal Experience is negatively 
related to the Gough-Sanford Scale.
2) Trend tests for Age and Rigidity - Flexibility Interactions
These are the results of the Two-way Analyses of 
Variance and trend tests using lamda coefficients. The 
means from these analyses are given in Table 1$.
a) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 36 years of age.
Unusual Uses variable was divided into subjects scoring 
*8 or more' and '7 or less' Uses.
Progressive Matrices raw scores were the cell scores; the 
number in each cell was 11.
The variance on Progressive Matrices score between the 
three age groups was significant beyond the 5% level, and 
the quadratic component of the Interaction between Age and 
Unusual Uses was also significant beyond the 5% level.
The subjects scoring high on Unusual Uses showed no change 
in Progressive Matrices ability with age, but the subjects 
scoring low on Unusual Uses showed an inverted quadratic 
decline in Progressive Matrices score that was significant^ 
beyond the 1% level.
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TABLE 13 MEM SCORES FOR THE CELL GROUPS IN THE TWO-WAY 
AMALYSES OF VARIMCE OH AGE M D  THE RIGIDITY- 
FLEXIBILITY INTERACTIOHS
Cell Variable Row Variable Age
20-29
Groups ir
50-39
L Years 
40 Plus
a) Progressive 
Matrices
Unusual 8 or 
Uses more 45.5 44.9 45.5
7 or 
less 49.9 57.4 43.0
b) Hidden 
Faces
Unusual 7 or 
Uses more 9.5 8.1 9.5
5 or 
less 9.4 6.8 6.1 '
c) Rokeach- 
Anth.ism.
Rokeach- 5 or 
Paranoia more 4.1 4.0 5.6
4 or 
less 2.8 2.3 2.4
d) Gough- 
Sanford 
Scale
Unusual 7 or 
Uses more 8.2 8.2 10.5
5 or 
less 7.0 9.6 11.4
e) Gough- 
Sanford 
Scale
Hidden 9 or 
Faces more 7.2 7.4 8.1
8 or 
less 7.5 - 8.8 9.9
f) Hidden 
Faces
Rokeach- 4 or 
Auth.ism. more 9.6 6.6 6.7
3 or 
less 8.6 6.8 10.0
g) Unusual 
Uses
Rokeach- 4 or 
Auth.ism. more 7.5 6.1 6.5
3 or 
less 7.0 7.5 9.1
h) Hidden 
Faces
Rokeach- 3 or 
Paranoia more 9.86 5.5 8.36
4 or 
less 8.3 7.86 9.0
i) Rokeach- 
Paranoia
Unusual 8 or 
Uses more 5.5 5.8 5.6
7 or 
less 5.75 4.25 5.0
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b) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 38 years of age.
Unusual Uses variable was divided into subjects scoring 
'7 or more' and '6 or less' Uses.
Hidden Faces raw scores were the cell scores; the number 
in each cell was 12.
The variance on Hidden Faces due to both Age and 
Unusual Uses scores was significant beyond the 2.3% level. 
The linear component of the Interaction between these two 
variables was also significant beyond the 2.3% level.
While subjects scoring high on Unusual Uses did not show 
any change with age on the Hidden Faces test, the subjects 
scoring low on Unusual Uses showed a linear decline with 
age on Hidden Faces, significant beyond the 1% level.
c) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 49 years of age.
Rokeach - Paranoia variable was divided into subjects 
scoring '3 or more' and '4 or less'.
Rokeach - Authoritarianism raw scores were the cell scores; 
the number in each cell was 14.
The variance of Authoritarianism due to Paranoia scores 
was significant beyond the 0.1% level, but no other trends 
were significant.
d) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 38 years of age.
Unusual Uses variable was divided into subjects scoring 
'7 or more' and '6 or less' Uses.
Gough-Sanford Scale raw scores were the cell scores; the 
number in each cell was 12.
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The variance on the Gough-Sanford scores due to Age 
was significant "beyond the 1% level. While subjects scoring 
high on Unusual Uses did not increase their mean Gough- 
Sanford score until after 40 years of age, the subjects 
scoring low on Unusual Uses showed a linear trend with 
age of increasing Gough-Sanford score significant beyond 
the 1^ 6 level.
e) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 49 years of age.
Hidden Faces variable was divided into subjects scoring 
'9 or more' and '8 or less' Faces.
Gough-Sanford Scale raw scores were the cell scores; the 
number in each cell was 11.
In this analysis no variance nor trend was significant.
f) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 56 years of age.
Rokeach-Authoritarianism variable was divided into subjects 
scoring '4 or more' and '3 or less*.
Hidden Faces raw scores were the cell scores; the number 
in each cell was 14.
The variance on Hidden Faces due to Age was significant 
beyond the 1% level, and the linear component of the 
Interaction between Age and Authoritarianism was significant 
beyond the 1% level. The subjects scoring high on 
Authoritarianism showed a linear decline with Age on Hidden 
Faces score significant beyond the 2.5% level. The subjects 
scoring low on Authoritarianism showed an inverted quadratic
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trend with Age on Hidden Faces score significant beyond 
the 2.5% level.
g) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 56 years of age.
Rokeach - Authoritarianism variable was divided into 
subjects scoring '4 or more' and '3 or less'.
Unusual Uses raw scores were the cell scores; the number 
in each cell was 14.
In this analysis no variance nor trend was significant.
h) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 50 years of age.
Rokeach - Paranoia variable was divided into subjects 
scoring '5 or more' and '4 or less'.
Hidden Faces raw scores were the cell scores; the number 
in each cell was 14.
The variance on Hidden Faces due to Age was significant 
beyond the 2.5% level. While the subjects scoring low on 
Paranoia did not change on Hidden Faces ability with Age, 
the subjects scoring high on Paranoia showed an inverted 
quadratic decline with Age on Hidden Faces ability that 
was significant beyond the 1% level.
i) The Age variable was divided into 20 to 29, 30 to 39 
and 40 to 50 years of age.
Unusual Uses variable was divided into subjects scoring 
'8 or more' and '7 or less' Uses.
Rokeach - Paranoia raw scores were the cell scores; the 
number in each cell was 12.
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The linear component of the Interaction between Age 
and Unusual Uses on the Paranoia scores was significant 
beyond the 1% level. While subjects scoring low on 
Unusual Uses showed an upward but non-significant linear 
trend on Paranoia with Age, the subjects scoring high on 
Unusual Uses showed a downward linear trend on Paranoia 
with Age that was significant beyond the 2.5% level.
The summary tables for these analyses are given in
»
Table XXIII of Appendix III.
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Chapter 13 Principal Component Analyses of the Complete 
Test Battery for the Total Returner and 
Matched Returner Croups
The Principal Component Analj^ ses computed for the 
scores of the Total Returner and Matched Returner Groups 
provide a summary of the results given in Chapters 12, 13 
and 14. The factors produced bring together the main 
relationships between all the Decimal test scores, and 
all the Background, Personality and Ability scores.
a) Orthogonal Rotated Components for the Total Returner 
Group (R = 81)
From the summary of the first 6 factors given in 
Table 14 it can be seen that the main factor involves the 
first and second testing scores of the I Mew Currency and 
IV Coin Recognition tests. High scores of these tests 
are loaded in the same direction as high scores on the 
Progressive Matrices and the two Flexibility tests; and 
predictably in the opposite direction to high scores on 
the three Rigidity Scales. The next three factors deal 
with the Decimal tests IV Coin Recognition, III Dual 
Currency and I Hew Currency separated out into their own 
factors. Among these three factors the only variable which 
is not a Decimal test score is the 'linear trend in retest 
weeks' which loads in the opposite direction to Gain scores 
on IV Coin Recognition. This means that with each succeeding 
week the Gain on IV Coin Recognition became smaller.
— 14- 8 —
Factor 5 includes principally II Conversion and IV 
Coin Recognition scores, with a moderate loading on 
Progressive Matrices Factor 6 deals solely with the two 
tests of mathematical ability.
b) Orthogonal Rotated Components for the Matched Returner 
Group H = 39
From Table 13 it can be seen that the main factor 
involves only Gain on I Hew Currency from among all the 
Decimal tests scores. High Gain scores load in the same 
direction as high scores on Progressive Matrices and the 
two Flexibility tests and in the opposite direction to high 
scores on the Gough-Sanford Scale and Rokeach - Paranoia.
The second factor involves only the Maths tests. The 
third factor includes all the test scores of I Hew Currency 
and IV Coin Recognition, plus a moderate loading on the 
Progressive Matrices. The fourth factor consists solely 
of Gain on the III Dual Currency test.^  In the fifth factor 
high scores on both Unusual Uses and the Gough-Sanford Scale 
load in the same direction as increasing age. Also in this 
factor, sex has a moderate loading, with men being older 
and scoring higher on the other two variables.
Factor 6 shows that Gain on II Conversion did increase 
in a linear fashion with each succeeding retest week. The 
last three factors deal with the Decimal tests, IV Coin 
Recognition, I Hew Currency and II Conversion, separated 
out into their own factors.
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TABLE 14 05TH0GOHAL ROTATED COMPOHEIEDS OE THE WHOLE TEST 
BATTERY FOR THE TOTAL RETTJREER GROUP
Factors Test Variable Loading
Factor 1 Retest I Hew Currency
Progressive Matrices
Retest I Hew Currency + IV Coin
Recognition
First test Hew Currency + IV 
Coin Recognition
First test IV Coin Recognition
Retest IV Coin Recognition
Hidden Faces
Unusual Uses
Rokeach - Paranoia
Gough- Sanford
Rokeach - Authoritarianism
-.680
-.636
-.610
-.556
-.318
-.426
-.421
-.414
+.631
+.621
+.531
Factor 2 Gain on IV Coin Recognition 
First test IV Coin Recognition 
Linear trend in retest weeks
+.804
-.449
-.412
Factor 3 Gain on III Dual Currency 
Retest III Dual Currency 
First test III Dual Currency
+1.155
+.513
-.413
Factor 4 First test I Hew Currency
First test I Hew Currency + IV Coin
Recognition
Gain on I Hew Currency
-.851
-.520
+.440
Factor 3 Retest IV Coin Recognition
First test II Conversion
Retest II Conversion
Retest I Hew Currency + IV Coin
Recognition
First test IV Coin Recognition
First test I Hew Currency + IV Coin
Recognition
Progressive Matrices
+.728
+.712
+.677
+. 648
+.542
+.491
+.435
Factor 6 Combined Maths scores 
£ s d 
£ p
+.990
+.808
+.736
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TABLE 15 ORTHOG-OEAL ROTATED C0NP0EEET8 OE THE WHOLE TEST 
BATTERY EOR TILE MATCHED RETURKER GROUP
Factors Test Variable Loading
Factor 1 Gain on I Hew Currency 
Hidden Faces 
Progressive Matrices 
Unusual Uses 
Gough-Sanford Scale 
Rokeach - Paranoia
-.623
-.613
-.471
— • ^!-4l 
+.471 
+.422
Factor 2 Combined Maths score 
£ s d 
£ p
-.982 
-.870 
-.815 '
Factor 3 First test I Hew Currency + Coin
Recognition
First test IV Coin Recognition
Retest IV Coin Recognition
Retest I Hew Currency + IV Coin
Recognition
Progressive Matrices
First test I Hew Currency
Retest II Conversion
Retest I Hew Currency
-.947
-.916
-.826
-.823
—. 504 
—.466
-.451
-.404
Factor 4- Gain on III Dual Currency +.969
Factor 5 Age
Unusual Uses 
Gough-Sanford Scale 
Sex
-.618
-.588
-.491
+.415
Factor 6 Gain on II Conversion 
Linean trend in retest weeks
-.700
-.600
Factor 7 Gain on IV Coin Recognition 
Retest IV Coin Recognition
+.837
+.491
Factor 8 First test I Hew Currency 
Retest I Hew Currency
+.794
+. 543
Factor 9 First test II Conversion 
Retest II Conversion 
Retest III Dual Currency
-.726
-.711
-.432
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Chapter 16 Analysis of the Rigidity-Flexibility Dimension
A Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Matrix was 
carried out on all the items of the three Rigidity Scales; 
the scores of the two Flexibility tests, and the Age and 
sex of the 110 subjects who completed all these tests 
(see Chapter 10).
The intercorrelations for the Gough-Sanford Rigidity 
Scale are given in Table 16. The intercorrelations for 
the Rokeach-Dogmatism Scale are given in Table 17* The 
intercorrelations between these two Rigidity Scales are 
given in Table 18, and the significant correlations 
summarised in Table 19* The correlations between the 
items of both the Rigidity Scales, and the four other 
variables, namely:- Age, Sex, Unusual Uses and Hidden 
Faces are given in Table 20.
A comparison of the correlation results of this study 
with those of S. Rubenowitz (1963) is given in Table 21. 
For the Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale, Rubenowitz got 66 
significant intercorrelations between items, while the 
present study resulted in 44; but in only 24 cases were 
the same coefficients significant in both studies. All 
the correlations were positive ones except for the 
correlations between items 5 euid 18 in the present study 
and items 10 and 12 in the Rubenowitz study.
For the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, Rubenowitz found 32 
significant intercorrelations, and the present study found 
14 such results; but in only 3 cases were the coefficients
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significant in both studies. All the correlations were 
positive except for the correlation between items 15 
and 16 in the Rubenowitz study.
The correlations between the remaining 4 test variables 
are given in Table 22, where it can be seen that the two 
Flexibility tests are positively related, and that men are 
significantly better than women on the Unusual Uses test.
The main trends from the correlation matrices are 
summarised in the Varimax Factor Matrix. The factors are 
presented in Table 25 with the questionnaire items written 
out in full. The Hidden Faces test and Age both show 
definite relationships with groups of questions from the 
Rigidity Scales, but the Unusual Uses test forms a factor 
on its own. Two items with moderate loadings have been 
included in the Unusual Uses factor but they are just 
below the 0.40 limit chosen for selecting the items in 
each factor. Sex has no high loading on any factor, but 
its highest loading +0.51 is on the Unusual Uses factor,
i.e. men were better than women on the Unusual Uses test.
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"The Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale.
Items numbered as in Table 16."
1. I am always careful about my manner of dress.
2. I usually check more than once to be sure that I
have locked a door, put out the light, or something 
of the sort.
3» I often become so wrapped up in something I am doing
that I find it difficult to turn my attention to other 
matters.
4. I often find myself thinking of the same tune or 
phrases for days at a time.
5. I find it easy to stick to a certain schedule,
once I have started on it.
6. I try to follow a programme of life based on duty.
7. I usually maintain my own opinions even though many 
other people may have a different point of view.
8. There is usually only one best way to solve most problems.
9. I am a methodical person in whatever I do.
10. I am often the last person to give up trying to do a thing.
11. I prefer to stop and think before I act, even on trifling 
matters.
12. I do not enjoy having to adapt myself to new and 
unusual situations.
15. I prefer work that requires a great deal of attention 
to detail.
14. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an undertaking,
15. I think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way.
16. I always finish tasks I start, even if they are not 
very important.
17. I have never done anything dangerous for the thrill of it.
18. I have a work or study schedule which I follow carefully.
19. I usually find that my own way of attacking a problem 
is best, even though it doesn't always seem to work in 
the beginning.
20. I believe that promptness is a very important personality 
characteristic.
21. I always put on and take off my clothes in the same order.
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NOTE TO TABLE 16
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, WITH THEIR VALENCY SIGNS ARE GIVEN IN 
THE LOWER LEFT-HAND SECTION AND SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS ARE 
INDICATED BY THEIR SICMIFICANCE LEVEL IN THE UPPER RIGHT-HAND 
SECTION
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The Rokeach. Dogmatism Scale as used in this study.
Items numbered as in Table 1?.
1. It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal 
or cause that life becomes meaningful.
2. In the history of mankind there have probably been 
just a handful of really great thinkers.
3. A group which tolerates too many differences of 
opinion among its own members cannot last for long.
4. There are two kinds of people in this world, those who 
are for the truth, and those who are against the truth.
3» Of all the different philosophies which exist in the 
world there is probably only one which is correct.
5. To compromise with our political opponents is dangerous 
because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side.
7. Most of the ideas which get printed today are not worth 
the paper they're written on.
8. My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to 
admit that he's wrong.
9. In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends 
and associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same
as one's own.
10. A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes is 
likely to be a pretty 'wisby-wasby ' sort of person.
11. It is only natural for a person to have a guilty conscience.
12. It is better to be a dead hero than a live coward.
13. Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature.
14. I have often felt that strangers were looking at me 
critically.
15. If given the chance I would do something of great 
benefit to the world.
16. In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat 
myself several times to make sure I am being understood.
17. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
18. I wish I could find someone who would tell me how to 
solve my personal problems.
19. It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful 
of the future.
20. The main thing in life is for a person to want to do 
something important.
21. Its all too true that people just won't practise what 
they preach.
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NOTE TO TABLE 17
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, WITH THEIR VALENCY SIGNS ARE GIVEN IN 
THE LOWER LEFT-HAND SECTION AND SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS ARE 
INDICATED BY THEIR SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN THE UPPER RIGHT-HAND 
SECTION
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TABLE 21 A COMPARISON OP THE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT
CORRELATION MATRICES COMPUTED POR BOTH THE
GOUGH-SANPORD RIGIDITY SCALE, AND THE
ROKEACH DOGMATISM SCALE BY S. RUBENOWITZ
(1963) AND S. CROUCH (1972).
Only correlation coefficients of 3% significance or 
greater are recorded.
0 = Significant Rubenowitz Correlations Prom N = 115
+ = Significant Crouch Correlations Prom N = 110
Gough-Sanford Scale - Items *6’ and ’17’ were not used by 
Rubenowitz.
Rokeach-Dogmatism Scale - 7 Items from the Authoritarianism 
Subscale, and 7 Items from the Paranoia Subscale were used 
by Rubenowitz.
ITEM NUMBERS OP THE ROKEACH DOGMATISM SCALE
ë g
CO s 
8  8
Q
20
H
Continued/
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TABLE 22 PEARSON ERODUCT MOimiT COREŒLATIOE TIATRIX
POE THE VARIABLES CE AGE, SEX, BMJSIJAL USES 
AND HIDDEN PAGES COMPUTED IN THE EIGIDITY- 
PLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS
N = 110
r = 0.19 is significant at the level of confidence
Age Sex UnusualUses
Hidden
Paces
Age -.01 -.03 -.08
Sex -.23 -.01
Unusual
Uses +.27
Hidden
Paces
— 164- —
TABLE 23 ORTHOGONAL ROTATED COMPONENTS OP THE RIGIDITY 
AND PLEXIBILITY VARIABLES
Test Variable Loading
Factor 1 - Perceptual Rigidity and Paranoia 
Hidden Paces 
Paranoia Subscale items
In a discussion 1 often find it necessary to 
repeat myself several times to make sure 1 am being 
understood.
1 wish 1 could find someone •who would tell me how 
to solve my personal problems.
Host people just don't give a damn for others. 
Gough-Sanford item;-
1 often find myself thinking of the same tune 
or phrase for days at a time.
+.51
-.36
-.52
—. 44-
—. 4-1
Factor 2 - Age and Behavioural Rigidity 
Age
Gough-Sanford items
1 have a work or study schedule which 1 follow 
carefully.
1 find it easy to stick to a certain schedule once 
1 have started on it.
1 always finish tasks 1 start, even if they are not 
very important.
1 try to follow a programme of life based on duty.
I am a methodical person in whatever 1 do.
1 think it is usually wise to do things in a 
conventional way.
1 believe that promptness is a very important 
personality characteristic.
Paranoia item:-
The main thing in life is for a person to want to 
do something important.
-. 34-
-.61
-.59
-.38
-.36 
—. a9
—. 4-3 
—. 4-1
—. 4-3
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TABLE 23 CONTIITUED
Test Variable Loading
Factor 3 - Narrow mindedness
Paranoia item:-
Its all too true that people just won't 
practise what they preach.
Authoritarianism items
In the long run the best way to live is to pick 
friends and associates whose tastes and beliefs 
are the same as one's own.
A group which tolerates too many differences of 
opinion among its own members cannot last for long. 
In the history of mankind there have probably been 
just a handful of great thinkers.
-.52
-.45 
—.42 
—. 41
Factor 4 - Fear of the Unknown 
Paranoia item:-
It is only natural for a person to be rather 
fearful of the future.
Gough-Sanford items;-
I prefer to stop and think before I act, even on 
trifling matters.
I do not enjoy having to adapt myself to new and 
unusual situations.
I have never done anything dangerous for the thrill 
of it.
-.52
-.49
—.47
-.41
Factor 5 - Unusual Uses
Unusual Uses -*53
Paranoia item:-
In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat 
myself several times to make sure I am being understood. 
Authoritarianism item:-
It is only when a person devotes himself to an 
ideal or cause that life becomes meaningful. +.38
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Chapter 17 The Non-Returner Subject Group
The test variables from Test Battery I for the Total 
Returner Group and the Non-Returner Group were compared 
by Unrelated t - tests. For the Maths Scores and Decimal 
tests only subjects given Test Battery I in Decimal Week 
were included in the analysis. This gave N = 75 for the 
Total Returners and N = 17 for the Non-Returners. For 
the remaining test variables the Practice Check Groups 
were also included in the analysis, which gave N = 90 
for the Total Returner Group and N = 22 for the Non- 
Returner Group. A summary of the mean scores and t 
values obtained is given in Table 24.
From Table 24 it can be seen that the only significant 
difference between the two groups was on the Age variable.
The reason for this is probably that the four 70 year old 
subjects from the SI volunteer group who did not return, 
formed a larger proportion of the Non-Returner Group that 
the two 70 year old., returners did in the Total Returner 
Group.
A Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Matrix for these 
test variables in the Non-Returner Group is given in Table 25« 
The significant correlation coefficients may be summarised 
thus : - Age was negatively related to the Decimal tests 
I, II and III, and positively related to the Gough-Sanford 
Rigidity Scale and to Sex, i.e. men were generally younger 
than the mean age. Sex was negatively related to Unusual 
Uses and to the Decimal tests II and IV and to I + IV, this 
means that men scored higher on these tests. Sex was
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positively related to Rokeach-Authoritarianism which 
means that women scored higher on this test.
The Maths tests were all positively related to each other. 
The two Flexibility tests were positively related to each 
other, and to the Decimal tests IV and I + IV.
In the Rigidity Scales, Authoritarianism was negatively 
related to all the Decimal test scores, and the Gough- 
Sanford Scale was also negatively related to all the 
Decimal tests except II Conversion. The Gough-Sanford 
Scale and Rokeach-Authoritarianism were positively related 
to each other.
The Decimal test scores all correlated positively with 
each other.
Finally a Principal Component Analysis of the Non- 
Returner Group gave three orthogonal factors, summarised 
in Table 26. The first factor was loaded mainly on the 
Decimal tests with the Gough-Sanford Scale and Rokeach- 
Authoritarianism loading in the cpposite direction. Age 
and Sex were also negatively related to the Decimal tests, 
i.e. men scored higher on these tests, while the two 
Flexibility tests were loaded in the same direction as 
the Decimal tests.
The second factor included the two Flexibility tests 
and negative loadings on Rokeach-Paranoia and the Gough- 
Sanford Scale. Previous Decimal experience was also 
negatively loaded, meaning that less foreign experience 
went with higher Rigidity Scale scores and lower Flexibility 
test scores.
- 168 -
The third factor consisted mainly of the three Maths 
scores hut some lower loadings have been included in 
Table 26 to show which variables were most related to 
mathematical ability. These moderate loadings are for 
Age, IV Coin Recognition and Hidden Faces. All the 
variables were loaded in the same direction so that 
high scores were related on all the variables, including 
Age.
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TABLE 24 COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL RETURNER GROUP AND 
THE NON-RETURNER GROUP ON THE VARIABLES OF 
TEST BATTERY I.
Means and t-values from the Unrelated t-tests
Test Variables Mean
Total
Returners
scores of
Non-
Returners
t values and 
probabilities
Age 38.28 44.81 2.07 P < 5%
Sex 1.73 1.82 0.09 NS
Previous Decimal 
Experience 2.15 2.09 0.32 NS
£ s d 6.41 7.47 1.90 NS
£ p 6.23 6.76 0.74 NS
Combined Maths 12.60 14.23 1.62 NS
Unusual Uses 7.87 6.36 1.76 NS
Hidden Faces 8.04 8.23 0.25 NS
Gough-Sanford 9.12 9.23 0.11 NS
Rokeach-Auth.ism 3.60 3.68 0.14 NS
Rokeach-Paranoia 4.38 3.95 0.92 NS
I New Currency 2.80 2.06 1.54 NS
II Conversion 3.16 3.12 0.07 NS
III Dual Currency 1.03 0.88 0.52 NS
IV Coin Recognition 5.68 5.88 0.18 NS
I + IV 8.61 7.94 0.52 NS
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TABLE 26 ORTHOGONAL ROTATED COMPONENTS OF THE VARIABLES 
OF TEST BATTERY I FOR THE NON-RETURNER GROUP
Factors Test Variable Loading
Factor 1 Decimal Currency I + IV -.925
I New Currency -.867
IV Coin Recognition -.851
II Conversion -.837
III Dual Currency -.653
Rokeach-Authoritarianism +.731
Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale +.576
Age +.573
Sex +. 564
Unusual Uses -.491
Hidden Faces -.366
Factor 2 Rokeach-Paranoia -.461
Previous Decimal Experience -.431
Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale —. 416
Hidden Faces +.597
Unusual Uses +. 354
Factor 5 Combined Maths Score +1.021
£ s d +.928
£ p +.870
IV Coin Recognition +. 260
Age +. 246
Hidden Faces +.243
Decimal Currency I + IV +.215
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Chapter 18 The Psychology-Student Subject Croup
There were 20 students who completed all the 
Background, Personality and Ability tests, and 17 who 
were present for all four sessions of the Decimal 
Currency testings. 6 other students were present for 
some of the Decimal Currency sessions and their scores 
have been included in the means of Table 28. Table 27 
shows the mean scores on the other test variables, 
compared with the Total Returner Group. The Student 
Group is predictably higher on Progressive Matrices and 
much younger than the Total Returner Group. They are 
also lower on the Rigidity Scales and better on the Combined 
Maths score, but these differences are not very great.
Table 28 shows that they improved on all the Decimal tests 
with each successive testing, but the greatest gains were 
after the Introduction of Decimal Currency on February 15th
1971.
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Matrix
The scores of the Psychology Student Group were added 
to those of the Total Returner Group and a Pearson’s 
Product Moment Correlation Matrix computed, as described 
in Chapter 10. The resulting coefficients are given in 
Table 29. The significant relationships may be summarised 
thus ;-
Age was negatively related to Progressive Matrices; 
to all the first and second testing Decimal test scores, 
and to gain on II Conversion. Age was also negatively
— i73 —
related to sex i.e. men were generally older than the 
mean age; and to foreign experience i.e. older people 
had been abroad more often. Age was positively related 
to the Gongh-Sanford Scale and to Eokeach-Authoritarianism,
Progressive Matrices was positively related to all 
the Maths and Plexibility scores, to all the first and 
second Decimal test scores and to Gain on II Conversion 
and III Dual Currency. It was also positively related to 
a quadratic retest trend since the Psychology students 
were coded as being' retested in Week II after Decimal 
Week. The Progressive Matrices were negatively related 
to the three Rigidity Scales.
The intercorrelations among the three Maths scores 
were all positive. Relationships with the other variables 
were as follows
£ s d was positively related to the first test of IV Coin 
Recognition; to Decimal tests I, II and IV retest scores, 
and to first and second I + IV scores.
£ p was positively related to all the Decimal first and 
second test scores and to Gain on tests I and IV. £ p 
was also positively related to Unusual Uses and negatively 
related to the two Rokeach Subscales. The Combined Maths 
score had the same relationships as the £ p test.
The two Flexibility tests were positively related and 
their relationships with the other test variables were as 
follows:-
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Unusual Uses was positively related to the first test of 
IV Coin Recognition; to the retest and Gain scores of 
I New Currency and to both first and second scores of 
tests I + IV. Unusual Uses was negatively related to 
both the Rokeach Subscales and to sex, i.e. men scored 
more Uses.
Hidden Faces was positively related to the first scores 
on IV Coin Recognition and to the retest scores of I Hew 
Currency; and negatively related to the Gough-Sanford 
Scale and to Previous Decimal Experience, i.e. people 
who had been abroad more often found more Faces.
The three Rigidity Scales were all positively related 
to each other and their relationships with the other test 
variables were as follows:-
Gough-Sanford Scale was negatively related to the Decimal 
tests I and II first occasion testing, to I, II and II 
second occasion testing scores, and to both testings of 
I + IV scores.
Rokeach-Authoritarianism Subscale was negatively related to 
the Decimal tests II, IV and I + IV on the first testing 
and to all the second testing scores.
Rokeach-Paranoia Sub scale was negatively related to the 
Decimal tests I Hew Currency and I + IV on both testing 
occasions and to the IV Coin Recognition retest scores.
It was also positively related to Previous Decimal Experience 
i*e. people with higher Paranoia scores had not been abroad 
so often.
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TABLE 27 MEAH SCORES ON THE BACEGR0I3HD, PERSONALITY AND 
ABILITY VARIABLES, FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT 
GROUP AND THE TOTAL RETURNER GROUP
Test Variables
Mean
Total
Returners
Scores of 
Psychology 
Students
Age 38.58 20.70
Sex 1.73 1.93
Previous Decimal Experience 2.20 2.63
£ s d 6.22 6.30
£ p 6.09 6.83
Combined Maths 12.51 13.33
Unusual Uses 7.73 8.10
Hidden Faces 7.85 6.70
Gough-Sanford Scale 9.09 7.60
Rokeach-Authoritariani sm 3.67 2.93
Rokeach-Paranoia 4.58 3.90
Progressive Matrices 44.64 33.63
TABLE 28 MEAN SCORES ON THE FOUR DECIMAL CURRENCY TESTS, 
OVER TIME FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT GROUP
Decimal
Currency tests
Testing Occasion in 1971
Jan. 22nd Feb.1st Feb. 22nd March 5th
I New Currency 2.43 3.33 4.73 3.83
II Conversion 1.73 5.60 5.6O 6.23
III Dual Currency 0.43 1.43 2.10 3.23
IV Coin Recognition 3.00 6.40 10.13 14.20
-TABLE 29 PEABSOK PRODUCT MOMENT GOBBELATIOH tlATRIX FOR THE 
VARIABLES OP BOTH TEST BATTERIES IE  PEE TOTAL 
BEIÜIMSR PLUS PSYGHOLOGY-STUDEMP GROUP. H = 99 
r .=  0 .20  is  s ig n ific a n t a t the 5% le v e l o f confidence
A
ra d 1
s
s
id
<8 g
pi r4 0)O tri-H*4 S Pt>-H 0) M
% y  CQ CQ 1
cd
§ s Is sS S 6*f lo w  w r 1
Age
Sex -25
Previous Decimal -28 +04Experience
£ s d +11 +07 +08
& p +05 -01 +05 +65
Combined Maths +08 +04 +07 +92 +90
Unusual Uses +09 -20 +05 +11 +29 +21
Hidden Paces +01 -05 -21 +09 +16 +15 +28
Gough-Sanford +44 -06 +12 +04 -07 -01 -09 -25
Rokeach-Auth.ism +26 -04 -05 -05 -29 -17 -25 -14 +41
Rokeach-Paranoia +15 -1 4 +20 +05 -21 -09 -20 -14 +56 +45
Progressive Matrices -48 +15 +11 +26 +58 +55 +27 +25 -55 -55 -27
Decimal Currency I -58 +19 +06 +15 +21 +18 +11 -02 -41 -19 -21
Tests -  f i r s t I I -22 -25 +11 +16 +27 +25 +11 +08 -21 -27 -08
testing I I I -57  +15 +17 +16 +20 +20 -01 -09 -19 -1 4 +06
IV -26 -02 +07 +21 +51 +29 +26 +21 -13 -25 -18
I  4 TV -5 4  +05 +08 +21 +52 +29 +25 +16 -26 -22
Decimal Currency I -29 +12 +01 +25 +58 +55 +27 +15 -42 -25 -24
Teste -  second I I -42 -15  +09 +25 +55 +32 +14 +06 -20 -24 -10
testing I I I -37  +17 +16 +17 +28 +24 +07 +10 -21 -25 -14
IV -52  +04 +05 +29 +48 +42 +19 +11 -16 -54 -20
I  4 TV -56 +07 +04 +51 +51 +44 +24 +14 -27 -55 -24
Decimal Currency I +09 -09 -06  +15 +24 +21 +25 +25 -05 -09 -06
Tests -  Gain I I -27 +09 +01 +15 +14 +15 +06 -00 -02 -01 -01
I I I -07 +06 +05 +05 +12 +09 +09 +18 -05 -12 -09
TV -15 +11 +01 +12 +2? +21 -11 -14 -01 -17 -06
lin e a r Retest trend +00 -12 +01 +17 +10 +15 +09 +14 -05 +14 -02
Quadratic Retest 
trend -16 -00 +22 +12 +11 +15
+12 +04 +01 +07 -04
;.55
+44
+44
'+65
1+72
+60
i+54
+64
+64
,+Zl
+12
+20
+28
+10
+15
+54
Decimal Currency Tests 
P irs t Testing Second Testing
+27
+42
+43
+70
+51
+47 +56
+47 +44 +95
+70
+57
+40
+44
+58
+52 +56
+52 +44 
+57 +55
+56 +59
+48 +63 
+57 +58 
+56 +59 
+74 +75
+75 +81
-51
+17
+05
+09
+10 -05 
-51 +07 
+07 -59  
+20 +02
+11 -02 
+19 +20 
+26 +22 
-16  -09
-01
+26
-05 -07 +18 +14 
+14 +25 +55 +56
+44
+49 +62 
+75 +64
+58
+59 +96
+46 +12 
+18 +58 
+10 +26 
+09 +16
+03 +14 +25 
+28 +51 +18 
+66 +52 +27 
+12 +42 +44
+05 +11 
+17 +22
+08 +01 +05 
+24 +25 +25
Gain
+04
+09 +25 
+02 -01 +12
+08 +17 +05 -22
-10  +15 +02 -06
-p " §’+! uII
+59
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The remaining correlations for the background 
variables were firstly, a negative relation between 
Sex and II Conversion first scores, i.e. women scored 
higher; and secondly a positive correlation between 
Previous Decimal Experience and a quadratic retest trend. 
This was because the student group had had little foreign 
experience and were coded as being retested in Week II 
after Decimal Week.
The remaining relationships were between the Decimal 
tests. For the first occasion test scores all four tests 
were positively related to each other, and all related 
positively to all four retest scores. Tests I, II and III 
first test scores each related negatively to their own 
Gain,scores, while the first test on II Conversion was 
positively related to Gain on IV Coin Recognition, and 
first test IV Coin Recognition was positively related to 
Gain on III Dual Currency. The Psychology student scores 
also caused positive relationships between the first 
testings of I, II and IV Decimal tests and a quadratic 
retest trend.
The second testing Decimal scores were all positively 
related to each other, and each test was positively related 
to its own Gain score. Also the retest on II Conversion 
was positively related to Gain on III Dual Currency; retest 
on III Dual Currency was positively related to Gain on II 
Conversion; and retest IV Coin Recognition was positively 
related to Gain on III Dual Currency. Again positive 
relationships with a quadratic retest trend were found 
for retest scores of tests II, III and IV.
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For the Gain scores, Gain on II Conversion was 
positively related to Gain on III Dual Currency, and 
Gain on IV Coin Recognition was negatively related to 
a linear retest trend i.e. gain was less after each 
retest week.
Varimax Principal Components Matrix
The results of the Orthogonal Rotation of the 
Principal Components Analysis are summarised in Table 30.
The first factor involved all the Decimal test scores 
from both first and second testings. High Decimal scores 
loaded in the same direction as high scores on Progressive 
Matrices and in the opposite direction to Age. The second 
factor consisted of Gain on I Hew Currency and the loadings 
on the two Flexibility tests; and in the opposite direction, 
loadings on Paranoia and the Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale.
Factor 3 was the negative linear Gain trend on IV 
Coin Recognition. Factor 4- consisted solely of the Maths 
scores and Factors 5? 6 and 7 consisted of each of the 
Decimal tests III, I and II separated out. Factor 6, the 
I Hew Currency first test loaded also on Sex, meaning that 
women scored higher.
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TABLE 30 ORTHOGONAL, ROTATED COMPOHEHTS OF AT.T. THE 
VARIABLES IN BOTH TEST BATTERIES FOR THE 
TOTAL RETURNER GROUP, PLUS THE PSYCHOLOGY 
STUDENT GROUP
Factor Test Variable Loading
Factor 1 Decimal I + IV first test 
Decimal I + IV retest 
IV Coin Recognition first test 
IV Coin Recognition retest 
Progressive Matrices
II Conversion retest
III Dual Currency retest
I New Currency first test
I New Currency retest
II Conversion first test
III Dual Currency first test 
Age
-.929
-.891
-.851
— . 845
-.796
—.708 
-.692 
-.654- 
-.638 
—. 610 
-.528 
+. 4-78
Factor 2 Gain on I New Currency 
Unusual Uses 
Hidden Faces 
Rokeach-Paranoia 
Gough-Sanford Scale
-.482
-.475
-.416
+.462
+.414
Factor 3 Gain on IV Coin Recognition 
Linear retest trend
-.748 
+ .421
Factor 4- Combined Maths scores 
£ s d 
£ p
+.998
+.817
+.734
Factor 5 Gain on III Dual Currency 
III Dual Currency first test
+.946
-.422
Factor 6 I New Currency first test 
Sex
—. 464 
— .463
Factor 7 Gain on II Conversion 
II Conversion retest
-.768
-.452
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SECTION D
DISCUSSION
Chanter 19 The Adaptation to Decimal Currency
It seems that the subjects of this study adapted to 
the new currency within the first week of its introduction, 
because there were no significant differences between the 
Decimal Gain scores after each of the three retest weeks, 
but there were significant differences between the first 
and second testing scores of I New Currency and IV Coin 
Recognition for all three Returner Subgroups.
The differences between the first and second testings 
of the II Conversion and III Dual Currency tests did give 
larger 't' values with each succeeding retest week, and in 
the case of II Conversion changed from an initial loss in 
ability to a positive gain after three weeks. This suggests 
that the use of both currencies together took people a lot 
longer to adapt to, and that possibly significant gains 
would have developed after a few more months.
These results were not affected by any significant 
practice effect; but the fact that the Returner Subgroup 
retested in Week I was significantly better on I New 
Currency in Decimal Week than the Returner Subgroup retested 
in Week III, may have reduced a potential improvement trend 
with time on this test.
There are three Hypotheses related to the ability to 
adapt to Decimal Currency, these relating to age, flexibility 
and rigidity.
-  18'
H-ypo thesis 1
The rate-of improvement on the measures of Decimal
o c c u r  later
Currency ability will -be-slow-e-r in older than younger age 
groups. This improvement will be proportionately greater 
on the two measures involving the use of both currencies 
together (the greater complexity causing more interference 
and confusion in older subjects) than in the two measures 
of new currency alone. "
Graph 1 (Table 1, Appendix IV) shows that apart from 
subjects in their early twenties the older subjects were 
initially as good as younger subjects on the Decimal tests 
in Decimal Week. Also the lack of significant variance 
between the Gain scores after each of the three retest 
weeks was not altered by doing separate analyses for the 
younger and older halves of the Total Returner Group.
The majority of subjects were aged from 20 to 4-9 years, 
so for the purposes of some graphical representation these 
subjects' scores only have been used, divided into three 
age decades. In Graph 2 (Table 2, Appendix IV) the mean 
scores of the Decimal tests in each of the four testing 
weeks covered by this study show that the 30 to 39 year 
olds tend to score below both the 20 to 29 and 4-0 to 49 
year old age groups, especially after the third retesting 
week. This tend.ency is shown most clearly in Graph 3 
(Table 3? Appendix IV) where the four Decimal test scores 
are combined.
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Also fram Graph 3 it can he seen that the 20's and 
40’s show parallel scoring curves. Therefore the older 
group did score lower than the younger group, hut their 
rate of improvement was not proportionately slower than 
the younger group.
There is^  however, a disproportionate rate of improve­
ment in the Psychology student sample as compared with the 
means of the Total Returner Group; shown in Graph 4 
(Tahle 4, Appendix IV). This is prohahly due to their 
superior intelligence; youth, and previous practices on 
the Decimal tests, all of which make them unsuitable for 
any deeper scientific comparison with the adult subject 
group.
In Graph 3 (Tahle 5? Appendix IV) the mean Gain scores 
have been shown for subjects divided into under 35 years 
and over 36 years. Prom these means the only definite 
advantage that the younger group has, is on the IV Coin 
Recognition test during the first two retest weeks. Perhaps 
younger people were more able to adjust to the test layout 
and mathematical division processes required by this test.
Also in support of Hypothesis 1 were some of the 
correlation coefficients (Table 8, Chapter 13). -Age was 
significantly, negatively, related to the retest scores of 
II Conversion, showing that older people did, as predicted, 
have more trouble coping with the use of two sets of 
mathematical rules together. The I New Currency scores 
were also generally negatively related to Age, but not 
significantly so.
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In the Stepwise Regression Jhialysis (Table 10,
Chapter 13) Age was a significant predictor of the 
IV Coin Recognition scores in Decimal Week, and of 
the I hew Currency and II Conversion scores in Retest 
Week I. This suggests that Age had its greatest 
relationship to performance within the first two 
weeks of the Introduction of Decimal Currency, and 
thus that older people were slower to adjust to the 
new system. The lack of Age relationships in the latter 
two Retest Weeks implies that with time pure chronological 
age was no longer such an effective variable, and therefore 
that the intellectual ability of the individual was a more 
long-term determinant of adaptability.
The statistical evidence for Hypothesis 1 was that
firstly, age was negatively related to the ability to
on tkt re^restf
convert between the old and new currencies ;^and secondly.
Currency anA CoA\/ersion 
that age was a significant predictor of some of—tho-Docimal-
test scores in the early stages of the changeover, and 
T t  C o in  i f l tc o c ^ iw 'ir  i o n ia Decimal weeK,
Hypothesis 2
The rate of improvement on the measures of Decimal
o c c u r  s o o n e r
Currency ability will be faster among subjects scoring 
higher on the tests of abstract reasoning ability, 
regardless of the age of these subjects.
The results from the Matrices test gave greatest 
support to this hypothesis because in the Total Returner 
Group they were significantly and positively related to 
all the Decimal test measures on both testing occasions.
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The largest coefficients were, however, for correlations 
with the two tests of new currency alone; whereas one 
might perhaps have expected logical ability to be more 
helpful in the more complex dual currency and conversion 
tests. (Table 8, Chapter 13).
The coefficients between the Matrices and the Decimal 
tests in the Matched Returner Group were not consistently 
significant, (Table 9, Chapter 13) perhaps because the 
process of matching subjects on intelligence had increased 
the comparative relationships of other factors. Also 
among the Gain scores only the coefficient for the Matrices 
and Gain on 1 New Currency in the Total Returner Group was 
significant.
In the Stepwise Regression Analysis (Table 10, Chapter 13) 
the Matrices proved to be the most important predicting 
variable of all the Decimal test scores except on three out 
of a total of 20 instances; and in six instances it was the 
only significant predicting variable.
Graph 6 (Table 6, Appendix IV) gives the mean Gain scores 
on the Decimal tests for high and low scorers on the Matrices 
test. It can be seen that the higher intelligence group do 
have some scoring advantage, principally in the first two 
Retest Weeks, but on IV Coin Recognition it was the lower 
ability subjects who gained more during the first two weeks.
The two Flexibility tests, being taken also as measures 
of abstract thinking did not have such a generally 
advantageous relationship with the Decimal scores. In the
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Total Returner Group both Flexibility tests were positively 
and significantly related to the IV Coin Recognition test 
in Decimal Week, suggesting that flexibility was important 
in adjusting quickly to either the new coinage or the test 
layout. (Table 8, Chapter 13). The Unusual Uses test was 
also significantly related to the retest and Gain scores 
of I New Currency, though when subjects were matched on 
age and intelligence it became the Hidden Faces test that 
was significantly related to Gain on I New Currency 
(Table 9? Chapter 13)- Both results show that measures of 
flexibility were related to adaptation to the new currency.
In the Stepwise Regression Analysis (Table 10,
Chapter 13) the Unusual Uses test was a significant 
predictor of the II Conversion scores in Retest Weeks I 
and III; and the Hidden Faces test was a significant 
predictor on three occasions in three different weeks for 
all the Decimal tests except III Dual Currency.
Graph 7 (Table 7» Appendix IV) gives the mean Decimal 
Gain scores for high and low scorers on the Unusual Uses test. 
This shows the higher Gains of the more divergent thinlcers 
on I New Currency in the early weeks of retesting; but it 
also shows the superiority of the less divergent thinkers 
on II Conversion in the Retest Week III, thus contradicting 
the hypothesised relationship.
Graph 8 (Table 8, Appendix IV) gives similar means for 
high and low scorers on the Hidden Faces test. These curves 
show that for I New Currency and III Dual Currency a positive 
relationship existed between perceptual flexibility and
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Decimal Gain, Dnt on IV Coin Recognition and II Conversion 
the less flexible subjects showed more Gain, particularly 
in Retest Week III.
Therefore in support of Hypothesis 2 the ability 
measured by the Matrices test was the most important 
general factor related to adaptation, while the abilities 
measured by the two flexibility tests were more specialised 
in their relationships. In particular they related to 
IV Coin Recognition in Decimal Week, and to Gain on I New 
Currency. The relationship of the Unusual Uses test to 
the retest II Conversion scores implies that divergent 
thinking involves an ability to keep different ideas 
separate, while at the same time using them together.
Hypothesis 3
The rato && improvement on the measures of Decimal
occur la her
Currency ability will bo olower among subjects scoring 
higher on the rigidity measures. The effect of behavioural 
rigidity will be at a maximum sooner than the effect of 
dogmatic thinking, (analytic rigidity operating before 
integrative rigidity).
The three rigidity measures; the Gough-Sanford Scale; 
the Authoritarianism and Paranoia Scales have mostly 
negative correlations with the Decimal test scores. This 
means that as rigidity scores get higher the Decimal scores 
get lower and therefore such relationships support the 
Hypothesis. (Table 8, Chapter 1$). For the Total Returner 
Group the Gough-Sanford Scale is significantly negatively
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related to both the first and second test scores of I New 
Currency; Authoritarianism is similarly related to II 
Conversion in Decimal Week and the retest scores of 17 
Coin Recognition; and Paranoia is similarly related to 
the retest scores of I New Currency and IV Coin Recognition.
As would be expected from these correlations the 
combined I + IV Decimal scores are significantly related 
to the Gough-Sanford Scale in Decimal Week and nearly 
significant to both of the Dogmatism Subscale; while in 
the retest weeks this combined Decimal measure is 
significantly related to all three rigidity measures.
Also in support of the Hypothesis is the fact that the 
coefficients for the two Dogmatism Subscales are smaller 
than that for the Gough-Sanford Scale in Decimal Week but 
became considerably larger than that of the Gough-Sanford 
Scale in the retest weeks.
This means that behavioural rigidity was related to 
CoÇif\(\ with
■ad apt a tiro-H'-to- the new currency from the beginning of its 
usage, but that dogmatic thinking did not become significantly 
related till a week later, as predicted in Hypothesis 3*
Also, the significant relationships of the rigidity scales 
are almost entirely with the two tests of new currency 
alone, so that high.rigidity scorers were not at a 
disadvantage on the two tests involving the interchangeable 
use of both currencies.
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The Stepwise Regression analysis (Table 10, Chapter 13) 
gives the Gough-Sanford Scale as a significant predictor of 
the I New Currency scores in Decimal Week and in Retest 
Week III; and of II Conversion in Retest Week I, but in 
this instance only after the variance due to three other 
factors was removed. For the Dogmatism Subscale the only 
significant predictor was that of Paranoia on III Dual 
Currency in Decimal Week. This relationship may be a 
result of the test situation rather than a real relationship 
between Paranoid insecurity and ability. The reason for 
such a possibility is that the instructions for the III 
Dual Currency test seemed rather complex when first read, 
and had to be explained verbally to the subject groups 
before the testing began. Therefore the more Paranoid 
subjects may have been more overawed by the situation and 
felt that they would do badly before they began. Presumably 
the anxiety they felt may have had a more disadvantageous 
effect on their performance than in less insecure subjects.
Graph 9 (Table 9, Appendix 17) shows the mean Gain 
scores on the Decimal tests for high and low scorers on 
the Gough-Sanford Scale. These means do not provide any 
definite evidence for Hypothesis 3; in fact those for 17 
Coin Recognition suggest that the more rigid subjects made 
considerably larger Gains between the two testing occasions.
Graph 10 (Table 10, Appendix 17) shows the mean Decimal 
Gain scores for high and low scorers on Authoritarianism. 
These means give more support for the Hypothesis because 
the high scorers had lower mean Gains on I New Currency
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during the first two Retest Weeks and on IV Coin 
Recognition during the latter two Retest Weeks. The 
other two tests though tend to show a slight advantage 
to the high scorers, and thus again it is on the tests 
of new currency alone that this rigidity measure seems 
most related.
Graph 11 (Table 11, Appendix IV) shows the mean 
Decimal Gain scores for high and low scorers on Paranoia. 
The only large difference between the two sets of means 
is for 111 Dual Currency in the latter two Retest Weeks. 
Since the nature of this difference was in the hypothesised 
direction it was perhaps not just the test situation which 
made Paranoia a significant predictor of 111 Dual Currency 
in Decimal Week. Also the correlation between Paranpia 
and Gain on 111 Dual Currency was negative and nearly 
significant, whereas Gain on the other Decimal tests 
showed no correlation relationships with the three Rigidity 
Scales.
The significant evidence for Hypothesis 5 is firstly, 
a number of correlations between the three Rigidity Scales 
and the two tests of new currency alone, and predictive 
relationships between the Go ugh- Sanf o r d Scale and 1 New 
Currency and 11 Conversion. Secondly, for the Dogmatism 
Subscales, Authoritarianism was related to II Conversion, 
and Paranoia to 111 Dual Currency. These relationships 
were all negative, as predicted, with high rigidity 
scorers having lower Decimal scores.
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The Relationships of Decimal Adaptation to Other Variables
These other variables are ones included in the 
statistical analyses but not discussed above in relation 
to the Hypotheses.
Sex
The correlation coefficients showed significant negative 
correlations between Sex and both first and second test 
scores of 11 Conversion in the Total Returner Group 
(Table 8 , Chapter 15)- This means that men scored higher 
than women on these tests. In the Hatched Returner Group, 
however, the only significant correlations were positive 
ones, showing that women were better than men on the first 
end second test scores of I Eew Currency; they gained more 
on III Huai Currency; and they were better on the combined 
I + IV Decimal scores on both testing occasions (Table 9?
;er 13)-
It must be remembered though that the Hatched Returner 
Grot^ had only seven men subjects, and the superiority of 
women in this group was probably due to their greater 
experience of small cash transactions when shopping. Rrom 
the Total Returner Groip, male superiority in the ability 
to convert was repeated in the Stepwise Regression Analysis 
(Table Chapter 13) where Bex was a significant predictor 
of II Conversion in Decimal Week and Retest Week I- Perhaps 
men were naturally more proficient at mental manipulations 
of two mathematical systems while women needed more time to 
get the two systems clearly organised in their minds.
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Previous Decimal Experience
This variable had no significant correlations with 
the Decimal measures (Table 8, Chapter 15) but it was a 
significant predictor of the combined I + IV Decimal 
scores in Decimal Week and Retest Week I (Table 10,
Chapter 15). Therefore previous experience with foreign 
Decimal currencies did help in the beginning with the 
evaluation and recognition of the new coinage.
The Maths Tests
In the Total Returner Group both the £ s d and £ p 
tests were positively significantly correlated with the 
IV Coin Recognition test on both testing occasions.
(Table 8 , Chapter 15). This may have been because a 
general mathematical ability was more important in this 
test which required the division and multiplication of 
values, rather than their simple addition and subtraction. 
While both Maths tests also had significant positive 
relationships (i.e. high maths scores went with high 
Decimal scores) with the combined 1 + IV Decimal tests on 
both testing occasions, the £ s d test had no other 
significant relationships with the Decimal tests. The 
£ p test, though was significantly related to 11 Conversion 
in Decimal Week, and to all the Decimal tests in the Retest 
Weeks. These results were repeated to some extent in the 
Stepwise Regression Analysis (Table 10, Chapter 15) where 
the £ p test predicted the IV Coin Recognition scores and 
the combined 1 + IV Decimal scores in the Retest Week 11, 
and £ 8 d predicted the combined 1 + IV Decimal scores in 
Retest Week 1.
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Occupation
This information was asked for on the front cover 
of the test booklets, but unfortunately no use could be 
made of it because the brief answers of the subjects 
made any meaningful classification impossible. Therefore 
nothing can be said about the rate at which different 
occupational classes adapted to Decimal Currency.
The Relationships between the Decimal Currency measures
In the Total Returner Group all four Decimal tests 
were positively and significantly related to each other 
on both testing occasions and the correlations between 
the two occasions testing scores were also significant 
or nearly so. These results were to be expected since 
all four tests were measuring usage of the same currency.
Among the Gain scores a consistent pattern emerged in 
that for each of the four Decimal tests its first occasion 
test score was significantly but negatively related to its 
own Gain score; while its second testing score was 
significantly but positively related to its own Gain score. 
(Table 11, Chapter 15). This means that subjects scoring 
high on the Decimal tests in Decimal'Week made small Gains 
thereafter and ended up with lower than average retest 
scores; while subjects scoring low in Decimal Week made 
large Gains thereafter and ended up with higher than 
average retest scores.
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The reason for this may he that the more able subjects 
did not prepare in advance for Decimalisation, feeling 
that they could cope when it happened. As a result they 
were not very proficient at first but made good progress 
later on. Less-able people might have made more effort 
to master the new currency before February 19715 and 
therefore were comparatively better on the Decimal tests 
in Decimal Week, but did not make much progress afterwards.
Principal Component Analysis
The analysis for the Total Returner Group summarised 
the main observations discussed above. (Table 14, Chapter 15)*
The first factor had its highest loading on the retest 
scores of 1 New Currency. This test proved to be the most 
important measure of people's adaptation to the new currency. 
The second loading was for the Progressive Matrices, which 
proved to be the most important ability correlate of 
Decimal adaptation. The next two variables were Paranoia 
and the Gough-Sanford Scale, both of which loaded in the 
opposite direction to the first two variables.
This suggests that the most important factors inhibiting 
adaptation were firstly fear, and secondly resistance to 
change. The more Paranoid subjects viewed the new currency 
as a threat, because if they could not cope with it then 
they would suffer in everyday commercial activities; and 
the more habit-bound subjects rejected the new currency 
because it meant learning a whole new set of rules and 
developing new thinking habits.
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The rest of this first factor consisted of loadings 
on IV Coin Recognition, and, loading in the opposite 
direction, the Authoritarianism score. The Flexibility 
tests had lower loadings, in the same direction as the 
Decimal tests. This first factor supports Hypotheses 
2 and 5, in that all three rigidity scales loaded against 
the new currency measures and all three abstract thinking 
tests loaded with the new currency measures. The other 
factors were mostly composed of the Decimal tests 
separated out into their own factors. The most important 
perhaps being Factor 2 in which the Gain score and retest 
score of IV Coin Recognition load in the opposite direction 
to both first test IV Coin Recognition score and a linear 
retest trend. This means that gains on this test were 
largest after one week and for some reason became smaller 
with each succeeding week.
It is important that Age did not load highly on any 
factor, and this emphasizes again the lack of evidence for 
Hypothesis 1.
To conclude this chapter, it seems that the ability to 
adapt to Decimal Currency was related primarily to logical 
abstract ability, or what is colloquially termed 'intelligence' 
The degree to which people feel themselves and their way of 
life threatened were important inhibiting factors, but 
authoritarian attitudes were much less important. Divergent 
thinking and perceptual flexibility were also related, but 
in a more specialised manner, to the Decimal Measures.
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Age, as such was not really a related variable; the 
capabilities of each individual being more important 
determinants of his power to adapt, than his 
chronological age.
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Chapter 20 Age and the Personality and Ability Variables
In this study the three age decades from 20 to 50 
years were each represented by more than 20 subjects 
in the Total Returner Group, but the following older 
three age decades had only 14 subjects altogether.
Therefore the age trends reported in the results, and 
discussed here concern primarily young and middle-aged 
adults.
Hypothesis 4
Older age groups will show lower mean scores on the 
tests of abstract ability than will younger age groups.
The means for age groups on divergent ability will decline 
at a slower rate because its ability is measured by a 
verbal test, and verbal ability holds up with age.
In the Total Returner Group the correlation coefficient 
between Age and the Matrices test was significant and 
negative, so that older people had lower scores. (Table 12, 
Chapter 14). The correlations between Age and the two 
flexibility tests were, however, not significant; and in 
the case of Unusual Uses the correlation was positive so 
that older people did better on this test. These results 
show only logical reasoning to decline in the hypothesised 
manner.
Despite the correlation coefficient it can be seen 
from Graph 12 (Table 12, Appendix IV) that the 40 to 50 
year olds of this study were equal in Progressive Matrices 
ability to subjects in their late 20's. Perhaps this was
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because it was only people of superior ability who in 
their late middle-age wished to undertake a course at 
an Institute of Adult Education. The sharp drop in 
Matrices test score in the over 50's suggests that 
they were a more average sample of the population, and 
it is likely that they attended courses for social contact 
rather than for intellectual gain.
If the exceptional scores of the 40's are omitted, 
then the other age groups do show a steady decline in 
abstract ability with age; the steepest part of the decline 
occurring in the 20 to 55 year old age groups. It must be 
noted, though that the mean scores of all the age groups 
were above the average of the general population, and 
that this aging curve may apply only to people of this 
level of intelligence.
Graph 15(a) (Table 15(a), Appendix 17) gives the mean 
scores of the two flexibility tests for the three main age 
decades. On both tests the 50's score an average of 
approximately 7 points while the 40's score an average of 
9 points. Therefore the difference between these two 
groups does*^ s^upport Hypothesis 4. The 20's however have 
similar scores to the 50's on Unusual Uses, but scores 
similar to the 40's on Hidden Faces.
The reason for this may be that after 50 years of age 
abilities are more related to a general intelligence level 
as measured by the Progressive Matrices test. The means 
of the 50's and 40's on the Flexibility tests would then
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be a reflection of this general level and not of 
chronological age. The difference in the two 
Flexibility scores of the 20's would perhaps be due to 
a greater independence of abilities. The Hidden Faces 
test, being a perceptual measure, would benefit from the 
physical youth of the nervous system of the 20 year olds; 
whereas the Unusual Uses test, being a cognitive measure, 
would be related more to logical ability and since the 20 
year olds had Matrices test scores little higher than 
those of the 40 year olds they were at a comparatively 
lower percentile ability level for their age.
V/liether this explanation is valid or not the means of 
the two Flexibility tests give no support to Hypothesis 4, 
while the means for the Progressive Matrices test give 
qualified support.
Hypothesis 3
Older age groups will show higher rigidity scores than 
younger age groups, but the age trends will be different 
for the three measures. Behavioural rigidity will increase 
most, while Authoritarianism and Paranoia will increase 
only if abstract ability declines.
The correlation coefficients between Age and both the 
Gough-Sanford Scale and Authoritarianism are significant 
and positive in the Total Peturner Group (Table 12, Chapter 14) 
This means that older people did have higher rigidity scores, 
especially on the Gough-Sanford Scale. The correlation 
between Age and Paranoia was also positive but not significant.
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The mean scores of the Rigidity Scales for the three 
main age decades are shown in Graph 13(b) (Table 13(b), 
Appendix IV). These means show that neither Authoritarianism 
nor Paranoia are measurably different in subjects aged 
20 to 4-9 years; while the means on the Gough-Sanford Scale 
do increase in a linear fashion over this period. This 
distinction supports Hypothesis 3? because behavioural 
rigidity does increase most with age ; and the two measures 
of dogmatic thinlnng do not increase until after 50 years 
of age when the scores of abstract logic decline. It is 
important to make the distinction between the Authoritarian 
attitudes which result from dogmatic thinking and which 
increase significantly with Age ; and the Paranoid insecurity 
which perpetuates dogmatic thinking.
Since the insecurity does not increase significantly 
with age it could be that dogmatism has different causes 
in young and old. In young people it could be the result 
of a real attitude - rigidity caused by a fear of the world 
and of other people, whereas in older people it would result 
more from a cerebral inability to cope so effectively with 
situations, and thus a reliance on more uncompromising 
attitudes.
Hypothesis 6
The three measures of abstract ability (Matrices,
Unusual Uses and Hidden Paces) will each be negatively 
related to the three Rigidity measures, (the Gough-Sanford 
Scale, Authoritarianism and Paranoia); but the correlation 
between Dogmatism and the two tests of convergent and
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divergent thinking will he greater than that between the 
Gough-Sanford Scale and these thinliing tests; while the 
correlation between perceptual flexibility (Hidden Faces) 
and the Gough-Sanford Scale will be greater than that 
between perceptual flexibility and Dogmatism.
In the Total Returner Group the Matrices test was 
significantly and negatively correlated to all three 
rigidity measures (Table 12, Chapter 14), while the two 
Flexibility tests were both negatively correlated to the 
three rigidity measures but not all significantly so.
(i.e. high abstract ability scores went with low rigidity 
scores). The measure of divergent thinking (Unusual Uses) 
was significantly related to both the dogmatism measures 
(Authoritarianism and Paranoia) but not to the Gough-Sanford 
Scale, and this difference is in the Hypothesised direction.
However, for the measure of convergent thinking 
(the Matrices test) the coefficient with the Gough-Sanford 
Scale was larger than with either of the two Dogmatism 
Scales (Authoritarianism and Paranoia) and therefore this 
difference is opposed to the hypothesis.
The Hidden Faces test was significantly and negatively 
related to the Gough-Sanford Scale but not significantly to 
either of the Dogmatism Scales, thus giving strong support 
to the Hypothesis.
Graph 14(b) (Table 14(b), Appendix 17) shows the mean 
rigidity scores for three scoring groups on the Matrices test. 
All three rigidity scales show linear declines in mean score
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as the mean Matrices score goes np, vjith the Gough-Sanford 
decline being the most steep. Graph 15(a) (Table 16(a), 
Appendix IV) gives the mean rigidity scores for five 
scoring groups of the Unusual Uses test. All three 
rigidity measures show slow irregular declines as 
divergent thinking improves, with perhaps the sharpest 
drop in rigidity scores being between people who scored 
4- or less and those who scored 5 or more Unusual Uses.
Similar rigidity means are shown for 5 scoring groups 
of the Hidden Faces test in Graph 16(b) (Table 16(b),
Appendix IV). These means show a sharp decline in 
behavioural rigidity (the Gough-Sanford Scale) as perceptual 
flexibility increases (Hidden Faces), but almost negligible 
changes on dogmatic thirlcing (Authoritarianism and Paranoia).
Therefore in support of Hypothesis 6 the perceptual
flexibility measure (Hidden Faces) was most negatively
correlated with behavioural rigidity (Gough-Sanford), and
divergent thinking (Unusual Uses) was most negatively
correlated with dogmatic thirlcing (Authoritarianism and
Paranoia). The Matrices test though was strongly, negatively, 
( a n d  hi'qher than ro M  ^  ûrou^h -Scun f-ord)
correlated to all three rigidity measures,^showing how
rigidity of beliefs and habit is inconsistent with the
logical abstract manipulation of new information.
Hypothesis 7
The three abstract ability measures will correlate 
positively and significantly among themselves but very 
high scorers on the Matrices test will score relatively 
low on the Unusual Uses test, and conversely high scorers
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on UnLisnal Uses will score relatively low on the Matrices 
test. Women will be more perceptually field dependent 
than men, (i.e. have lower mean scores on the Hidden 
Faces test).
In the Total Returner Group the Matrices test is 
significantly and positively correlated to both of the 
Flexibility tests, and the two Flexibility tests are 
similarly related to each other, so that high scores on 
one test went with high scores on another, (Table 12,
Chapter 14)- Graph 14(a) (Table 14(a), Appendix IV) 
shows the mean scores on the two Flexibility tests for 
three scoring groups of the Matrices test. Both Flexibility 
tests show strong increases as Matrices ability increases. 
For the Hidden Faces test the largest mean difference is 
between people scoring 42 or less and 45 or more Matrices 
points, whereas for the Unususil Uses test the largest mean 
difference is for people scoring 49 or less and 50 or more 
Matrices points.
Presumably the Hidden Faces test, being more perceptual 
benefits less from very high levels of logical ability, 
while on divergent thinking the extra logical ability 
seems to release many more avenues of thought. There is 
no evidence here that very high Matrices scores depress 
the Unusual Uses score.
Graph 15(b) (Table 15(k), Appendix IV) gives the mean 
Unusual Uses score for 9 scoring groups of the Hidden Faces 
test. Although the scores on both tests tend to increase 
together the correlation is far from linear.
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Subjects in their 20’s who scored below average on 
the Unusual Uses test had higher mean Matrices scores 
than subjects scoring above average on Unusual Uses.
^n the 50’s and 40's this situation was changed, and 
subjects scoring higher on Unusual Uses scored higher 
on Matrices as well^ This provides some support for 
the Hypothesis, since extreme convergers were relatively 
poor divergers, (Table 15? Chapter 14); but the difference 
in mean Matrices score was not statistically significant, 
(Appendix 7).
In support of Hypothesis 7 the three abstract ability 
measures were all positively correlated but there was 
no significant evidence that very high scores inhibited 
other scores. Also the two Flexibility tests were each 
more related to Matrices ability than they were to each 
other. Thus the two types of flexibility seem more a 
reflection of general intelligence than of a general 
Flexibility factor. Also the correlations between Sex 
and Hidden Faces were very small showing that there was 
no sex difference on field dependence, (Table 12,
Chapter 14, and Table 22, Chapter 16).
Hypothesis 8
The three rigidity measures will correlate positively 
and significantly among themselves, but subjects scoring 
very high on Authoritarianism will score relatively low 
on Paranoia because they are the least able to admit to 
personal weakness.
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In the Total Returner Group the three rigidity 
measures are all correlated positively and significantly, 
i.e. high scores on one scale went with high scores on 
another (Table 12, Chapter 14). Graph 15(a) (Table 15(a), 
Appendix IV) shows the mean scores of the rigidity scales 
for scoring groups on the other rigidity scales. From 
these means it can be seen that the Authoritarianism 
scale is more consistently related to the Gough-Sanford 
Scale than is Paranoia. The area of closest correlation 
is among extremely high rigidity scorers who score -very 
high on all three scales.
It is interesting that as the Gough-Sanford score 
increases from low to above-average, the Paranoia mean 
climbs steadily as well, while the Authoritarianism score 
remains unchanged. Thus the actual agreement with 
Authoritarian views does not alter until both behavioural 
rigidity and paranoid insecurity are quite high.
The mean scores of Paranoia for Authoritarianism 
scoring groups show a steady upward trend as Authoritarianism 
increases. The high Authoritarianism scorers had the 
highest Paranoia mean score and therefore gave no support 
to the second part of Hypothesis 8.
The first clause of Hypothesis 8 was supported by the 
correlation coefficients between the three rigidity scales.
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Chapter 21 The Non-Returner Group
The only variable on which the Non-Returners differed 
significantly from the Total Returner Group was Age; the 
Non-Returners being on average six and a half years older 
than the Total Returner Group. However the most important 
variable has been shown to be the Progressive Matrices 
score, and since the Non-Returners did not complete Test 
Battery II, nothing can be said about their intellectual 
comparability.
Among the Non-Returners it was women who tended to be
older, the correlation coefficient between Age and Sex being
significant, (Table 25, Chapter 17)- Age was also
significantly correlated to the Gough-Sanford Scale, with
older subjects scoring higher, but not to the two Dogmatism
Scales (Authoritarianism and Paranoia). The correlations
between Age and the Decimal tests I, II and III were all
significant and negative, so that the greater age of the
G 0 p iVi a
Non-Returners revealed an age decrement in adaptao41-it-y- 
during Decimal Week that the comparative youth of the Total 
Returner Group did not. As in the Total Returner Group the 
Decimal test most strongly related to Age was II Conversion, 
and therefore, as hypothesised, older people found the more 
complex task more difficult.
Bearing in mind that the Non-Returner women were generally 
older than the men, the correlations being Sex and both 
Unusual Uses and Authoritarianism were significant. The 
correlation valencies were such that the women subjects scored 
lower on Unusual Uses and higher on Authoritarianism than the 
men. There were also significant correlations between Sex
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and II Conversion and IV Coin Recognition, such that men 
again scored higher on these tests. The higher scores 
of men on II Conversion had been apparent in the Total 
Returner Group as well.
Also like the Total Returner Group the Non-Returners 
had significant correlations between both of the Flexibility 
tests and IV Coin Recognition; the more flexible subjects 
scoring higher on this test. In the Non-Returners the 
Rigidity Scales were much more strongly related to the 
Decimal tests of Decimal Week than they were in the Total 
Returner Group. For in the Non-Returners Authoritarianism 
was significantly and negatively related to all four Decimal 
Tests, and the Gough-Sanford Scale was significantly and 
negatively related to all but II Conversion. As in the 
Total Returner Group Paranoia had only negligible correlations 
with the Decimal tests, but unlike the Total Returner Group 
Paranoia was also non-significantly related to the two other 
rigidity measures.
In the Non-Returners it seems that the older female
subjects were,more authoritarian, less flexible and less 
able Yo toft wil'^
adaptable te- Decimal Currency than the younger male subjects. 
The older subjects, regardless of sex, were also higher on 
behavioural rigidity as measured by the Gough-Sanford and 
less adaptable. The lack of support found for Hypothesis 1 
in this study seems largely due to the majority of younger 
adults in the total sample. The age changes discussed in 
Section A were shown in experimental work using comparison 
groups differing often by 40 or 50 mean years of age, and
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the findings of this study also suggest that no -widespread 
decrease in adaptability is apparent until people have 
reached their 60’s, in samples of above-average ability.
The distinction fo-und between behavioural rigidity 
and authoritarian attitudes on the one hand and paranoid 
insecurity on the other, re-emphasises an explanation 
offered earlier that rigidity may have different causes. 
Indeed in this Non-Eeturner sample their greater age has 
shown that older people can be more habit-bound and more 
dogmatic without showing any increase in underlying 
insecurity.
This suggests that older people who are rigid in 
behavio-ur and beliefs are so because of a decreased 
intellectual ability to appraise information, and not 
because of personality factors such as anxiety and fear 
of other people.
— 22^1- —
Chapter 22 Concluding Summary
Of the three hypothesised sources of rigidity; from 
the natural aging process, from abstract reasoning and 
from attitudes, the most effective single variable was 
logical reasoning ability as measured by the Progressive 
Matrices test. This ability did decline with age in the 
predicted direction but in this sample the 40's decade 
were as able as the 20's decade, with the 30's being a 
much more average-ability group in between, and since 
the majority of subjects were aged between 20 and 49 
years this quadratic ability trend precluded some of 
the hypothesised aging trends.
The adaptation to Decimal Currency was measured by 
the difference between the first and second testing scores 
on the four Decimal tests, but this also did not work out 
as predicted, firstly, there was no difference between 
the Gains made after each of the three retest weeks but 
on the I New Currency and IV Coin Recognition tests the 
second testing scores were significantly greater than the 
Decimal Week scores and therefore adaptation must have 
occurred primarily in Decimal Week.
Secondly the Gain scores themselves were smaller if 
the original Decimal Week scores were great, yet people 
with larger Gain scores finished up with higher retest 
scores. This must mean that subjects did not all begin 
at the same level of Decimal proficiency and thus it was 
not really statistically possible to compare their raw 
gain scores. Thirdly for the IVCoin Recognition test
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there was a significant linear decrease in Gain score 
with each succeeding retest week, perhaps because 
motivation decreased as the new currency became old news.
Despite these two important sampling factors there 
was some statistical evidence for the liypotheses. Age 
itself was effective during the first two weeks after 
Decimalisation and older people had greater difficulty 
converting between the two currencies. JFrom the abstract 
reasoning measures the Matrices test was the most 
important predictor of Decimal scores, but even this 
test was not widely related to actual gain scores.
Perhaps the Matrices score was related to test-taking 
attitude, with the more-able subjects making more use 
of the test layout and time limits.
Of the two flexibility tests the Unusual Uses was 
related to ability to convert and both tests (Hidden 
Paces as well) were related to the two tests of new 
currency alone. In the rigidity scales the relationsiiips 
were again primarily with the two tests (I and IV) of 
new currency alone, but Paranoia was also predictive of 
some III Dual Currency scores.
During the first fortnight of Decimalisation previous 
Decimal experience did help in adapting to the new coins 
and their values, and men found it easier to convert 
between the two currencies than did women.
The adaptation to Decimal Currency was most effectively 
measured in this study by the I New Currency and IV Coin 
Recognition tests, and adaptation was most rapid in subjects
^6 -
of high logical ability and low Paranoia and Gough-Sanford 
rigidity scores.
Por the Rigidity-Plexibility dimension the most 
important general findings were that for the flexibility 
tests both Unusual Uses and Hidden Paces were more related 
to Matrices ability than they were to each other, and only 
the Matrices ability declined with age. In the rigidity 
measures the Gough-Sanford Scale and Authoritarianism 
were more related to each other than was either related 
to Pananoia. The Gough-Sanford type of behavioural 
rigidity showed increases from 30 years on but Authoritarianism 
did not increase appreciably till the late 50's and 60's. 
Paranoia was not age related.
Between the two sets of measures high Matrices scores 
correlated with low scores on all three rigidity scales, 
but the Unusual Uses test was related only to Dogmatism, 
and the Hidden Paces was related only to the Gough-Sanford 
Scale. Thus there was evidence for a distinction between 
perceptual and cognitive rigidity factors, or as Rokeach 
(I960) termed them 'analytic' and 'integrative' rigidity.
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Appendix I 
Pilot Studies
The tests used in this study were tried out on 
volunteer subjects, known personally to the examiner, 
to work out the best time limits for each test, and to 
find out any handicaps in the administration procedure.
Spontaneous Flexibility
The Unusual Uses test was thought to be the best 
measure of this, but another test was also tried. This 
test was to find all the objects possible in a certain 
class, and had been used by Shown 1961. The instructions 
were written at the top of the test sheet and were:- 
"Write down as many words as you can think of beginning 
with the letter "M".”
The time given was one minute.
The Unusual Uses test also had instructions at the 
top of the sheet and these were:- 
"Write down as many uses as you can think of for a 
PAIR OF SCISSORS."
This was tried with a 3 and 10 minute limit.
On the pilot sample of 10 people aged from 14 to 63 
years it was found that, with two exceptions, high scores 
on one test went with high scores on the other, and low 
scores on one with low scores on the other. The mean score 
for the ’m ’ words test was 10.? words, and the mean score 
on the Unusual Uses for scissors test was 8.2 uses with a 
5 minute time limit.
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Using a 10 minute time limit on a small student sample 
the mean Unusual Uses score was 18.7, so considering their 
higher average intelligence the effect of doubling the 
time limit was to double the number of uses given. Since 
the test battery would require the maximum theoretical 
coverage in the minimum time, it was decided to use only 
the Unusual Uses test with a 3 minute limit- It was 
hoped that this test would measure divergent thinking 
rather than divergent associations.
Mathematical ability
The test for this was also talien from Chown 1961.
The test was headed 'SIGNS' and the instructions following 
were: "Do as many of the following as quickly as you can."
There followed two columns of 23 calculations, for example :-
3 + 2 - 3 =
(6 + 2) X 2 =
From this test, with a time limit of 2 minutes, a student 
sample of 14 subjects aged 14 to 23 years scored a mean 
of 31 correct, while a sample of 6 subjects aged 29 to 65 
years scored a mean of 9 correct. The main reason for the 
difference was that the students knew the meaning of the 
signs and brackets automatically, while the over 30*s did 
not know or had forgotten the signs. The signs and brackets 
were explained to the older subjects before they began, but 
this meant that they had to learn the signs as well as use 
them, which made the task far more difficult. This test 
was therefore abandoned.
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A second set of mathematical tests was devised.
Since older people use maths mainly in monetary matters 
it was decided to put these tests in currency form.
In this way ability to compute both S s d and Decimal 
Currency could be assessed at the same time. The first 
test sheet had 36 items in batches of 9, the first batch 
being addition, and the next subtraction sums. The second 
two batches were also addition followed by subtraction, 
but few subjects got as far as that in the time allowed. 
The items were set out thus :-
*add in these £ s d £ s d
20 17 4 43 4 7
22 13 7 61 0 9
examples" 20 1? 4 4 7 etc.
It was hoped that as the figures to compute were put 
under each other in the conventional manner of shopping 
lists etc, and the method of computation was stated beside 
them, then older people would be at less disadvantage. 
Having the items in batches of 9 requiring the same type 
of calculation meant that most subjects only had to change 
set once, a factor shown to be important in aging.
The numbers used in these sums were taken from random 
figure tables, working straight through the figure columns 
but using only those figures which came within the confines 
of shillings and pence. The second test sheet was laid out 
similarly to the first, but the amounts had been converted 
to decimal currency correct to the nearest new halfpenny. 
The £ p signs and decimal point were omitted though, so 
that no connection with the new currency would be apparent.
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The examples looked as follows:-
2 0 8 7  4 3 2 3
2 2 7 8 6 1 0 4
The instructions written at the top of both sheets 
were :-
"Do as many of the following sums as you can.
Please work as quickly as you can."
It was hoped that if the Decimal tests were administered 
twice, then on the second presentation of the £ p test, the 
decimal point could be put in. Then any change in ability 
produced by the implicit relationship of the sums to the 
new currency could be measured, by relating the gain on 
this test to the gain on the repeat test of the £ s d items.
The time limit for each test sheet was one minute.
This allowed everyone to do at least one sum, but prevented 
the mathematically more able from reaching the end of the 
sheet.
Pilot sample A
This sample consisted of young women aged 18 to 29 years,
most of whom had had a college education. They were given the
Wesley Rigidity Inventory untimed, and the Hidden Paces test,
/|
using the full booklet with 2^ lûinutes for each test picture. 
The mean score on the Hidden Paces test was 18 correct faces. 
On scoring the Wesley Rigidity Inventory the items were 
divided into the 3 factors found by Chown I960, and into the 
Gough-Sanford as used by Rokeach I960 (except for the item:-
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’I never miss going to church', which was considered 
inappropriate for testing the general public, and was 
also the only item pertaining to religion in the test.
The lack of religious or political inferences in the 
Wesley was taken to be one of its virtues.)
The mean scores of this group on the Wesley Rigidity 
Inventory were as follows:-
Chown factor (1) methodicality = 5*8 (from 10 items in
inventory)
(2) dogmatism =4.3 (from 11 items in
inventory)
(3) liking for habit = 1.7 (from 6 items in
inventory)
Gough-Sanford Scale of Rigidity =8.8 (from 2^  ^ items in
inventory)
Since Chown I960 found a high intelligence loading on 
factor (2) and a high age loading on factor (3) the low 
mean scores for this sample are to be expected. In average 
score on the Gough-Sanford would appear to be approximately 9-
The subject sample was divided into half according to 
their scores on the Wesley factor (2). The mean score on the 
Hidden Faces test for the tivo half samples were:-
High scorers on Wesley (c) - 17*4 faces difference betvreen
Low scorers on Wesley (2) = 18.6 faces means = 1.2
A similar division using the Gough-Sanford Scale gave :-
High scorers on Gough—Saxuord = 16 faces difference be tureen
Low scorers on Gough-Sanford = 20 faces means = 4.0
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These results indicate that the Gough-Sanford is likely 
to correlate higher with the Hidden Faces test than Wesley 
factor (2). This would support Rokeach's theory that 
rigidity affects the analysis of perceptual while dogmatism 
affects integration.
Pilot sample B
This sample was taken from a college hall of residence. 
It consisted of 12 female students aged 18 to 22 years.
They were given the Wesley Rigidity Inventory untimed; the 
Gattell Anxiety Scale untimed, and the Unusual Uses for 
Scissors test with a 5 minute time limit. This time the 
word 'unusual' was included in the instructions.
The resulting mean scores were:- 
Wesley factor (1) =3*6
(2) = 3.4
(5) = 2.3
Gough-Sanford Scale =9-0 
Gattell Anxiety Scale =39.2
Unusual Uses test = 9*8
Factors (2) and (3) were higher in this group than the 
previous one. The sample was again divided in half according 
to their Wesley factor (2) scores. The means on the other 
tests were then:-
High scorers on Wesley (2) = 33 on Gattell Anxiety Scale
Low scorers on Wesley (2) = 43-5 on Gattell Anxiety Scale
High scorers on Wesley (2) = 8.2 on Unusual Uses
Low scorers on Wesley (2) = 11.3 on Unusual Uses
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This indicates that the more dogmatic subjects were 
less able to thinli divergently and admitted to fewer 
anxiety feelings. When the sample was divided into high 
and low anxiety groups the mean scores on Unusual Uses were:- 
Iligh anxiety scorers = 10.2 Uses 
Low anxiety scorers = 9*3 Uses
Thus the indication that the more divergent thinkers 
were more introspective was reduced by this type of division.
Pilot sample C
This was a group of 20 candidates for admission to the 
College Psychology department, aged from 18 to 35 years.
They were given the Wesley Rigidity Inventory and the 
adapted version of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, both untimed.
The mean scores for the sample were:- 
Wesley factor (1) = 4.5
(2) = 5.5
(5) = 1.8
Gough-Sanford Scale = 8 . 4
Rokeach - authoritarianism =3*5 
paranoia = 4.3
A division was made of the sample according to their 
Gough-Sanford scores. And these were then related to their 
mean Rokeach scores
High scorers on Gough-Sanford = 3-9 on authoritarianism subscale
Low scorers on Gough-Sanford = 3-1 on authoritarianism subscale
High scorers on Gough-Sanford = 5-1 on paranoia subscale
Low scorers on Gough-Sanford = 3-5 on paranoia subscale
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These figures show that the Gough-Sauford scale has 
a more definite relationship with the paranoia factor than 
the authoritarianism factor. In Pilot sample B it was the 
high scorers on Wesley (2) that scored lower on Gattell
Anxiety. If this was because they were more defensive,
then perhaps the difference on paranoia in sample G is due 
to the subtlety of the paranoia questions making the subject 
feel he is not giving anything away by answering ’TRUE’.
To check this a similsir division was made using scores on 
Wesley factor (2), the means were:-
High scorers on Wesley factor (2) = 4.8 on authoritarianism
subscale
Low scorers on Wesley factor (2) = 2.3 on authoritarianism
subscale
High scorers on Wesley factor (2) = 5-2 on paranoia subscale
Low scorers on Wesley factor (2) = 3-4 on paranoia subscale
In this case the difference between the authoritarianism 
means is even more extreme than the difference between the 
paranoia means. Gomparing the two sets of means, it can be 
seen that while the Wesley factor (2) discriminates to some 
extent among scores on the whole Rokeach dogmatism scale, 
the Gough-Sanford does so only with the Paranoia scale.
This supports Ghown's interpretation of factor (2) as 
dogmatic thinking, and it supports Rokeach’s distinction 
that rigidity and dogmatism are different variables.
The Wesley Rigidity Inventory has 39 items,' of these:-
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Ghown's (196O) factor (1) is made up of items numbered
1,5,13,19,20,22,32,36,37 and 38 
factor (2) is made up of items numbered
2,4,3,6,8,13,16,23,28,29 and 34 
factor (3) is made up of items numbered
7, 9, 17, 18, 31 and 39
The Gough-Sanford Scale is made up of items numbered :-
1,2,3,4,6,8,9,11,12,14,16,19,21, 
26,27,28,32,33 and 39
Therefore the Gough-Sanford contains 3 items of Ghown's 
(I960) factor (1), 6 items of factor (2), 2 items of 
factor (3).
From all three pilot studies it can be seen that the 
mean score tends to be less than half the total items in 
each scale. Since all three samples have been young and 
of above-average intelligence it would be expected that 
their rigidity scores would be low, but the range within 
the scale is sufficiently great for discriminations to be 
made.
Hidden Faces test
From the pilot study work 3 pictures were chosen as 
being most satisfactory for quality of reproduction and 
from quantity of subjects' responses. A fourth picture 
was used as an Instruction Picture with 3 Hidden Faces 
in it ringed in heavy line.
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Appendix II 
First Attempt at a Subject Sample
The original plan was to recruit one subject sample 
from people who were attending courses on Decimal Currency 
at Institutes of Adult Education, and then compare their 
rate of improvement after the Decimal changeover with 
that of a sample of the general population who had not 
had this extra coaching.
From October 1969 contact was made by letter 
(Appendix VI) with the lecturers in charge of the Decimal 
Currency courses in two Institutes of Adult Education in 
North London. The author also enrolled in one course 
herself so that she could experience first-hand the topics 
covered in a Decimal Currency Course. With the co-operation 
of the principal and vice-principal of the Institutes, 
letters were circulated in April 1970 to these people who 
had attended these courses. This letter explained the 
purpose of the research and what it involved, and asked for 
volunteers. A similar letter, slightly adapted, was handed 
out by the author to the class in which she was enrolled.
From one institute, out of 50 letters which were sent 
out to past pupils only 7 received answers, and of these 
only 5 people turned up for testing on the arranged day 
in June 1970.
Of the other institute, most of the class members agreed 
to take part when asked in a group, but only 7 turned up for 
testing at the arranged time. Of the class that the author
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attended 7 people were tested, some at their place of 
work, and others in their homes.
The testing procedure consisted of telling subjects 
the aim of the research, and explaining how important it 
was to obey the instructions about timing, that is not to 
start writing until told to, and to stop writing when told. 
They were also encouraged to do their best and not to worry 
if they could not manage any of the tasks. They were 
asked to put their initials on each test to avoid confusion.
The Wesley Rigidity Inventory was given first untimed. 
This was followed by the two maths test; the £ s d first 
and the decimal sums next, with a minute for each test.
Next was the 4 picture version of the Hidden Faces test 
with 2-^  minutes for each picture. Then followed the 
untimed Rokeach questionnaire. The Unusual Uses test was 
neict with a 5 minute limit, followed by the Gattell Anxiety 
Scale. On this scale the subjects were asked to fill in 
their initials, sex, age and previous experience with 
decimal currency. This experience included the number of 
lectures on Decimal Currency that they had attended, and 
any holidays abroad or time spent living abroad. The test 
session was finished with the Progressive Matrices having 
a 20 minute time limit.
To summarise, this first testing proved very 
unsatisfactory. The initial response rate was low, and 
the length of the test session was arduous for both 
examiner and subjects alike. Of the 15 subjects tested, 
one was openly hostile, and four were unavailable to
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complete the tests. The percentage of these that would 
have been likely to return for the Decimal tests in 
February 1971 would have been very small, so that the 
whole procedure was regarded as extra pilot work, and 
a fresh plan for the main experimental work was made in 
the Autumn of 1970-
The results of this pilot sample are represented by 
mean scores in Table 51. Briefly, this Table shows that 
the Progressive Matrices score declines most drastically 
after 55 years of age, while Unusual Uses and Hidden Faces 
show curvilinear trends but in opposite directions. The 
rigidity scales are generally higher than in the student 
pilot sample of Appendix I, except in the Rokeach scale 
which has low mean scores in the under 55 year olds.
The anxiety scale also has a curvilinear trend, with the 
middle-aged being most admitting of anxiety feelings.
The maths test show that the youngest group are better 
at decimal calculations than £ s d, but the older groups 
do not have a clear preference. The sample was too small 
for statistical tests.
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TABLE 31 ÎŒAN SGOBES ON THE VARIABLES OE TBE TEST 
BATTERY GIVEH TO TBE LECIIUL GIIPuREITCY 
COURSE SUBJEQT-SAI-DPLE. IIEAILS COEPETED 
EGR TITREE AGE GROUPS
AGE GROUPS IE YEARS
20 - 35 40 - 55 38 - 67
Progressive Matrices 43.5 35.0 32.2
Unusual Uses 7.2 6.6 7.3
Hidden Paces 5.7 7.6 3.0
Wesley Pactor (1) 7.2 8.4 8.0
(2) 5.7 5.4 7.9
(3) 2.0 2.2 2.8
Go ugh-Sanford Scale 13.7 14.8 16.2
Roke ach-auth.0 ri t ari ani sm 2.2 6.8 4.7
-paranoia 2.0 4.4 6.2
Cattell Anxiety 18.0 33.0 27.3 '
Maths - £ s d 10.2 12.0 11.8
- Decimal 12.5 12.3 11.0
n - \o Yo 15"
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Appendix III
Statistical Tables for the Results given in Section C
Table I Details of the Matched Returner Groun
Matched trios - subjects retested in
Week I Week II Week III
Matrices
Score Age
Matrices
Score Age
Matrices
Score Age
33 20 36 24 30 23
44 32 44 31 43 32
31 43 34 44 30 40
32 47 34 45 32 30
31 26 30 28 51 25
44- 28 46 29 43 23
60 30 36 27 36 27
32 33 32 31 31 32
43 38 46 33 42 34
38 40 42 43 40 35
4-0 41 40 43 40 40
43 42 44 42 48 44
28 33 30 49 34 y 32
Mean 47.2 36.5 47.2 36.5 46.5 33.4
Subgroup for each retest week has h = 1
Total Group has I = 39
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Tables II to XVII StiJiimsjy Tables of the One-Way 
Analyses of Variance referred to in Chapter 11
Table II Reference - page 115
The Variance of Age in the Returner Subgroups of Weeks I and II
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ^2 P ratio
Between
Within
187.55
7108.2
1
31
187.33
139.38
5'! 1.34. ES
Total 7295.33 32
Table III Reference - page 115
The Variance of Sex in the Matched Returner Group and the 
Combined Returner Subgroups of Weeks II plus III
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ui U2 P ratio
Between
Within
0.41
17.40
1
32
0.41
0.333
1 32 1.22 ES
Total 17.81 33
Table IV Reference - page 116
The Variance of Previous Decimal Experience in the Returner 
Subgroups I and III
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square Ui U2 P ratio
Between 3.44 1 3-44 1 41 2.19 ES
Within 101.65 41 2.48
Total 107.07 42
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Table V Reference - page 115
The Variance of Progressive Matrices Score in the Returner 
Subgroups I and II
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ui ^2 P ratio
Between
Within
12.90
5170.02 51
12.90
101.573
1 51 0.127 E
Total 5182.92 52
Table VI Reference - page 116
The Variance of the £ s d Score in the Returner Subgroups 
I and III
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ui U2 P ratio
Between 8.14 1 8.14 1 41 1.26 ES
Within 267.93 41 6.49
Total 276.07 42
Table VII Reference - page 116
The Variance of the Hidden Paces Score in the three Returner 
Subgroups
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ui ^2 P ratio
Between
Within
24
782
2
72
12
10.86
2 72 1.105 E8
Total 806 74
Table VIII Reference - page 114
The Variance of the Hidden Paces Score in the Total Returner 
an.d Matched Returner Groups
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ui U2 P ratio
Between
Within
9.7
1227.3
1
115
9.7
10.858
1 113 0.895 ES
Total 1237 114 /
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Table IX Reference - page 117
The Variance of the Gongb-Sanford Scale Score in the 
Returner Subgroups I and II
Source Sum of Squares df Tie an Square 1^ ^2 P ratio
Between 18.60 1 18.60 1 51 1.22 ES
Within 776.12 51 15.22
Total 794.72 52
Table X Reference - page 117
The Variance of the Authoritarianism Score in the three 
Returner Subgroups
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1^ ^2 P ratio
Between
Within
25
456
2
72
12.5
6.05
2 72 2.066 ES
Total 461 74
Table XI Reference - page 117
The Variance of the Combined Go ugh-Serfo rd and Authoritarianism 
Scores in the Returner Subgroups I and II
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Squares 1^ ^2 P ratio
Between 82 1 82 1 31 2.733 ES
Within 1519.3 51 29.78
Total 1601.5 32
Table XII Reference - page 117
The Variance of the I New Currency Scores of Decimal Week 
in the Returner Subgroups I and III
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ^1 ^2 P ratio
Between 13 1 15.0 1 42 4.87 .
Within 112 42 2.67 p.
Total 125 43
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Table XIII Reference - page 118
The Variance of the I New Currency Scores of Decimal Week 
in the Returner Subgroups I and II
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1^ ^2 P ratio
Between 5.42 1 5.42 1 32 1.52 ES
Within 215.36 52 4.11
Total 218.98 33
Table XIJ Reference - page 118
The Variance of the II Conversion Scores of Decimal Week 
in the Returner Subgroups I and III
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ^2 P ratio
Between
Within
7.66
174.50
1
41
7.66
4.26
1 41 1.80 ES
Total 182.16 42
Table ZV Reference - page 118
The Variance of the III Dual Currency Scores of Decimal Week 
in the Returner Subgroups I and III
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1^ U2 P ratio
Between 0.85 1 0.85 1 41 0.68 ES
Within 51.06 41 1.24
Total 51.91 42
Table XVI Reference - page 119
The Variance of the Combined Decimal Currency Scores of Decimal
Week in the subjects of the three Returner Subgroups who were
aged 57 years or less
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ^1 ^2 P ratio
Between
Within
14
1252
2
37
7.0
33.8
2 37 . 0.207 ES
Total 1266 39
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Table XVII Reference - page 119
The Variance of the Combined Decimal Currency Scores of 
Decimal Week in the Subjects of the three Returner 
Subgroups who were aged 58 years or more
Source Sum of Squares df Me an Square 1^ ^2 P ratio
Between 67 2 33-5 2 53 0.72 ES
Within 1534 33 46.48
Total 1601 35
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Table XIX Reference - page 121
Summary of the One-Way Analyses of Variance for the Four 
Decimal Currency Tets; between the Second-Occasion Scores 
of Practice-Check Group I and the First-Occasion Scores
of their Matched Partners
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square A ^2 F ratio
I New Currency 
Between 0.0 
Within 51• 0
1
12
0.0
2.585
1 12 0.0 MS
Total 51.0 13
II Conversion 
Between 0.29
Within 59"14
1
12
0.29
5.26
4 12 0.09 NS
Total 59.45 13
III Dual Currency
Between 0.07 
Within 10.86
1
12
0.07
0.905
1 12 0.077 MS
Total 10.93 13
IV Coin Recognition 
Between 23.15 
Within 181.71
1
12
25.13
13.14
1 12 1.528 ES
Total 204.86 13
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Table XX. Reference - page 2^1
Siri'ffiig.ry of the One-Way Analyses of Variance for the Four 
Decimal Currency Tets; between the First-Occasion Scores 
of Practice - Check Group II and the Second-Occasion 
Scores of their Matched Partners
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1^ ^2 F ratio
I Few Currency 
Between 5-06 
Within 26.88
1
14
5.06 
1.92
1 14 2.655 E8
Total 51.94 ^5
II Conversion 
Between 0.06 
Within 54.58
1
14
0.06
5.88
1 14 0.015 F8
Total 54.4-4 15
III Dual Currency 
Between 1.00 
Within 16.00
1
14
1.00
1.14
1 14 0.87 E8
Total 17.00 15
IV Coin Recognition 
Between 0.25 
Within 269•50
1
14
0.25
19.24
1 14 0.01 ES
Total 269-75 15
53
Table XYI Reference - page 121
Summary of the Two-Way Analyses of Variance on the Gain 
Scores of the Four Decimal Currency Tests; with Age and 
Intertest Interval as the Two Test Variables, in the 
Hatched Returner Group
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ui U2 F ratio
I Few Currency 
Age 1.78 1 1.78 1 50 0.957 E8
Time Interval 2.89 2 1.44 2 50 0.758 FS
Interaction 6.89 2 5.44 2 50 1.810 Fs
Error 57.0 50 1.90
Total 68.56 55
II Conversion
Age 0.69 1 0.69 1 50 0.20 FS
Time Interval 8.21 2 4.10 2 50 1.20 FS
Interaction 1.57 . 2 0.78 2 50 0.20 FS
Error 101.85 50 5.59
Total 112.50 55
III Dual Currency 
Age 0.0 1 0.0 'I 50 0.0 FS
Time Interval 0.89 2 0.44 2 50 0.2 FS
Interaction 4.67 2 2.55 2 50 1.4 FS
Error 49.0 50 1.65
Total 54.56 55
IV Coin Recognition 
Age 4.69 1 4.69 1 50 0.57 FS
Time Interval 15.05 2 7.52 2 50 0.9 FS
Interaction 55.59 2 26.69 2 50 5.26 FS
Error 245.17 50 8.17
Total 518.5 55
59
Table XXII Reference - page 125
Summary of the Two-Way Analyses of Vaniaxice for the Gain 
Scores of the Four Decimal Currency Tests; with Age and 
Intertest Interval as the Two Test Variables, in the 
Total Returner Group
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square "1 ^2 F ratio
I New Currency
Age 5.0 1 5.0 'I 60 2.085 FS
Time Interval 7.0 2 5.5 2 60 1.458 FS
Interaction 0.0 2 0.0 2 60 0.0 FS
Error 146.0 60 2.4
Total 158.0 65
II Conversion
Age 9.0 1 9.0 1 60 2.452 FS
Time Interval 25.0 2 12.5 2 60 5.578 p<5#
Interaction 0.0 2 0.0 2 60 0.0
Error 224.0 60 5.7
Total 258.0 65
III Dual Currency
Age 0.0 1 0.0 ■ 1 60 0.0 FS
Time Interval 2.0 2 1.0 2 60 0.526 FS
. Interaction 2.0 2 1.0 . 2 60 : 0.526 FS
Error 105.0 60 1.9
i
1
Total 109.0 65
IV Coin Recognition 1
. Age 55  ^0 1 56.0 1 60 1 5.956 FS
Time Interval 5.0 2 2.5 2 60 1 0.275 FS
; Interaction 48.0 2 24.0 ; 2 60 1 2.657 FS
• Error 546.0 60 9.1 i
; Total 655.0 65
■ i 
1 ■
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Table SvIII Reference - Chapter
Sujmiary Tables of the Two-Way Analyses of Variance on the 
Age and Rigidity - Flexibility Interactions, with Trend
Tests using Lamda Coefficients
Source Sum. of Squares df Mean Square Ui ^2 F ratio
a) Cell scores are Progrèssive Matrices - Reference - Page 141
Unusual
Uses 56.580 56.580 1 60 0.884 US
Age 471.758 2 255.879 2 60 5.701 P<5#
Interaction:- 599.019 2 199.509 2 60 5.150 us
linear 151.272 u 151.272 1 60 2.060 us
• quadratic 267.758 1 267.758 1 60 4.201 P<5%
Error 5825.818 60 65.75
Total 4750.985 65
Linear trend: _
8 + Uses 0.0 1 0.0 1 60 0 .0 us
7 - Uses 262.545 1 262.545 1 60 4.119 P<5%
Quadratic trend:
8 + Uses 2.182 1 2.182 1 60 0.054 us
7 - Uses 606.060 1 606.060 1 60 9.510 p<1%
b) Cell scores are Hidden Faces - Reference - page 145
Unusual Uses 42.014 1 42.014 1 66 6.778
P <: 2.5%
Age 50.225 2 25.112 2 66 4.051
P <: 2.5%
Interaction:- 57.555 2 18.776 2 66 5.029 us
linear 56.750 1 56.750 1 66 5.929
p < 2.5%
quadratic 0.694 1 0.694 1 66 0.111 us
Error 409.085 66 6.198
Total 558.875 71
Linear trend: —
7 + Uses 0.166 1 0.166 1 66 0.027 us
6 - Uses 66.666 1 66.666 1 66 10.756 p<1# ,
Quadratic trend:
7 + Uses 14.222 1 14.222 1 66 2.294 us
6 - Uses 6.722 1 6.722 1 66 1.084 us
- 2G1 -
Table XXIII Continued
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1^ ^2 P ratio
c) Cell scores are - Authoritarianism - Reference - pag'3 145
Paranoia 61.715 1 61.715 1 78 14.087
p < 0.1%
Age 2.167 2 1.085 2 78 0.247 US
Interaction:- 5.O7O 2 1.555 2 78 0.550 US
linear 5.018 1 5.018 1 78 0.688 US
quadrat i c 0.059 1 0.059 1 78 0.015 US
Error 541-715 78 4.581
Total 408.667 85
Linear trend :-
5 + Paranoia 1.750 1 1.750 1 78 0.599 US
4 - Paranoia 1.286 1 1.286 1 78 0.295 US
Quadratic trend
5 + Paranoia 1.440 1 1.440 1 78 0.528 US
4 - Paranoia 1.258 1 1.258 1 78 0.282 US
d) Cell scores are the Gough-Sanford Scale - Reference - page 145
Unusual Uses 2.722 1 2.722 1 66 0.205 US
Age 159.194 2 69.597 2 66 5.254
p < 1%
Interaction:- 22.528 2 11.264 2 66 0.850 US
linear 15.457 1 15.457 1 66 1.014 US
quadratic 9.506 1 9-506 1 66 O.7I8 US
Error 874.167 66 15.245
Total 1058.611 71
Linear trend:-
7 + Uses 52.666 1 52.666 1 66 2.466 US
6 - Uses 117.042 1 117.042 1 66 8.856 
p < 1%
Quadratic trend
7 + Uses 10.888 1 10.888 1 66 0.822 US
6 - Uses 1.125 1 1.125 1 66 0.085 US
262 -
Table ZZIII Continued
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square ^2 F ratio
e) Cell scores are the Gough-Sanford Scale ■- Reference - page 144
Hidden Faces 24.245 1 24.245 1 60 2.257 U8
Age 29.576 2 14.788 2 60 1.577 H8
Interaction:- 6.502 2 5.151 2 60 0.295 US
linear 5.777 1 5.777 60 0.558 US
quadratic 0.485 1 0.485 1 60 0.045 us
Error 644.564 60 10.759
Total 704.485 65
linear trend :-
9 + Faces 4.5 4.5 u 60 0.419 us
8 - Faces 50.727 1 50.727 1 60 2.861 US
Quadratic trend
9 + Faces 0.545 1 0.545 1 60 0.051 US
8 - Faces 0.061 1 0.061 1 60 0.005 US
f) Cell scores are Hidden Faces - Reference .-.page 144
Auth.ism. 15.762 15.762 1 78 1.640 US
Age 85.882 2 41.941 2 78 4.998 
p < 1%
Interaction:- 65.809 2 52.904 2 78 5.921
P < 5%
linear 62.161 1 62.161 1 78 7.4O8
p < 1%
quadratic 5.720 1 5.720 1 78 0.445 US
Error 654.500 78 8.591
Total 8I7.955 85
Linear trend:-
4 + Auth.ism 57.145 1 57.145 1 78 6.8^0 
p < 2.5%
5 - Auth.ism 12.895 1 12.895 1 78 1.556 US
Quadratic trend
4 + Auth. ism 25.048 1 25.048 1 78 2.747 US
5 - Auth.ism 56.678 1 56.678 1 78 6.754 
p < 2.5%
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Table XZIII Continued
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square 1^ ^2 P ratio
g) Cell scores are Unusual Uses - Reference - page 145
Autli. ism 28.585 28.585 1 78 2.601 NS
Age 14.214 2 7.107 2 78 0.646 US
Interaction:- 55-759 2 16.869 2 78 1.555 US
linear 55.018 1 55.018 1 78 5.004 US
quadratic 0.719 1 0.719 1 78 0.065 ITS
Error 857.214 78 10.990
Total 955.750 85
Linear trend:-
4 + Auth.ism 6.056 1. 6.056 1 78 0.549 ITS
5 - Auth.ism 52.145 1 52.145 1 78 2.925 ITS
Quadratic trend
4 + Auth.ism 7.440 1 7.440 1 78 . 0.677 ITS
5 - Auth.ism 2.555 1 2.555 1 78 0.212 ITS
h) Cell scores are Hidden Paces - Reference - page 145
Paranoia 4.762 1 4.762 1 78 0.468 ITS
Age 92.215 2 46.107 2 78 4.555
p < 2.5%
Interaction :- 54.509 2 27.154 2 78 2.671 ITS
linear 17.158 1 17.158 1 78 1.688 ITS
quadratic 57.148 57.148 1 78 5.654 US
Error 795.0 78 10.166
Total 944.286 85 -
Linear trend :-
5 + Paranoia 15.75 1 15.75 1 78 1.549 US
4 - Paranoia 5.571 1 5.571 1 78 0.551 ITS ,
Quadratic trend
5 + Paranoia 121.440 1 121.440 1 78 11.946 
P < 1%
4 - Paranoia 5.762 1 5.762 1 78 0.567 US
264 -
Table XjLlll Continued
Source Sun of Squares df He an. Square ^2 P ratio
i) Cell scores are the Paranoia Scale - Reference - page "!45
Unusual Uses 0.014 1 0.014 1 66 0.005 U8
Age 4.111 2 2.050 2 66 0.524 US
Interaction:- 51.445 2 15.722 2 66 4.020
p < 2.5%
linear 50.084 1 50.084 1 66 7.695
p < 1%
quadratic 1.562 1 1.562 1 66 0.548
Error 258.085 66 5.9^05
Total 295-655
Linear trend :-
8 4- Uses 22.042 1 22.042 1 66 5.657
p < 2.5%
7 - Uses 9-575 1 9.575 1 66 2.397 NS
Quadratic trend
8 + Uses 4.014 1 4.014 1 66 1.026 HS
7 - Uses 0.125 1 0.125 1 66 0.032 ITS
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Appendix IV
Tables of the Mean Scores Graphically Represented in Section D.
Table I Means for Graph 1, page 182
Mean Scores of the Pour Decimal Currency Tests from the 
Pirst Testing Occasion in Decimal Week for Seven Age Groups.
Age Groups in Years
20-24 25-29 50-54 55-59 40-44 45-49 50-54
I New Currency 4.4 2.8 5.0 2.4 5.5 1.7 1.7
II Conversion 4.4 5.2 5.1 2.6 4.25 2.8 2.7
III Dual Currency 0.8 1.7 0.6 1.15 1.7 0.6 0.5
IV Coin Recognition 8.8 6.2 4.9 5.6 6.6 5.1 5.8
Group size N = 5 19 21 15 12 11 6
Table 2 Means for Graph 2, page 185
Mean Scores on the Pour Decimal Currency Tests over Time,
for Three Age Groups
Testing Occsion
Age Groups Decimal Retest Retest Retest
Week Week I Week II Week III
I New Currency 20-29 5.1 5.9 4.4 4.0
50-59 2.7 5.0 4.0 5.2
40-49 2.6 4.8 4.0 5.4
II Conversion 20-29 5.4 2.5 5.0 4.5
50-59 2.9 2.9 5.1 5.1
40-49 5.6 2.5 2.9 4.5
III Dual 20-29 1.5 1.4 1.8 2.2
Currency 50-59 0.8 1.1 0.5 1.2
40-49 1.1 1.5 1.1 2.2
IV Coin 20-29 6.7 7.9 8.0 8.0
Recognition 50-59 5.2 7.6 7.2 5.7
40-49 6.2 5.9 6.8 9.0
Group size N 20-29 24 8 10 12
50-59 54 14 8 9
40-49 25 12 11 9
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Table 5 Means for Graph 5, page 184
Mean Scores of the Four Decimal Currency Tests Combined 
over Time, for Three Age Groups
Testing Occasion
Decimal
Week
Retest 
Week I
Retest 
Week II
Retest 
Week III
Age Groups 20 - 29 14.7 15.7 17.2 18.5
30 - 59 11.6 14.6 14.8 15.2
4 0 - 4 9 13.5 14.3 14.8 17.1
Table 4 Means for Graph 4, page 186
Mean Scores of the Pour Decimal Currency Tests, over Time 
for the Psychology Student Group and the Total Returner Group,
Psychology Students Total Returner Group
Testing Occasions
Jan.
22
Peb.
1
Peb.
22
Mar.
5
Peb.
15-19
Combined
Retest
Weeks
I New Currency 2.45 3.35 4.75 5.85 2.69 3.99
II Conversion 1.75 3.6 3.6 6.25 3.05 5.01
III Dual Currency 0.45 1.45 2.1 3.25 0.99 1.56
IV Coin Recognition 5.0 6.4 10.15 14.2 5.26 7.68
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Table 5 Means for Graph 5, page 186
Mean Gain Scores on the Four Decimal Currency Tests,
over Time, for Two Age Groups.
Gain after
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects aged 55 years or younger N = 10 N = 16 N = 11
I New Currency 0.60 0.94 1.64
II Conversion -0.40 -0.12 1.09
III Dual Currency 0.40 0.12 0.56
17 Coin Recognition 4.60 2.81 1.55
Subjects aged 56 years or older N = 12 N = 16 N = 11
I New Currency 1.50 1.51 1.82
II Conversion -0.67 -0.57 0.45
III Dual Currency 0.17 0.44 0.82
IV Coin Recognition 0.53 1.81 1.55
Table 6 Means for Graph 6, page 190
Mean Gain Scores on the Four Decimal Currency Tests, over 
Time for High and Low Scorers on the Progressive Matrices Test,
Gain after
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects scoring 4-7 or more Matrices
points N = 10 N = 15 N = 10
I New Currency 1.90 1.20 2.20
II Conversion -0.60 0.47 0.80
III Dual Currency 0.50 0.53 1.20
IV Coin Recognition 2.10 ' 2.15 1.60
Subjects scoring 46 or less Matrices
points N = 12 N = 17 N = 12
I New Currency 0.42 0.94 1.33
II Conversion -0.50 -1.00 0.75
III Dual Currency 0.08 0.00 0.08
IV Coin Recognition 2.42 2.59 1.50
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Table 7 Means for Graph 7i page 192
Mean Gain Scores for the Four Decimal Currency Tests, over
Time, for High and Low Scorers on the Unusual Uses Test.
Gain afer
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects scoring 7 or less Uses N = 12 N = 15 N = 12
I New Currency 0.75 0.47 2.08
II Conversion -0.66 -0.55 1.67
III Dual Currency 0.50 0.53 0.50
IV Coin Recognition 2.67 2.33 1.92
Subjects scoring 8 or more Uses N = 10 N = 17 N = 10
I New Currency 1.50 1.71 1.30
II Conversion -0.40 -0.18 —0.30
III Dual Currency 0.00 0.18 0.70
IV Coin Recognition 1.80 2.41 1.10
Table 8 Means for Graph 8, page 193
Mean Gain Scores on the Four Decimal Currency Tests, over
Time, for High and Low Scorers on the Hidden Faces Test.
Gain after
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects scoring 8 or less Faces N = 15 N = 17 N = 9
I New Currency 1.07 0.71 1.33
II Conversion -0.33 -0.82 1.78
III Dual Currency 0.00 0.18 0.11
IV Coin Recognition 2.60 2.71 2.22
Subjects scoring 9 or more Faces N = 7 N = 15 N = 15
I New Currency 1.14 1.60 2.00
II Conversion -1.00 0.40 0.07
III Dual Currency 0.86 0.33 0.92
IV Coin Recognition 1.57 2.00 1.07
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Table 9 Keans for Graph 9, page 197 
Mean Gain Scores for the Four Decimal Currency Tests, 
over Time, for High and Low Scorers on the Gough-Sanford 
Rigidity Scale.
Gain after
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects scoring 8 or less rigidity
points N = 12 N = 14 N = 11
I New Currency 1.25 1.50 1.82
II Conversion —1.08 —0.14 0.56
III Dual Currency 0.25 0.64 0.55
IV Coin Recognition 1.75 3.43 0.45
Subjects scoring 9 or more rigidity
points N = 9 N = 18 N = 11
I New Currency 1.00 0.83 1.64
II Conversion 0.11 -0.53 0.64
III Dual Currency 0.00 -0.05 0.64
IV Coin Recognition 3.55 1.50 2.64
Table 10 Means for Graph 10, page 198
Mean Gain Scores on the Four Decimal Currency Tests, over Time,
for High and Low Scorers on the Authoritarianism Scale.
Gain after
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects scoring 3 or less rigidity
points N = 16 N = 15 N = 10
I New Currency 1.44 1.40 1.60
II Conversion -0.56 -0.07 -0.50
III Dual Currency 0.06 0.60 0.50
IV Coin Recognition 2.44 3.47 2.20
Subjects scoring 4 or more rigidity
points N = 5 N = 17 N = 12
I New Currency 0.20 0.88 1.85
II Conversion —0.60 0.41 1.67
III Dual Currency 0.80 -0.06 0.66
IV Coin Recognition 2.80 1.88 1.00
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Table 11 Means for Graph 11, page 200
Mean Gain Scores on the Four Decimal Currency Tests, over
Time, for High and Low Scorers on the Paranoia Scale.
Gain after
1 week 2 weeks 5 weeks
Subjects scoring 4 or less rigidity
points N = 11 N = 15 N = 11
I New Currency 1.27 1.20 1.82
II Conversion -0.73 -0.20 0.73
III Dual Currency 0.18 0.66 1.18
IV Coin Recognition 2.73 2.73 1.82
Subjects scoring 5 or more rigidity
points N = 10 N = 17 N = 11
I New Currency 1.00 1.06 1.64
II Conversion -0.30 -0.29 1.09
III Dual Currency 0.50 -0.12 0.00
IV Coin Recognition 2.50 2.06 1.27
Table 12 Means for Graph 12, page 208
Mean Scores on the Progressive Matrices Test for Eight Age Groups.
Age Groups in Years
20-25 26-30 31-35 56-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 58-7:
Matrices mean score 51 47 43 42 47 47.5 40 40
Subjects in each
group N = 8 23 20 16 14 11 8 8
Table 13 Means for Graph 13, page 210
Mean Scores on the Two Flexibility Tests and the Three 
Rigidity Scales for Three Age Groups
Age Groups in Years
a) Unusual Uses mean score 20'"- 297.3
30 - 39
7.2
4 0 - 4 9
9.0
Hidden Faces mean score 9.1 7-0 8.9
■b) Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale 7-2 8.7 9.5
Rokeach-Authoritarianism Scale 4.5 4.0 4.3
Rokeach - Paranoia Scale 3.3 3.3 3.5
Subjects in age groups N = 30 34 26
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Table 14 Means for Graph 14, page 214 
Mean Scores on the Two Flexibility Tests and the 
Three Rigidity Scales for Three Scoring Groups on 
the Progressive Matrices Test.
Progressive Matrices 
Scoring Groups
Points 20 - 42 43 - 49 50 - 60
a) Unusual Uses 6.7 7.3 9.7
Hidden Faces 6.5 8.6 9.0
b) Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale 10.7 9.3 7.3
Rokeach-Authoritarianism Scale 5-3 4.1 3.6
Rokeach - Paranoia Scale 4.5 3.6 2.6
Subjects in Matrices Groups N = 32 29 29
Table 13 Means for Graph 13, page 216
Mean Score Relationships within the Three Rigidity Scales 
and between the Two Flexibility Tests.
a) Gough-Sanford Scoring Groups
Mean Scores on:- 1-4 5-6 7 8 9 10-11 12-14^15-19
Rokeach-Authoritarianism 
Rokeach - Paranoia
2.1
3.8
3.2 3.5 3.25 3.2 5.3 4.7 3.7
3.2 3.0 4.0 4.9 5.0 4.7 5.8
Subjects in Groups N = 13 13 15 12 15 17 15 -12
Authoritarianism Scoring Groups
Mean Scores on:- 0 1 2 3 4  5 6 7-9
Rokeach - Paranoia 2.6 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.8 5.5 5.6
Subjects in Groups N = 10 16 18 29 23 13 11 14
b) Hidden Faces Scoring Groups
Mean Score on:- 0—4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12-15
Unusual Uses 6.8 5.1 6.0 6.6 9.6 9.9 7.1 9.4 8.8
Subjects in Groups N = 16 10 15 21 14 11 20 14 14
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Table 16 Means for Graph 16, page 217
Mean Scores on the Three Rigidity Scales for Five Scoring 
Groups of each of the Two Flexibility Tests.
a) Unusual Uses Score Groups
1 - 4 5 - 6 7 - 8  '9 - 1 0 11-17
Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale 10.9 9.0 9.2 8.25 8.7
Rokeach-Authoritarianism 5.0 4.5 4.0 4.3 3.8
Rokeach - Paranoia 5.25 3.6 3.5 3.5 2.6
Subjects in Groups N = 25 28 18 20 23
b) Hidden Faces Score Groups
0 - 5 6 - 7 8 - 9 10 11-14
Gough-Sanford Rigidity Scale 10.5 10.5 9.2 9.3 6.8
Rokeach-Authoritarianism 4.6 4.9 4.5 3.3 4.0
Rokeach - Paranoia 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.4 3.0
Subjects in Groups N = 19 28 22 19 24
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Appendix V
Item Analysis of the Rigidity and Flexibility measnres
Analyses of the trends of the rigidity and flexibility 
measures over age were made using lamda coefficients,
(Table 13? Chapter 14). The age groups of the analyses 
were 20 to 29, 50 to 39, and the third age group varying in 
range from 40 to 49 years to 40 to 58 years of age, (Table 
XXIII, Appendix 111). Using these groups there was 
significant variance in the hypothesised directions 
between age groups on the Matrices test. Hidden Faces and 
the Go ugh- Sanf ord Scale, but not on Unusual Uses or the 
Dogmatism scale (Authoritarianism and Paranoia).
Among the abstract reasoning tests there was no 
significant variance between high and low Unusual Uses 
scorers on Matrices score. Therefore the convergent and 
divergent thinking measures seemed to be relatively 
independent of each other. In support of the findings of
Hudson (1966 and 1968), the 20 to 29 year olds with low
Unusual Uses scores did have a higher mean Matrices score
than those with high Unusual Uses scores.
Because of this, unrelated t tests were computed on the 
Unusual Uses scores of this young group divided into subjects 
scoring 49 to 60, and those scoring 37 to 48 Matrices points. 
Another analysis was computed on the Matrices scores of this 
same age group with subjects divided into those scoring 6 to 
14 and those scoring 2 to 5 Unusual Uses. In both cases the 
resulting t value was less than one, and therefore not 
significant. Thus there was no evidence that extreme
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convergent ability inhibited divergent thinking, nor 
vice versa.
Both high and low scorers on the Unusual Uses test 
showed consistently above-average Matrices scores, the 
only exception being the 30 to 39 year olds who scored 
7 or fewer Unusual Uses. This group had Matrices scores 
low enough to cause a significant quadratic age trend 
among the low Uses scorers. Since the 30’s decade had an 
overall Matrices mean lower than either the 20's or 40's 
decades of this study it would seem that divergent and 
convergent thinking are independent measures in people of 
above-average intelligence, but are more closely related 
in the average population.
The variance on Hidden Faces scores between high and 
low scorers on the Unusual Uses test was significant, the 
high Unusual Uses scorers having higher Hidden Faces scores. 
The high Unusual Uses scorers, however, showed no change 
in their high Hidden Faces scores between 20 and 38 years 
of age, whereas the low Unusual Uses scorers showed a 
significant linear decline in Hidden Faces mean score over 
this age range. Since the 20 year olds with low Unusual 
Uses scores had Hidden Faces scores as good as the high 
Unusual Uses scorers, it was only in the 30's that this 
decline started, being more marked in the oldest group.
This suggests that perceptual flexibility is fairly 
universal in young adults, and that it only becomes related 
to other types of flexibility such as divergent thinking 
in more mature people.
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The ejialyses of the Gough-Sanford Scale related to the 
two Flexibility tests showed no significant variance in 
Gough-Sanford scores between high and low scorers on either 
the Hidden Faces, nor Unusual Uses tests. Therefore the 
type of behavioural rigidity measured by the Gough-Sanford 
scale is more a reflection of the routines older people 
use to make life easier, than a correlate of rigid 
perception or thinking.
There was one significant trend, though, that being a 
linear increase over age on the Gough-Sanford score in 
subjects scoring low on Unusual Uses. Again the difference 
in rigidity between high and low Unusual Uses scorers did 
not begin until the 30's decade, so that the correlation of 
low divergent thinking ability with greater behavioural 
rigidity becomes greater as people get older.
The Dogmatism Scales; Authoritarianism and Paranoia 
showed no change between subjects of 20 to 4-9 years of age, 
and the Unusual Uses score showed no significant variance 
in either high or low Authoritarian subjects over the 20 
to 36 age range. The Hidden Faces score though had a 
significant linear decline among high Authoritarian subjects 
over this same age range; and a significant quadratic trend 
among low Authoritarian subjects over age.
The nature of these trends was such that in both the 
20's and 30’s decades the Hidden Faces score was relatively 
independent of Authoritarianism, but in the 4-0 to 36 year 
olds the low Authoritarian subjects had as high Hidden Faces 
scores as the 20*s decade.
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The Paranoia mean scores of low Unusual Uses scorers 
went up with age, hut not significantly, while the Paranoia 
scores of high Unusual Uses scorers showed a significant 
linear decline with age. The main drop in this trend 
occurred between the 20's and 30's decades. If the 
Unusual Uses test is a reflection of general ability in 
older people then its relationships with Paranoia reflect 
the insecurity or assurance with which older people perceive 
life, according to the ability they have.
Subjects scoring low on Paranoia showed no change on 
Hidden Paces score over age, but the high Paranoia scorers 
showed a significant quadratic trend of Hidden Paces score 
with age. This trend differed from that of the low Paranoia 
scorers primarily by the 20’s decade who scored many more 
Hidden Paces than their less-Paranoid peers, and the 30's 
decade who scored far fewer Hidden Paces than their peers. 
Perhaps the high Paranoia scorers in the 20’s felt more 
anxiety from personal relationships and their own subjective 
inadequacies, so that they were more motivated to seek out 
human faces; whereas the 30's who scored high on Paranoia 
may have felt more anxiety from their lower intellectual 
ability and thus from their chances of success in education 
and careers. Such an idea would of course need further 
testing before it could be taken too seriously.
The results of these trend tests and analyses seem to 
show that in adults of young and middle-age (20 to 38 years) 
the most general increase in rigidity with age is of the 
behavioural type involving the use of routine and convention, 
and not of the authoritarian or dogmatic-thinking type.
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The interaction of the other trends suggests that the 
hypothesised correlations between high rigidity scores and 
low abstract reasoning scores (and vice versa) are greatest 
in subjects of either comparatively low intellectual ability 
or greater chronological age. Por example the Unusual Uses 
scores were lower in the low Matrices group of 30 to 39 
year olds, and the Unusual Uses scores were more related 
to both Hidden Paces and the Gough-Sanford Scale in the 
older decades. Conversely, in young adults or intellectually 
superior people the different abilities measured here are 
relatively independent of each other.
The Product Moment Correlation Matrix and Principal 
Component Analysis of the Rigidity-Plexibility dimension 
included all the questionnaire items, plus the raw scores 
of Unusual Uses and Hidden Paces, and subjects' age and sex. 
The age range of the subjects included was from 18 to 77 
years, and the correlations between age and both Hidden 
Paces and Unusual Uses were very small. Therefore these 
measures of flexibility show no decline with age,
(Table 22, Chapter 16).
Age was significantly correlated with agreement with 
the following items, (Table 20, Chapter 16):- 
from the Gough-Sanford Scale:-
2. I usually check more than once to be sure I have locked 
a door, put out the light or something of the sort.
3. I find it easy to stick to a certain schedule once I 
have started on it.
6. I try to follow a programme of life based on duty.
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9* I am a methodical person in whatever I do.
10. I am often the last person to give up trying to do 
a tiling.
12. I do not enjoy having to adapt myself to new and 
unusual situations.
14. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an 
undertaking.
16. I always finish tasks I start even if they are not 
very important.
18. I have a work or study schedule which I follow carefully.
20. I believe that promptness is a very important personality 
characteristic.
21. I always put on and take off my clothes in the same order.
from the Authoritarianism Scale
4. There are two kinds of people in this world, those who 
are for the truth and those who are against the truth.
6. To compromise with our political opponents is dangerous 
because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side.
7. Most of the ideas which get printed today are not worth 
the paper they're written on.
In the Principal Component Analysis (Table 23, Chapter 16)
Age loaded most highly on Factor 2. In this factor the
loadings showed that older people agreed more with six of
the Gough-Sanford items; five of these being items 18, 5» 16,
6 and 9 shown above, and the sixth being item:-
13- I think it is usually wise to do things in a 
conventional way.
There was also one Paranoia item with a sufficient 
loading to be included in Factor 2, again older people 
agreed more with this item:-
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20. The main thing in life is for a person to want to do 
something important.
To summarise these Age-related items it seems that the 
type of rigidity that increases with age is of primarily 
the behavioural type. Older people prefer to live each 
day according to well-tried methods and habits; keeping 
life tidy by task completion and doing 'what ought to be 
done '.
The three Authoritarian items that are Age-related 
imply a more rigid black-white perception of beliefs and 
a rejection of modern ideas. These traits are probably a 
reflection of the greater difficulty older people have in 
the logical appraisal of complex information rather than 
an implication that older people become more militantly 
authoritarian.
The items which correlated significantly with the 
Hidden Paces test, such that a low Hidden Paces score went 
with agreement with these items, were:- 
from the Gough-Sanford Scale:-
2. I usually check more than once to be sure I have locked 
a door, put out the light, or something of the sort.
4. I often find myself thinking of the same tune or phrases 
for days at a time.
13. I prefer work that requires a great deal of attention to 
detail.
18. I have a work or study schedule which I follow carefully, 
from the Authoritarianism Scale :-
3. Of all the different philosophies which exist in the 
world there is probably only one which is correct.
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6. To compromise with our political opponents is
dangerous because it usually leads to the betrayal 
of our own side.
from the Paranoia Scale
18. I wish I could find someone who would tell me how to 
solve my personal problems.
19. It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful 
of the future.
In the Principal Component Analysis the Hidden Paces 
test loaded most highly on Pactor I (Table 23, Chapter 16) 
High Hidden Paces scores loaded in the opposite direction 
to agreement with the two Gough-Sanford items 2 and 4, and 
the Paranoia item 18, shown above. Pactor I also included 
3 other Paranoia items:-
16. In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat 
myself several times to make sure I am being understood.
17. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
14. I have often felt that strangers were looking at me 
critically.
Therefore the Hidden Paces score seems to be related 
mainly to a tendency to repeat behaviour and to a paranoid 
distrust and fear of other people. The fact that human faces 
were the elusive stimuli in this test may have had a lot to 
do with the consequent correlations with Paranoia. Since 
this cluster of items was the most important factor in the 
whole rigidity analysis, a basic lack of warmth in human 
relationships seem to be a very important correlate in the 
non-Age-related type of rigidity.
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The items which correlated significantly with the 
Unusual Uses test, such that agreement with the items 
correlated with low Unusual Uses scores, were:- 
from the Gough-Sanford Scale
17* I have never done anything dangerous for the thrill 
of it.
from the Authoritarianism Scale;-
1. It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal 
or cause that life becomes meaningful.
4. There are two kinds of people in this world, those 
who are for the truth, and those who are against the 
truth.
5. Of all the different philosophies which exist in the 
world there is probably only one which is correct.
8. My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses
to admit that he's wrong.
In the Principal Component Analysis the Unusual Uses
test did not form a clear rigidity factor. It loaded most
highly on Pactor 5» and the only other items which had
moderate loadings on this factor were the Authoritarian
item 1, shown above, the Paranoia item:-
16. In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat
myself several times to make sure I am being understood.
and the Gough-Sanford item:-
13. I think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way.
Sex also had a moderate loading on Pactor 3, such that 
men had higher scores than women. Overall it seems that the 
most important rigidity correlate of divergent thinking is 
the authoritarian belief that there is only one right way 
to think and act. This seems reasonable from the nature of
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the Unusual Uses test; believing in one right use prevents 
the deduction of further possible 'right ways'.
Sex did not load appreciably on any other factor, but 
it did correlate significantly with three items from the 
Dogmatism Scale. Women agreed more with the Authoritarian 
item:-
4. There are two kinds of people in this world, those who 
are for the truth and those who are against the truth.
Men agreed more with the Paranoia items
16. In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat 
myself several times to make sure I am being understood.
17. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
Factors 3 and 4 of the Principal Component Analysis 
loaded highly on questionnaire items only (Table 23,
Chapter 16). Factor 3 loaded most highly on the Paranoia 
item 'Its all too true that people just won't practise 
what they preach'. The other substantial loadings were 
for 7 Authoritarian items, numbers 9, 5, 2, 10, 4, 7 and 8 
of the Rokeach Dogmatism scale as used in this study.
All these items related to an intolerance of contrary 
beliefs and an adherence to the one true set of values, 
making the most suitable title for this factor 'Narrow­
mindedness'.
Factor 4 loaded most highly on the Paranoia item 
'It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of 
the future'. Its other large loadings were on the Gough- 
Sanford items 11, 12 and 17, which all implied an anxiety 
about any future actions particularly in unfamiliar situations.
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This seemed to be a 'Fear of the Unknown' factor.
The Product Moment Correlation coefficients of the 
rigidity analysis showed that neither the Gough-Sanford 
Scale nor the Dogmatism Scales (Authoritarianism and 
Paranoia) were measuring single traits because the 
intercorrelations within the items of each scale were 
not consistently large nor even consistently positive 
(Tables 16 and 17, Chapter 16).
In the Gough-Sanford Scale the items which correlated 
significantly and positively with at least 5 other items 
in that scale were:-
13" I think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way-
18. I have a work or study schedule which I follow carefully.
3- I find it easy to stick to a certain schedule once I 
have started on it.
6. I try to follow a programme of life based on duty.
9* I am a methodical person in whatever I do.
12. I do not enjoy having to adapt myself to new and unusual 
situations.
14. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an under­
taking.
21. I always put on and take off my clothes in the same Oder.
16. I always finish tasks I start even if they are not very 
important.
11. I prefer to stop and think before I act, even on trifling 
matters.
13. I prefer work that requires a great deal of attention to 
detail.
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The first two items of this list correlate 
significantly with 10 other items, which is half the 
total Gough-Sanford Scale. They sum up the essence of 
behavioural rigidity, namely 'doing the done thing' and 
having a detailed routine to face life with.
For the Dogmatism Scale there follows a list of the 
items which correlate significantly with other items in 
that scale, beginning with the items which correlate most 
extensively.
17. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
4. There are two kinds of people in this world, those who
are for the truth and those who are against the truth.
8. My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to 
admit that he's wrong.
9. In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends 
and associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same
as one's own.
10. A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes is 
likely to be a pretty 'wishy-washy' sort of person.
21. Its all too true that people just won't practise what 
they preach.
1. It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal or 
cause that life becomes meaningful.
6. To compromise with our political opponents is dangerous 
because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side,
18. I wish I could find someone who would tell me how to 
solve my personal problems.
20. The main thing in life is for a person to want to do 
something important.
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This list includes 6 Authoritarianism items and 4 
Paranoia items. In brief they relate to the Dogmatic 
thinker's lack of trust in other people, and his 
adherence to one belief system.
Between the Gough-Sanford Scale and the Dogmatism
Scale there were significant correlations, (Tables 18 and
19, Chapter 15). The Gough-Sanford item:-
19. I usually find that my own way of attacking a problem
is best, even if it doesn't always seem to work in the
beginning.
correlated significantly and positively with the Authoritarian 
items 3? 4, 8 and 10, all of which refer to there being only 
one true opinion in the world, and from item 19 it would 
seem that this true opinion is the subjects' own one. This 
supports the view of Rokeach (I960) that the ultimate in­
group of a closed-minded person is himself.
Some other Gough-Sanford items correlated significantly 
with 2 of the Authoritarian items. These were:-
I. ' I am always careful about my manner of dress.
3. I often become so wrapped up in something I am doing
that I find it difficult to turn my attention to other 
matters.
II. I prefer to stop and think before I act, even on trifling 
matters.
13. I think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way.
21. I always put on and take of my clothes in the same order.
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The correlations between these items and the
Authoritarian items were all positive (i.e. agreement on
one went with agreement on the other) except for the
correlation between Gough-Sanford item 3 and Authoritarianism
item 6.
The Gough-Sanford item;-
13* 1 think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way.
correlates significantly with items 16, 17 and 21 of the 
Paranoia Scale. Other Gough-Sanford items which correlated 
with two Paranoia items were:-
2. I normally check more than once to be sure I have locked
a door, put out the light, or something of the sort.
6. I try to follow a programme of life based on duty.
10. I am often the last person to give up trying to do a
thing.
14. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an under­
taking.
17. I have never done anything dangerous for the thrill of it.
20. I believe that promptness is a very important personality 
characteristic.
21. I always put on and take off my clothes in the same order.
Except for items 13 and 21, the Gough-Sanford items
which correlate most with Authoritarianism are different from
the ones which correlate most with Paranoia; therefore the
two factors of dogmatic thinking seem to have separate
behavioural correlates.
The Dogmatism item:-
20. The main thing in life is for a person to want to do 
something important.
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correlates significantly and positively with 8 Gough- 
Sanford items. Perhaps people who are rigid in their 
performance of everyday tasks and who place emphasis 
on the detailed completion of tasks are more likely to 
feel that an important task is most likely to give 
meaning to life.
The other Dogmatism items which correlated significantly 
with 3 or 4 Gough-Sanford items were:-
4. There are two kinds of people in this world, those who 
are for the truth and those who are against the truth.
5. To compromise with our political opponents is dangerous 
because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side.
3- A group which tolerates too many differences of opinion 
among its own members cannot exist for long.
5- Of all the different philosophies which exist in the 
world there is probably only one which is correct.
10. A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes 
is likely to be a pretty 'wisby-washy ' sort of person.
12. It is better to be a dead hero than a live coward.
17. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
19. It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful 
of the future.
These suggest that a factor of closed mindedness and 
anxiety is present in behavioural rigidity, though the two 
complete scales may be measuring two largely separate 
personality syndromes.
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A Comparison with the results of Rubenowitz (1963)
Rubenowitz used the same Gough-Sanford scale as in 
this study except for items 6 and 17*
The Gough-Sanford items which had significant 
correlations with at least three of the same other items 
in both studies are listed below:- (Table 21, Chapter 16)
13. I prefer work that requires a great deal of attention 
to detail.
14. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an under­
taking.
I. I am always careful about my manner of dress.
9. I am a methodical person in whatever I do.
15. I think it is usually wise to do things in a conventional 
way.
18. I have a work or study schedule which I follow carefully.
4. I often find myself thinking of the same tune or phrase
for days at a time.
7. I usually maintain my own opinion even though many other 
people may have a different point of view.
II. I prefer to stop and think before I act, even on trifling 
matters.
20. I believe that promptness is a very important personality 
characteristic.
From this list items 9, 11, 13, 14, 13 and 18 are also 
present in the list given earlier of items which correlated 
significantly with at least 3 other Gough-Sanford items in 
this study. Also in this latest list in all but 4 instances 
the significant intercorrelations of these items were with 
other items in this same list.
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Therefore it seems that the Gough-Sanford Scale items 
numbers 1, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18 and 20 measure a 
fairly unitary type of behavioural rigidity in subject 
groups from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
For the Dogmatism Scale Rubenowitz used 7 items from 
both the Authoritarianism and Paranoia Scales of this study 
if item 21, in included (item 21 was originally meant to 
be a buffer item). The 3 intercorrelations common to both 
studies were all between item:-
21. Its all too true that people won't practise what they 
preach.
and items :-
8. My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to 
admit that he's wrong.
11. It is only natural for a person to have a guilty 
conscience.
20. The main thing in life is for a person to want to do 
something important.
(Table 21, Chapter 16)
This lack of extensive cross cultural agreement suggests 
that the only thing being measured in both studies was 
average human sceptisism, guilt and ambition. So there is 
no evidence that dogmatic thinking as measured by these 
Rokeach items means the same thing in other than British 
or American subject samples.
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Appendix VI
Letters written in the recruitment of subjects.
PP
Letter written to the Institute principals
in the study reported in Appendix II 291
Letter distributed to Institute students in
the study reported in Appendix II 292
Letter distributed to the Institute, code SI,
in an attempt to recruit a volunteer sample
(Chapters 8 and 9)- 295
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GedforcJ College, 
Regent's Perk, 
L o n d o n . 
N . U . 1 .
24th Kerch, 1970
Dear ,
I am a postgraduate research student at Bedford 
College, London University, and I am carrying out a 
survey of hoiu well people will be able to adjust to 
the Decimal Currency system*
I am hoping to get together a group of people 
who have attended Adult Education courses on Decimal 
Currency, and compare this group with the general 
public who have only had access to mass produced 
information in newspapers, television and radio.
The research procedure consists of seven short 
tests which can easily be completed within an hour. 
These tests are not difficult to do, but they should 
give a profile of each person's problem solving 
tactus and habits.
I then hope to relate this data to the amount 
people benefit from small-group teaching in Institute 
courses, and from less personal mass media. The 
amount of benefit will be measured by the ease with 
which they begin to think in terms of the now 
currency next February.
I have written t o ------------ who has been teaching
on some of your Institute courses, and she has very 
!<indly discussed with me the methods she used to put 
across the Decimal Currency system to her group.
Uould it be possible for you to give me the names 
and addresses of people who have attended such courses 
a*c — and , so that I could as[^
them if they would be willing to take part in this re­
search? I have enclosed a copy of the letter I would 
send to them.
Since the changeover to Decimal Currency is some­
thing that everyone will have to cope with, this is a
good opportunity to find out how well the public
education media are working. I hope very much that
you will be able to help me.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Crouch,B.Sc 
(Kiss)
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Bedford College, 
Regent's Park, 
London. 
N.W.1.
Dear Sir or Madam,
A research project is being carried out at Bedford 
College, London University, to find out how well people 
are going to be able to adjust to the decimal currency 
system; and to what degree they have been helped by 
government publications, courses at Institutes of 
Adult Education, and information given in newspapers 
and television etc.
We hope very much that you will volunteer to take 
part in this research, since you have attended an Institute 
course on Decimal Currency, so that we can have a group 
of people who have attended such courses. We can then 
compare this group with the general public when decimal 
currency has come into operation.
The research will require no great mental or physical 
effort on your part. It consists of 3 short questionnaires 
and several rather more practical tasks, all of which are 
designed to find out in the easiest way possible how you 
go about solving new problems, and with which kinds of 
problems you are best equipped to deal. The tests can 
be completed in two half-hour sessions, that can be 
conducted at any time or place of your choosing, so we 
hope to put you to as little inconvenience as possible.
If you would prefer to come to the college for these 
sessions we will refund your return fare.
After the changeover on February 15th 197^, we will 
come back and see you again to find out how you are
managing with the new currency.
It is just as important to this research to have people 
taking part who do not look forward to the new system, as it
is to have those who rather welcome it. After all, it is the
whole general public who will be affected by the changeover.
If you are willing to take part could you please send 
your name and address and/or telephone number to Miss S. 
Crouch, Bedford College, Regent's Park, London. N.W.1.
Susan Crouch.
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Dear Student,
We would like to invite you to take part in a 
research project which is being carried out at 
Bedford College.
The aim of this project is to find out if any 
particular attitudes or abilities are especially 
helpful in adapting to the decimal currency system.
When decimalisation occurs next February, the 
whole of the general public will have to get used 
to the new money, so this will be a very good 
opportunity to compare people of all ages and 
different backgrounds.
Mr. - has kindly agreed to let us ask for your 
help. The research consists of several short pencil 
and paper tasks. Your names will not be given to us, 
as the answers are entirely confidential, but we 
would need to meet you in a group, for an hour spread 
over two occasions. The first occasion will be before 
decimalisation day, and the second occasion about a 
fortnight after decimalisation day. We will be able 
to meet in a room at the Stanhope Institute. If you 
are willing to take part - and we do hope that you 
will be - please would you give your name to your 
Tutor-In-Charge at the Institute? This will let the 
office there get some idea of how many people are 
willing to help, and then they can arrange a time and 
place for the first meeting, and let you know about it.
We shall be very grateful to all those willing 
to help us with this project, and hope that, whatever 
your views about the changes in the currency, you will 
be willing to take part.
Yours sincerely.
Sheila Chown. 
Susan Crouch.
PLEASE F I L L  IN THE FOLLOWING INFORKATI  O N i -
INITIALS FOR CODING 
DATE OF BIRTH 
SEX 
OCCUPATION
ANY PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH DECIMAL CURRENCY
'Lu.mLj
PLEASE DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL 
YOU ARE TOLD.
19. A group which tolerates too many differences of 
opinion among its own members cannot last for 
long .
2 0 . There are two kinds of people in this world, 
those who are for the truth, and those who are 
against the truth.
21. Of all the different philosophies which exist in 
the world there is probably only one which is 
c o r r e c t .
2 2 . Man on his own is a helpless and miserable 
c r e a t u r e .
23. I have often felt that strangers were looking 
at me critically.
24. If given the chance I would do something of 
great benefit to the world.
25. To compromise with our political opponents is 
dangerous because it usually leads to the 
betrayal of our own side.
25. The principles I have come to believe in are 
quite different from those believed in by most 
p e o p l e .
27. I dislike to change my plans in the midst of 
an undertaking.
28. Most of the ideas which get printed today are ' 
not worth the paper they're written on.
29. In a discussion I often find it necessary to 
repeat myself several times to make sure I am 
being understood.
30. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
31. I think it is usually wise to do things in a 
conventional way.
32. I wish I could find someone who would tell me 
how to solve my personal problems.
33. I always finish tasks I start, even if they are 
not very important.
34. It is only natural for a person to be rather 
fearful of the future.
35. I have never done anything dangerous for the 
thrill of it.
36. My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly 
refuses to admit that he's wrong.
37. I have a work or study schedule which I follow 
carefully.
38. In the long run the best way to live is to pick 
friends and associates whose tastes and beliefs 
are the same as one's own.
39. The main thing in life is for a person to want 
to do something important.
FALSE TRUE
PLEASE_T.URN n \IE .R j
FALSE TRUE
40, It's all too true that people just won't
41
42
43
44
practise what they preach
I usually find that my own way of attacking 
a problem is best, even though it doesn't 
always seem to work in the beginning.
A person who gets enthusiastic about too many 
causes is likely to be a pretty 'wishy-washy' 
sort of person,
I believe that promptness is a very important 
personality characteristic.
I always put on and take off my clothes in the 
same order.
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD
On the Following pages there are 
several short tests on the use 
of decimal currency.
In each test please do as many 
items as you can in the time 
a llowed.
Don't turn over between the 
tests until you are told.
The first example in each test 
has already been done for you, 
so that you will see what kind 
of answer is required.
could you give for the following
articles and what change (if any) would you get?
Answers
A stamp costing 
4ip One 5p coin. One -Jp coin change
A newspaper costing 
5p
A light bulb costing 
£0.14
A bag of carrots 
costing 9p
A bar of soap 
costing 12p
A fountain pen 
costing £1 .43
A lb of sausages 
costing 28p
A toothbrush at
18p
4 gallons of petrol 
costing £1 .37%
A leg of lamb 
costing £0.98
A bus ticket 
costing 8p
A pot plant costing 
£0.54
A wristwatch costing 
£7.66i
20 cigarettes 
costing 26p
3 bananas costing 
7ip
A bag of oranges 
costing £0.23^
A book costing 
£0.73
A lb of tomatoes 
costing II2P
A bottle of squash 
costing 13p
A teddy bear costing 
£1.44
DON'T T!iRM n\/FR iiMTTi vniKORF rni a.
Please give the approximate price of the following articles 
in new curre n c y , correct to the nearest new halfpenny.
Answers
An 8/6d paperback book 42ip
A 23/- theatre ticket
A 3/7d bottle of shampoo
A 9/9d tin of talcum powder
A lb of apples at l/7d
A pair of tights at 13/6d
A meccano set at £2/l7/4d
A pair of shoes at £4/s/6d
A box of soap powder at 2/Sd
A l/9d packet of tea
A tin of biscuits costing 17/3d
Chocolates costing 7/6d
A 1Od packet of seeds
Shoe repairs for S/11d
A pair of gloves at 19/9d
A packet of buttons at 2/9d
A writing pad at s/2d
A box of tissues at 2/2d
A 4d box of matches
A saucepan at £l/is/l1d
A -jcwt of potatoes at 1l/4d
A l/9d loaf of bread
A train ticket for 14/9d
A 10/6d bunch of flowers
A bottle of spirits at 37/lOd
A 4 / 5d magazine
A 5/11 pair of socks ■
A 1/10 cauliflower
A 7d bus fare
A 6d stamp
DON'T TURN nWPR ,UNTU Y OIL ARF TOJ-D-
articles and mhat^change (if^any°"would^you^be^gIven?
\ hs change will be in new currency)
Answers
A 25p 
magazine
Two florins and one shilling. 
No change
A cup of coffee 
at 4 p
A packet of 
cigarettes at 33 p
A bag of apples 
at II5 P
A pair of gloves 
at £1,58
A train ticket 
at 1 7p
A calendar 
at 39p
A tin of plasters 
at 14-5-p
A box of chocolates 
costing £1.37
A loaf of bread 
at 6p
A gallon of petrol 
at 34p
A brush and comb set 
at £2.67
A tin of baked beans 
costing 7p
A lamp shade 
at 89p
A packet of biscuits 
costing 8fp
A torch costing 
£0.74 '
A ball point pen 
at 5p
A tea towel 
at 28p
A 2p box of 
matches
A packet of 
detergent at 12p
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD.
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This next test is to find out 
how easily you can judge the 
values of the new coins.
For each pair of coins presented 
on the next 2 pages, please 
write down how many of the 
first coin makes up the value 
of the second coin.
For example:-
answer
r 7
C ?
$ANSWERS
Do as many of the following sums as you can. 
Please work as quickly as you can.
ADD in these examples
£ s d £ s d £ s d
20 1 7 4 45 4 7 89 3 9
22 1 5 7 61 0 9 49 5 7
£ s d £ s d £ s d
40 1 0 6 64 1 7 4 98 17 2
64 0 2 90 8 1 49 4 4
£ s d £ s d £ s d
29 12 1 49 0 9 58 12 1
70 17 7 94 1 3 2 65 1 3 4
SUBTRACT in these examples
£ s d £ s d £ s d
23 0 1 91 12 4 1 2 1 8 2
8 14 2 78 15 6 1 5 5
£ s d £ s d £ s d
91 2 1 59 7 4 60 9 0
65 4 6 26 4 5 12 1 8 0
£ s d £ s d £ s d
40 16 7 62 2 2 49 3 0
31 0 9 26 1 5 0 2 1 9 9
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD

ANSWERS
STANDARD 
PROGRESSIVE MATRICES 
SETS A, B, C, D, & E
Name. 
Place_ 
Age—
Test begun.
Date.
B irthday.
Test ended.
Ref. No.
A B c D E
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7
8 a 8 8 8
9 9 9 9 9
10 10 10 10 10
11 11 11 11 11
12 12 12 12 12
Time Total Grade
Notes
Tested by.
PuUished hy H. K. L ewis & Co. Lt d ., L o n d o n , W .C .l 
Printed in  Oreat B rita in  by Cambridge University Press
C.U.P. 69 100,000
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL 
YOU ARE TOLD.
Do as many of the following sums as you can 
Please work as quickly as you can.
ADD in these examples:-
£
20
22
87
78
£
45
61
23
04
£
89
49
18i
28
£
40
64
52i
01
64
90
87
40i
98
49
86
21*
£
29
70
60*
88
£
49
94
04
66
£
58
65
60*
67
SUBTRACT in these examples
23 . 00* 
8 . 71
91
78
61*
77*
£ 
1 2
0
91
77
£
91
65
10*
22*
£
59
26
37
22
&
60
12
45
90
£
48
31
83
04
£
62
26
11
75
£
49
2
15
98
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL 
YOU ARE TOLD.
Please write down as many UNUSUAL USES as you can think 
of for a PAIR OF S C I S 5 0 R S , that means ANYTHING except 
cutting with two blades.
Here are some examples to show you what we mean:-
1) as a weapon, to throw or stab with.
2) as a conductor of electricity.
3) use the finger-holes to draw round shapes in a 
patt e r n .
DON’ T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD
On the next page you will find a picture 
that has several camouflaged faces in it. 
Five of these faces have circles drawn 
round them: they are examples to show 
you the kind of faces we mean.
Put circles round as many other faces 
as you can find in the picture.
Go on to the second picture as soon as 
you can.
DON'T TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD
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